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Fish future feared 
. TERRACE.  - - .  Flooding: 
throu$1~out::the northwest this 
,. fall ,will devastate some .futm;e 
salm6n runs, fisheries'officials, 
predict. . : . . ,  ::' 
'~Theie will be.. plentz!of: 
danmge: from that: flood,-~.n~ 
question about hat," sa/d.pro. 
vinci~ .fisheries biologistColin' 
" Spence. "But at this s tage:we~ 
don't r e.ally:iknow the fu~ 
. tent." " . .,., ...: 
i.i "The high water wasbed"e~ 
: out of their beds and smothered' 
i: them with <silt, and can. also: 
@ 
'~: 2"/ 
City plan nears 
TFAU~CE: , -  - The Nisga'a : andefficiently)" hesaid. ,,_-; frozen .until. a deal is reached, 
-Tribal Council is 10okin~ for. :one  of the first:topics on the Lees0n said they also take into 
i~ardioresumingitslanddaims ,table. i s  interim 'protection the acC0ultt the positions of 
':negotiations, with the.federai ' measures. .. : .>- - ,- other panics. 
.ait'd. provincial :goyer~elits ' It's defined as assessing:ira. . ".But What we don't want to 
':,~hen.thb parties,m~t eatly:~e~tt: : pacts On land and resources in a do'.is,get into a position, where 
;hioitth, spys a:,spokesni~m;.i.:: ~" ' :final agreement and protecting the/eare opportunists -- people 
~.: :<.W.e re-.optzmimc the, new , '  interests of the. Nisga ~i "trod. ' :WhO move.in and then expect a 
":~bvei~¢tiiii!fi::~ov~er. h~:sidd :!0ther.:.plarties pendii~ :a :..final: ./:Windfall from any land claims 
• .,th@~~t",ib:8~'u'i~ the pro.. :iig~r~i~ehi.; i- -~ -';/. -~:i .!: . . ~tiieiitents; .he said, : 
" " "  . . . .  1"  . . . .  • - " " . : ' "  " : " " "  • ' ,~s,  said'NesonL~eson. : Chief ederal negotiator Gay ;: As, for  the Nass fishery, 
...... There m.e substantiye issues : Re~don said: I~t: .week the • .L eeson said what the federal 
on the drawingib6ard and.we , federalgovetnmetit h/0l)~it Cai~ .:government is proposing is 
' "~k,w'e C0iiidmake some good soon l,egreed 6n / ~men~ ~ something the Nisga'a have 






damage young fry. 
"The effects of these kinds of 
f loods can be quite 
devastating," said Les Jantz, of 
the Department ofFisheries and 
Oceans. "The Silt clogs up the 
gills on the little fry and they ef- 
fectively suffocate." 
Jantz said it's believed similar 
floodingin 1988 may have con- 
tributed,to':the poor returns of 
steelhead mid other species :in 
recent years. 
."Thet'e's going to be a 
tremendous loss of pink eggs in 
many ecosystems this time," 
Jantz predicted. 
Pinks, along with chinook 
and chum, will be the affected 
s .pecies, he said, because they all 
spawned ,early, dePositing eggs 
in spawfliilg' beds prior to the 
flooding. 
Some eggs and old Spawning 
beds could be: completely lost 
due to changes in stream 
courses after many rivers spilled 
thei~'~, banks /and  cut new 
courses ,  - - 
"Any eggs deposited in those 
systems are history,"Jantz 
said. "They're toast." 
Flooding on the scale that hit 
the Skeena and Nass systems 
also harms plant and animal 
life, affecting the entire food 
chain, he said. 
"We will start o see the first 
indications" of how bad it is in 
the. 1993 pink return," Jantz 
said. "Wemight even see im- 
pacts,in the '93 coho runs." 
Nisga a happy 
talks to start 
The new provincial govern. 
ment may be more s~npathetic 
than the previous one when k 
comes to land aaims. 
But the i~mte o f  cost sharing 
remains to b¢ Solved. 
You'll ~d  tliat xtor~ on Page 
meetings as quickly as possible. 
If they did~ not, there would 
be a furtherdelay asthe plan- 
ners drew up an amended ver- 
sion which included .changes re- 
quired by council. 
Upon approval by'council, he 
said the~/-~ort woul~ be made 
pnbU=¢:0  g no d ision 
had b~.~ade Xet as to the for- 
mat:of"any pufilic meetings, 
TERRACE -- A proposed land 
use plan thin will help determine 
the future look of the city 
should finally be available to 
the public early next year. 
Unless, that is, council does 
not agree with the long-awaited 
plan as laid out by the planning 
department. 
City planner Marvin Kamenz 
said his department was in the 
process of finishing off a writ- 
ten version of the plan and ac- 
companying drawings for 
presentation to council; 
That would likely happen 
within the next month at an in- 
camera meeting of council. If 
aldermen accepted.:..,the plan, 
Kamenz sald~,~e. ~ity would 
move to arrange publiE 
us, no project 
":-on the rebound 
"We calculate the govern- 
ment would have to provide 
$150,000 a year. That's $300 per 
unit per month or $I0 a day. 
And it's a lot cheaper than the 
$90 a day forintermed/ate care 
and the $II0 a day for extended 
care," said Leisinger. 
The society wants a loan 
guarantee from ~the provincial 
government so. it:~can obtain a 
mortgage. " Rental payments 
from the units would provide 
the income to pay the mortgage. 
Several years ago the society 
.. calculated capital costs at bet- 
ween $2.5 million and $2.75 
million. It's now getting new 
f igares ,  
Although the society did 
receive planning money for the 
project from the previous 
government, it found itself 
stuck between the health and 
social services and housing 
ministries when it came to get- 
ting overall approval. 
But now the royal commis- 
sion seems to be pointing out 
that the society's concept is 
something that should be ex- 
plored, said L¢isinger. 
"We've said all along why 
not try it as a pilot project," he 
said. 
An  added inducement is the 
decline in mortgage rates which 
will reduce the overall capital 
costs, Leisinger added. 
"With the mortgage rates be- 
ing reduced, the shortfall 
should also he reduced," he 
said. 
Kamenz suggested initial public 
reaction would likely influence 
the decision. 
For example, public reaction 
to news reports of the land use 
plan could help identify poten- 
tial hot spots in the community 
which might need a separate 
and special approach. 
In such cases, Kamenz said it 
might be decided meetings aim- 
ed at people riving within those 
particular areas would be the 
best choice. Otherwise, the for- 
mat would probably be public 
meetings open to all residents of 
Terrace. ~" 
Whatever route is chosen, 
Kamenz emphasized the idea 
would be to get as much public 
opinion as possible. 
That part of the process was 
completed, suggested POlici=l 
'-weird: bedeveloped which imat~ ...... 
ched its findings, Those policies 
would again be put out: :f0r 
public comment and would 
cover~ such issues as the single- 
family residential areas where 
home businesses would be per- 
mitred and those where they 
would not. 
The next step was to take the 
results of all those meetings and 
council's views and incorporate 
them in an Official Community 
Plan by-law. 
After two readings, Kamenz 
said the by-law will go before a 
mandatory public hearing. By 
that stage, however, Kamenz 
hopes all the problems will be 
ironed out. 
Once through that stage, the 
by-law would be adopted and at 
that stage "we will have a plan 
for the future of the city set," 
Kamenz added. 
TERRACE - -  Efforts here 
toward a new type o f  housing 
for people who need care sh/~uld 
receive aboost from last week's 
royal commission on health 
care .  
The commission says alter- 
natives should be found to 
traditional and expensive ways 
of providing care to people. ~ • 
And that-indicates the Ter- 
race'. Regional Health Ca~e 
Society's plan for what it calls 
supportive housing is alive and 
well, says society spokesman 
Michael Leisinger. 
"The philosophy Of the 
health care society is Showing 
itself up in print," said Leis- 
inger last week of the royal 
commission~ 
The society wants to build 40 
housing units adjacent to Ter- 
raceview Lodge. 
It's intended for people who 
can live by themselves but who 
may need a certain amount of 
care. That ca~e Would be pro- 
vided by ekisting services at Ter- 
raceview Lodge. 
The society began promoting 
supportive homing three years 
ago as a way of  not only pro- 
riding care but as a way of 
reducing Overall health costs. 
It sees supportive: housing as 
a mid-p0int betw~n indepen- 
dent riving and extended.or in- 
termediate care;/People who 
now have no choice but to go in- 
to extended or intermediate care 
could instead live in the units. 
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re'mains, a s t l ckyr  issue ~ :;.~ ~ ~ ';' ~';;r~ : ' "~ WEEKi~HELP' ,,WOULD<: ,,.~<,AN'XTRA'"' ,',-Y=R,-- Bu$INE$$!!$1'O00 .PER 
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TERRACE - -  The new provin- land involved in settlements, a figure. Nisga'a negotiations: format ~ Polar Refrigeration has the anewerl 
• ~ See ,Jim or Robin and let them show you the profits In 
cial government may be more circumstance that could drive Cost-sharing arose last week does say the federalgoverment i; "BROASTER CHICKEN & P IZZA BY THE SL ICE"  
sympathetic, on  Settling .land . up the actual provincial cost to after the federal government wants a cost-sharingagreement . . . . .  ; . . : 
claims than the previous one but.. more than 50 per cent, said Pet- said it would go along with a in place by next September, ' , 
the siicking issue ~emains one o f  tier, : < , . provincial task force plan to If such in'deal isn,t in place, " ~ . . . .  
who pays for what. The new provincial govern- speed up negotiations a  long as the federal government will not [ G IV  I~ 'A  G iFT  TO lAST  A LIFPTIME I:', 
Anorew .Petter, the new ment's position is similiar to the province picked up half of conclude a sett lement 
aboriginal affairs'minister, last that : of :the previous Social all settlement costs, agr~ment-in.principle and the 
week rejected afederal proposi- Credit administration. This condition doesn't affect issue Will go before the federal 
ti0h fol' a 30per cent provincial The one difference is that the directly the Nisga'a land claims cabineL : 
and 70 per cent federal split in NDP said it would be willing to talks, the only ones now going "We " • are up against time con- 
se~l,¢ment cash .costs. . . pay 25 per cent of the total costs on in the province, straints," said Nisga'a Tribal 
lna  t prop.0sitionassumed the while the Socreds neyer did But a.clause in the agreement Council spokesman Nelson 
.Lt~.son on.the issue...; ...... ,. r [ pro:era c! wui pro.y!¢z¢,alt o t the come, out  ,with .a,,~Icentage signed this year establishing the "We just have to sit back and 
• .s.~ ?:.: : .," . t " • hope.they can sort i t  out.', he 
Four people given honou " "  
for Infe saving efforts : : i 
TERRACE " 'Four local 4601 Lezelle Ave. Terrace RAZ eae 2o411 
after which Barton and Ap- No ill effects were suffered by 
young bOy,:t'rom: the pool at 
Mount Layton Hotsprings this• 
summer. 
McGee, while at Furlong Bay 
in the summer, dislodged an ob- 
ject from the windpipe of a 
baby.~ The baby had stopped 
breathing. 
In the Mount Laymn rescue, 
Smith rescued the young boy 
from the bottom of the pool 
residents were recognized last 
week for their efforts in saving 
two lives. 
Doug Smith, Dr. Nicole Bar- 
t0n, Dr, Geoffrey Appleton and 
Janet McGee were given the 
awards by the B.C. branch of 
the Royal Life Saving Society 
Canada. 
Smith, Barton and Appleton 




TERRACE - -  Stew Christensen 
was elected to a two.year term 
as a Terrace and area school 
trustee on the school board 
Nov. 16. 
Only five per cent of 
registered voters turned out to 
choose between Christensen, 
Ken Hansen and Jacques 
LeBlanc, said returning officer 
Elaine Johnson. 
.. Christ¢!ls.cn. received 282 
votes to Hansen's 134 votes and 
LeBlanc's 112 votes. 
Johnson said those figures 
are unofficial as of Saturday 
flight and will be checked when 
ballot, boxes are collected this 
week .  
This'll be Christensen's se- 
cond term on the board. He was 
appointed last year to a one- 
year stint after nobody filed 
nomination papers. 
Christensen's term covers the 
i992 and 1993 calendar years. 
Johnson said there were 11 
;ejeltted.ballots.', • 
pleton performed'  rescue the boy and the baby. 
breathing and CPR. The patron of the life saving 
McGee used her training and society is Lieutenant-Governor 
experience as head life guard at David Lain. 
the city's aquatic centre in The awards are an annual 
delivering back blows to the event of the society-which 
baby to dislodge the object in recognizes life saving efforts 
the windpipe, across the province. 
NOv; 24 
Stop by and catch the 
action on big screen.  
- Hot Chill & Doge 
- Chance to win • 
Edmonton Eskimo 
Coaches Parka 
- Bring a Bud & Relax 
by the fire 
BACK EDDY'S PUB 
635-5336 
HOURS OF  OPERATION:  11 AM • 12 MIDNIGHT ~ 
I 
j . ,  : ~7 i
. ~,:., , ".,7 
I:L ";r~i" 
XMAS MAIL ORDER 
'" ICE'SIOI,TES. ' 
: Bauer 100. size 6.12 SR 
$210.00 
Bauer Challenger size 6-12 SR 
" " '  $79.00 
Moulded Boys siz.e 3.5 
$75.00 
ROLLER.SKATES, :  
Princess Y.T.H. size 12-2 
$49.00 
Rollers Girls size, 1.5 $60!00 
IN  L INE SKATE-q ,  ~~ '. 
Jr. size 1.4 "~ i7.9.00 
Sr, size 5.12 ='i120;00 
I l l  prices Include tax~'& I~P I$ i  >;~'~ 
, .  L-R 8kato 8hqp ..'. ,:',. 7, 
No;ie0 ~: 1178 John~ti:ht. C~);., 
" I I . . . . .  ,ho0:,,o,,,,,:,,4:1: 
:7" 
• : , .. :. ..,..~ , . ,  ' ' ) 563;8893"  
• ~ lee  & So ' log  ltd.' ." • ! 
CLEAR WINNERS IN THE 
.COLD WAR 
• ",,.i~f);" u , ,u l imm nn.m.~, "~:_,_~)~ . . . .  
• " l i m ' m l l  I I  t l  I I I ) ) " , : ; ••7  , 
S N O W B L O W E RS:7 
MODEL 10-28E 
10 HP Tecumseh engine. 
• Large 28" clearing width . . 
• Spiral carbon steel auger with serrated cutting edges , - 
• Remote control extended chute with 210 ° discharge 
• guide rotation ' " ~. " ."- 
• Separate traction and auger safetyclutches with DUAL. "i 
PRESS handles < ' : - ' ",< ~ 
• Six forward and two reverse speeds 
• Large 16" pneumatic tires with chains Installed 
• Electdc starter Installed ' ' 
,,,,MODEL 8,25ET . . .  o,;,. 
• ..8 .hp.Tecumseh engine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
• 25" clearing width 
•spirai carb0n steel auger with serrated Cuing ~g'e;r'" 
• Remote control extended chute with 210 ° discharge 
guide rotation 
• Separate traction and auger safety clutches with BUAI.- 
PIIESS handles 
• Six forward and two reverse speeds 
• "Dual Trac Ddve" providing sure gdp and tracHon, 
Tracks are made of reinforced rubber compound 
• Independent track sus~nsion ...~..~ 
• Mechanical weigh.transfer system 
• Electdc starter installed 
See these models on sale now! 
KENS MARINE 
4946 Greig Ave. Terrace 
Where  Qual i ty Counts  and Customers  Come First ~: ,. 
835-29O9 
//ii>, 
" : t  
• ~D-:7 = ~:7 
':,;-c7 
. • i 
")> • :.i - ~3 {7~'.- ~ "+'; 
. . . .  " :" '>":L'I-:/ 
<-?7:.7 ,'" ;~"." <, 
~-'-,;i C .-~ ,D, 2 
i ey th inkabout what  your 
~siness has to offer? Our ex- 
)erienced sales~ team can .help, YOU:,: 
!~edy :;that"/problem. Call The :<:~ 
~errace Standardat 638-7283. 
~e'll giveyou a helping hand.! ,,ii. 
" ;~, ' "  "S  ~ <-• i  ' 
l , t  
)• ' . t .  
. . . .  , . . .-,  ,, .,, -: jC,~, ~ 
r~,, . . . . . . .  I I  f I r f  I 11i' " J  
]WO FLOODS in two months have left Video Stop owner Jim 
~/old upset with the city. Leaves clog not on ly a normal drain 
but a new overflow one just installed by the city. 
Flooded again 
TERRACE-  Floodwaters plugged storm drains and 
swamped Video Stop for the backed up water. This time 
second time in as many mort- the water was seven inches up 
thsFriday morning and store the door, Wold says, and 
owner J im'Wold was not 
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for mountains of tires, 
TERRACE - -  A meeting bet- car mats or to burn them as ficient money in the system to ]surge-rim heavy equipment tires 
ween tire retailers and environ- fuel. make it work." so far aren't accepted in the 
ment ministry officials Thurs- The transportation credit for Grant said tire-dumping is program because no manufac- 
day failed to produce a plan to every tonne of tires hauled to contrary to the idea of the pro- turers so far can only process 
get Victoria's new tire recycling market is about 21 cents per gram and the environment car and light truck tires. 
program working in the nor- kilometre. End-users are paid ministry would probably ban "We recognize that's a pro- 
thwest. $1.50 per tire to recycle them or tire-dumping outright i f  there blem, particularly here in the 
Although two entrepreneurs $1.00 per tire to use them for was any established collection northwest, but there's not much 
are looking at setting up a small fuel. system in the northwest, we can do about it until the pro. 
plant to process tires into The program is not working "We don't encourage the cessors canhandle those large 
crumbs, nobody stepped for- in the northwest, however, banning of landfilling until an tires," Grant said. 
ward with a propo'sai to collect Seven months has elapsed and alternative is firmly in place," The program's goal is to in- 
local tires and transport thereto nobody west of Prince George is Grant added. "The City of Ter- crease the current 15 per cent 
market, collecting and hauling the tires race instituted a ban on the recycling rate for B.C.'s tires to 
Tires have been stacking up to market, landfilling of tires. The regional 90 per cent. That would also 
on the lots of local retailers And the local retailers are district has not. We're not here help meet the overall goal of 
since the City of Terrace banned s tag : to  get angry, to pass judgment on that." cutting in half the amount of 
the dumping of tires at its land- : ! :T i re  'dealers at the meeting Tire retailers, when a collec- garbage being dumped in land. 
fill June 1. want their tires collected or they tor arrives on the scene, will fills by the end of the decade. 
At the same time the Finan- want to be able to dump them. likely be charged for each tire So far there are eight pro- 
cial Incentives to Recycle Scrap "The weak link is the collec- taken for recycling. That was cessors and 12 end users 
Tires (FIRST) program was tion sector," agreed environ- another sore point, registered under the program 
started. A $3 tax for disposal of ment ministry spokesman Brian "We hope that it will even. around the province. The tires 
old tires When new ones are Grant. " I t  may fall on a local tuaily switch over to where being used are being burned for 
bought is being used to pay government to take on the role you're eventually paid for each fuel in cement plants and being 
credits for the transportation f Of establishing marketing tire," Grant said. recycled into railway ties, car 
tires to market and for yards." He expects processors will mats, tiles, flowerpots, blasting 
manufacturers to use them-  "But we'd like to give the ultimately have to start impor- mais, interlocking paving bricks 
either to turn them into new private sector a chance to do ring tires from outside B.C. and highway asphalt and roof- 
products like flower pots and that job. We believe there is suf- The other problem is that ing membranes. 
-'-o'-'o-s.'*- Pitch made for university happy. " " inch of water. "Damn it, if the city Friday's flooding happen- 
would just listen and do ed despite the installation a TERRACE - -  Terrace should " I f  we have a presence here, 'that's the program we need Martin, echoed many of 
something about the pro- week before of an overflow become the administrative c n- at a level where there is some here' so until we arrive at what Talstra's comments. 
b lem, this wou ldn ' t  drain set into the curb. Wold tre for the University of Nor- clout, we believe that idea of type of program that should be "An adminstrative structure 
happen," he said while mop- says the overflow didn't them B.C.'s western region, regionailzation will be kept here in T~rrace, we think the ad. in the regions wouldn't be 
ping up water inside the work becausethecityinsisted says mayor Jack Talstra. alive," Talstra continued, ministrative centre is a good dependent on the whims and 
store, on covering it with a grate Talstra, who made the pitch The administrative centre idea," the mayor added, wills of PHnce George as to 
Wold has been fighting the that also gets covered with with a group of local residents concept also fits in with what And as Prince Rupert pro- what would happen," he said. 
city for weeks about he type leaves, to university officials here last the city can do for the university motes itself as a center for "Times change and people 
of drains and Overflows that "It was plugged solid with week, said a strong presence and the idea that it offer pro- marine studies, Kitimat sees change, but if there is an ad- 
should be installed at the cor- leaves too - -  just like I told here will cement the university's grams tied to the economic in- itself as the location for the ministrative form in place, the 
ner  of Lakelse Ave. and them," he .said. "Conse- goals of becoming an institution terests o f  northern towns, he university's applied studies ef- regions would be represented," 
Emerson St. quently we're f looded for all those who live in the said. forts. 
Martin added. He says the grates placed again." north. "Prince Rupert, for instance, Council there last week set Talstra said that while the ad- 
over the drains get plugged The Terrace Inn and the "We believe the university has been interested in marine aside two acres of land for such ministrative concept doesn't fit 
with leaves, causing Terrace Review newspaper does have a commitment to studies for years and that fits," a campus and Alean has added how the university is being flooding, offices - -  both at a natural regionalization. But our con- Talstra said. 
another two acres. Water first entered the low point on Greig Ave. - -  cern is that through the years, "But  Terrace is more structured, university officials 
store Oct. 13 wherb ~@ve#; weTe:also'iflooded~Friday.: , .... that concept might erode," It~ 'divergent; Were l i ke~in~ ~Aother'of~lt-e local residrents 'have said they will c0nsKh~'~ltt 
"'I :'i"' ' .... ;'~;~ ' ~ • ~ -:"~'~ :',:said. : ~ '.Prince G~org~. " It's hard Yo'~'~, "~ attend tH~et f~, - -Ger r~,  
NOV.  21 I NOV.  22 I NOV.  231  
' " JND STEAK I iI 
l l /$PA( I t lETT i  
S " / [ MACA.RONI B 
• Reg. price 20/100 g 100 6 I 
PER LB. 
$7.69/1(6. 
* Reg. price $2.09 
• Reg. price $6.04/Ib. • 227 g EACH 
,.c. l, C] . . . .  
; LARGE I o.c. ,o,o,. 
UHCH , , Heart Foundagon .. & Overwaitea 
.TOMATOES ""' 
~eg. price $8 .91  . r. Gerry Kast in  
) -25  g pack = * Reg. $1.49/Ib $1,§2 K6 
~ [[lll l l~ ~ ~ Book your tours now, 
through Northern Health Care, 
ORE HOORS: e Call D°ug Patters°n ' i ' i i 
" ' "  635  
y Ira.lira , r , 
m m r J " "  TOUR DATES: ::ii i f Im.llm j , " ' " "  Tues., December3 . ,' : 9im- 1t:im, : , ° It IMItlIB~ . . Tues., January 7 9 am ' 11 i s  
., February 411 1 : i i  91~m:? 1! '~  
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Some good news 
Regional Health Care Society. 
The society never did receive satisfac- 
tion from the previous government on 
the proposal. For some unexplained 
reason, cabinet ministers were never able 
to properly instruct their employees on 
what should be done. 
But now the new provincial govern- 
ment has some new ammunition. The 
royal commission says innovative ways 
must be found to preserve the health care 
we now have. The health care society's 
proposal deserves another look and con- 
sideration as a pilot project. 
That interesting news from Victoria 
came from aboriginal affairs minister 
Andrew Petter's reaction to how the 
federal government wants to share the 
costs of  land claims settlements. 
Mr. Petter effectively said "no way" 
to the federal idea of it paying 70 per 
cent of the cash and the province 30 per 
cent if the province also supplied the 
lands and resources. The problem, he 
said, was that once land was calculated 
the province's total share would exceed 
50 per cent of the package. 
What makes this interesting is •that 
Mr. Petter's comments could just as 
easily have come from the last govern- 
ment. It should provide some comfort to 
those who thought the NDP would give 
away the store to settle outstanding 
There was some good news and some 
inti~i'e~ing ews coming out of Victoria 
last week for northern British Colum- 
bians. 
The first concerns the findings of the 
royal commission on health care which 
pertaintO life in the north. In short, the 
commission says the quality of and ac- 
cesstO health care in remote areas of the 
province should be improved. 
To do that, the commission says the 
administration, co-ordination and 
d~ision-rnaking involved should be 
centered in the areas where the service is 
delivered. This goes beyond the situation 
now in health care where each arm has 
its own set up and structure, often to the 
detriment of the people needing the care. 
Interestingly enough, this was one of 
the themes of a report commissioned by 
a northwest group looking at health care 
and paid for by the provincial govern- 
ment several years ago. 
Even better was the royal 
commission's suggestions that alter- 
natives be found to housing people who 
need care in traditional facilities. Home 
care and community-based care is not 
only less expensive, but it improves the 
overall lifestyle of the people who need 
the care. 
Taken on a broad scale, this gives 
great weight o the proposal for suppor- 
/ i<• 
Iti~eilmusing~put,~forward by the Terrace ,~ claims. 
Safe sex myth 
There's great danger in the message 
being promoted with increased 
awareness ofAIDS since Magic Johnson 
announced he has the HIV virus. Want 
safe sex? Use a condom. 
The message is too simple and very 
stupid. There is no such thing as safe sex, 
at least in the way society treats the idea 
of sexual relations outside the bounds of 
the traditional marriage. 
Condoms are effective in the 90 per 
cent range in preventing pregnancy. 
They are said to be effective in the same 
percentage range in preventing the 
spread of HIV. That's a far cry from the 
definition of the word "safe". 
There may be safer sex and there may 
even be responsible sex but the word 
"safe" must be stricken from the 
vocabulary before it becomes part of 
popular folklore in halting the growing 
number of AIDS-related eaths. 
Attention CBC 
Through 
Bifocals !  =.Dli / 
Mention country living and 
you think of On Golden Pond, 
where Hepburn and Fonda 
spend their day fishing, picking 
strawberries, or playing Scrab- 
ble as loons warble across a 
quiet pond. 
Only in the movies. 
In'real' life, depending upon 
their mileage from town (an 
hour's drive is a deadly 
distance),• solitude seekers are 
put upon by more unwelcome 
callers than Dixon entrance will 
have.subs. 
Truly"~"getting away" calls 
for canoeing or.backpackiag in-
• to the'boobies beyond the range 
.'.of 4 x 4's, ATV's and vandals. 
That means Settling for monthly 
mail and radiophones. Expen- 
sive radiophones. 
Here's were CBC Radio 
messages play a role. 
CBC Radio broadcasts 
messages --  free --  to the 
hinterland several timesa day at 
specific times. Anyone bush. 
bound expecting a communique 
knows when to tune in., So does 
the rest• of B.C., Yukon and 
message was "Your grain is 
i n . "  
I have no clues to unlock this 
code. I'm left to ponder w l3at 
sort of grain it might be, Wheat 
for baking bread? Oats to feed a 
cow or rabbits? Or mixed grains 
to coax wild birds to a window 
feeder? 
I" wish CBC Radio would 
copy Street Legal and precede 
each message with a thumbnail 
update of the intended reel. 
pient. Maybe then I could keep 
track of Nabby's social calen- 
dar, figure out what the Camp- 
bells are doing, and get ac- 
quainted with the newcomer• 
Too much to ask? 
I II 
CBC Radio (Prince Rupert) 
has several regulars who await 
dispatches from family, friends, 
and suppliers• 
There's Nabby in the Suskwa 
who somehow finances living in 
the remote Babine watershed. 
Messages for Nabby (male or 
female?:' single or married?) 
usually announce the impending 
arrival of welcome visitors who 
must be met at a staging area. 
No depot, 1 take it. 
In Doreen, a retired Califor- 
nia couple, Ma and Pa Camp- 
bell, are regulars, too. In the 
1970s their daughter Barbara, a
flight attendant, with her hus. 
band George, a teacher, 
operated a wilderness camp in 
Doreen for fly-in fishermen. 
Once a month during the 
Alaska. summer George crossed the 
i Radio messages are  akin: to Skecna by jetboat for groceries, 
party line phones,• eX~,pt}~he gasoline and other supplies. 
potential audience iS far larger, Barbara grew luscious trawber. 
and eavesdroppers feeltiogutlt, ties, rhubarb, and vegetables in
Nor do we snoops have to worry their iverside garden. She was a 
about e-iveawa,'~i: backoround,~. . ,  : ' superb, cook;, from her I got the 
, pizza recipe m farad r noises, Or, sdying:~).imiilethlhg:;. . y ' y anks 
above all others later tha.! cOuldbn]y,~lse from:i . 
h~avmg hstened rift*on' a:'prtvate , Recently CBC Radio broad- 
_,' conversation,;<c:;>~:.,<~,:~,:,<~;:~i:,,;+,.,~~.%7,.;';~..cnst. :! "7-'.7 . to a. newcomer. The 
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Health report 
action needed,  
VICTORIA- It's been nearly 
two years in the making, but 
the report by the British Col. 
umbia Royal Commission on 
Health Care and Costs was 
worth Waiting for• 
The six-member commission, 
headed by Mr. Justice Peter 
Se~ 0~, visited 51 com- 
m~ities,-i!~ travelled.mor~% 
tha~n iii~O0(i l~h. It recek, ed ? : '  
more than 1,500 submissions, 
talked to hundreds of people 
and, in the end, came up with 
a 359 recommendations f how 
to improve British Columbia's 
health-care system• 
The report makes one thing 
clear: the $5 billion now spent 
on the province's health care 
resources i sufficient. The 
problem, according to the 
report, is how it'sspent. 
"Internal factors, including 
the inefficient use of hospital 
beds, negotiated settlements 
Which exceed the general pro- 
vincial average, too many 
physicians and the construction 
of unneeded facilities, are 
more of a threat o medicare 
than external factors, such as 
the reduction of federal 
transfer payments," the report 
says. 
" I f  healthcare sources are 
not spent wisely, the province's 
options will be to ration 
health-care, raise taxes, or 
spend more for services to the 
ill and the disabled and less for 
other programs, uch as educa- 
tion or housing," the report 
warns. 
Many of the recommenda- 
tions could be implemented 
immediately, the report says. 
"Immunizing children before 
they enter day care of school, 
guaranteeing that drinking 
water is uncontaminated, or 
reducing the number of drink. 
ing drivers by lowering the 
allowable blood alcohol evel 
will reduce health-ears costs 
and, in the long run, improve 
the health of British Colum- 
bians." 
Other recommendations, 
such as allo~ng terminally.ill 
From the 
Capital 
by Hubert Beyer 
'~g~,~m~,lhem the'optmnmi ~ i, ,~ ,., .• ~ I 
rdhise m~lieal tredth~ent7 will "7~.. ,~l'i~e' lei~It'~tak~ ~]m~:aT the  
probably be subject o a lot of 
debate. 
Improving efficiency in 
hospitals, which consumes half 
of every health-car dollar, 
would release large amounts of 
money that could be better us- 
ed in the delivery of home-care 
and multi-level residential 
facilities for the chronically ill, 
according to the report. 
'" To achieve greater efficien- 
cy, the report says, there must 
'be a reduction in "inap- 
propriate hospital admissions 
and lengths of stay." 
The report recommends the 
immediate establishment of a 
permanent, independent 
Health Council to oversee the 
health-care system. This coun- 
cil would report o the 
legislature, not to the govern- 
ment or the health ministry. 
The ministry must be  
reorganized, the report says, to 
ali0W for regional rather than 
centralized decision-making. 
Decisions hould be made as 
close to the community level as 
possible. Local people must be 
allowed to shape the local 
system of health.care delivery. 
A first step towards the 
decentralization f the health. 
care system, the report recom- 
mends that regional general 
managers be hired to help 
build a system that responds to 
local needs. 
The report urges that five 
principles of medicare been- 
shrined in legislation. They are 
comprehensiveness, universal,.' 
ty, portability, accessibility and 
public'administration. 
It also says premiums should 
be abolished and the Shortfall 
- -  $640 million in the:1989 .~ 
90 fiscal year --  be raised by 
..i 
doctors, too i by urging/'ao - 
absoluteann~d global cap on 
payments o physicians and 
hospitals. That cap, it adds, 
should be adjusted only for 
changes in population• 
The report had some distur- 
bing things to say about he 
halth of British Columbia's 
Natives, many of whom, it 
says, have been relegated to 
"third world" existence. 
Some of the steps, recom- 
mended by the commission to 
improve the health status of 
natives, aren't directly linked 
to the delivery of health-care. 
They include, for instance, 
an appeal to the government to
ensure that. more native 
• children complete high School; 
It also urges upport for job- 
training programs developed 
by native communities, and 
consultation to develop an • in- 
formation system to~m6~ure 
the :health determinants and 
health status of native people. 
The report makes onic 
devastating obset:vati6nS Onthe 
delivery of health-car~ 't0~ihe . ~ 
mentally ill. "Thes~l~in~i0ns i !~ 
to the commission nlak~ii[ / . . .  
painfully Clear.Them~liud' :~i: 
care system is failing ihet~¢n. 
tally ill in B.C.," it says.. : .  
"Adequate facilities hav¢.~ I 
not been provided in the pi'~,-.~, 
vince's communities, ,;hospita[.i~i ' 
care is fragmented~,and there's -~, 
a lack of, psychiatrists:and.~y,., ~ 
clinical psychologlsts~ it:says.if,, 
The NDP has said~fot, yeats ~7~/ 
that there is enoughmoney:for!!:,~ 
healthcare; it just needed to.be,li 
spent more wisely;i.The'report:~ 
backs up that chum..:Theres .,/,i! 
no excuse now for not ira- !~.i 
plementing it soon, anogherl i~:~ . 
reason for the legislature'to' sit~i 
people to die with dignity by an increase in the provincial earlier than next spring. ; ] 
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Ut promiserd in Local 
fishery catch lessons Iso 
ment'Of'Fisherles and Oceans Dear Sir: 
~hU pledged to cut in half the ~ Anglers, commercial We feel compelled to write 
! ,n~r io f  steelheadcaught in flahermm :~md government in regards to the Nov. 13, 
~the"~:~det.~ of commercial offlci~ me together in 1991 article in the communi- 
: fi$1ter~,eh'next year, Smither$:Nov. 9fro m across ty news section. 
~i:'~That~ipromise came at a the northwest in an attempt It praises Terrence Zapor. 
ifishlihg:s~posium in Smithers to ¢ome to grips with the pro- tan for getting his private 
Nov.,§iwhere _an glens were told blem of declining 'steelhead pilot iicence in Victoria and 
stocks. Smithers Interior for his returning to that area ithi~:Y~s:'Steelliead return was 
i !thei~b~ilowest in 35 yeats . .  News reporterMitch Moneo to get his commercial rating. 
i i: :DFO f'tsli~'ies branch director reports on the effort to save While we recognize the 
l-ill saidthe agency plans to the Skeena's flagging sport, sign!ficance o f  this achieve- 
!hdv¢~ :more gill netters using fishery, ment, we are disappointed 
!~nes  outside the Skeena that Mr, Zap0rzan was 
:estuary.~ !/"/ . '. featured instead of one of the 
,. :: weedliiies, lower gill nets steelhead returns, five pilots who earned their 
• iabo~t 1,2 metres below the "Hal f  of what?" B.C. licences locally. 
~water's surface allowing more Steelhead Society Vice-president A flight school was opened 
¢:capement of steelhead, which John Lyotier asked, noting the at the Terrace-Kitimat air- 
swim very close to the surface, variation in estimates of the net port in May of this year -- a 
• ::i I"DFO spent $i00,000 c0n- fishery's teelhead catch, school which offers the same 
i~tcting glll,netters to extend  Sport fishermenhavelongac- training as the lower 
i~oiii!~weedllne,, LilL-told the  cused mixed stock commercial mainland school at a com- 
croWd0f i50 anglers, drawn to fishermen of downplaying how petitive rate. This flight 
the meeting by the dramatic many steelhead they catch in school was well advertised in 
plunge in Skeena steelhead their nets. DFO uses the town, including threeadver- 
: .~: numbers reported by the corn- tisements in your paper, and 
' i ' '  ' ' mercial fishermen. Provincial the school enjoyed a suc- 
i : i "DFOwent $100,000con. environment ministry officials cessful season. 
t~'ting&ill.nctters to extend believe the real incidental catch Not only was the school 
, ismuch higher, profitable, it also brought : the wecdllne. We reprepared 
to  work with industry, Steelhead Society member money into local businesses. 
wr selective Myron Kozak said if DFO is We had students travel from 
cut the in. proposing to cut in half the Stewart, Kitwanga, Prince 
reported number of steelhead, Rupert and Kitimat to train 
. . . . .  ha//." the actual reduction could be along with the local 
i I 
rather insignificant, residents. 
r=urns. "We're prepared to B.C. Steelhead Society vice- These students upported 
work with i industry, weedline president John Lyotier said the the airport shops and the air- 
gtive fishing gear fisheries pledge should be view- port itself as well as local 
:erception rate in ed in "the positive focus it hotel, restaurants and shops. 
deserves." Vanderhoof Flying Ser- 
FO will ask B.C. Lyotier po ints  to this ANGLER Steve Nickolls displays a hefty steelhead reeled in on the Skeena. Anglers fear fish like this-- vice, (the company that 
to • assess fish cooperative effort as un- already in short supply -- could face extinction in years to come. This year's return of steelhead was funds the local flight school) 
~d out where we precedented, the second lowest on record, believe strongly in suppor- 
ate from a scientific basis." "It's something they haven't heck was going on." since 1977. with fewer barbs being thrown ting the community. 
!,Sport anglers at the meeting done in the past. Before thi[ one B.C. fisheries branch director 'T in probably more op- than in previous gatherings. Therefore, in keeping with 
i iii welc0methe promise of cuts to government used to go in one David Narver told the sym- timistic than I have been in Noticeably absent, however, this belief, we advertised 
,, locally, offered scenic , the steelhead catch, but many direction and the other in the posium the environment years he said. were the Prince Rupert gill net 
:~ were skeptical about how great other direction. The taxpayer ministry has this year made the Participants inthe conference fishermeff~ ~ who chose to flights, provided ground 
its effects will be on depleted was left wondering what the greatest progress with DFO were somewhat concilliatory, boycott themeeting, school at no cost for the 
: members of the air cadet 747 • , . 
. . . .  Industry aemanas patt i  for conservaUon squadron (partly in return 
" , : . '  d ~ and we provided a free flight 
' : . for 'Evergreen', ~ocal cable, 
so that they could obtain "The  commercial fishing straight fishing to allow escapement, healthy steelhead and donate money to mercial fishery entirely, buLjs that video footage for the pro- 
indmtry expects to 'get something in taking fish more slowly to allow release, an enhancement project from the sale of realistic? . . . . .  i~";~; ~! /  
return for safeguarding steelhead, accor- and begging for inoney for weedline steelhead not going to live and the Taylor said reasonable xploitation gram. 
• Thus, it is our belief that cling to a member of the North Coast studies, steelheaders told us that's not good rates have to be set. The complexity of the success of this local flight 
Advisory Board. "ln the past we've becn asked to pay a enough." solutions must also be taken into ac- school and its over 25 
"You're asking us to redesign our in- price for conservation," Taylor said of Eby said many sport fishermen fed count. 
' students and renters, is a suc- stry, to make fundamental changes, chinook enhancement i  heKitimat and the solution is to eliminate the existing "We're dealing with real people and 
cuss for Terrace; and thus, it t most of the benefits are derived for the Skcena. "But now we don't have a 20,000 jobs :the fishery provides and real families," he said. deserves some recognition. 
in the Interior," Greg chance to fish there. If we now have a replace it with fish traps "so a few thou- Commercial fishermen also want We are disappointed with 
.~. Packers Prince Rupert- large stock over-abundance, why can't sand stcelheaders can catch one more some type of security for their invest- 
your paper for its lack of a steelhead symposium in we fish there?" .. fish a year. ment in conservation, according to support for the community 
Fishing Vessel Owners' Association " I f  a terminal (inland) fishery is the Taylor. 
endeavours, and we will bear the only major harvester representative Phil Eby, a seine boat answer for commercial fishery then He also called for more local manage- this is mind when deciding 
~urce, but commercial lobbyist, said the wind was taken out of maybe it's the answer for sportfishing." ment and a more unified advisory pro- how to proceed with the Ter- 
,e accepted some respon- his sails after a voluntary stcelhead Taylor said commercial fishermen are cuss on a regular basis. 
race Flight School next elhead." enhancement project hat began in 1988 willing to make changes, to set targets Eby agreed: "We've got to learn to season. 
sacrifices have included: a went awry. • and goals, but they have to be realistic, stop throwing rocks at each other so we On behalf of local 
; k  rather than 13,day "Wesaidwe would voluntarily release "Some say we should stop the com- can live a little closer together." 
. . . .  aviators, 
Melissa Munn, 
Allan Larsen, 
atives predict end to gaffing Moreon 
- -  Fish gaffing in the Moricetown band. Don Ryan heads the Skeena years - -  since the glacial period Page A6 
own canyon may Sport anglers have long Fisheries Commission, a com- -- and we'll boron the watershed 
ing of the past, ac- pointed to the Moricetown food mittee working on a consensus for thousands of years to 
a Wet'suwet'en fishery as one cause of depleted approach to native management come." " 
fief. fish stocks. They say the gaffing in the Skeena watershed. Ryan said although the 
i :Chief Adam Gagnon told a • method iswasteful, because fish He told the crowd natives Skeena Fisheries Commission is 
icr0wd of about 150 at the fall off the hooks, suffer in- want a treaty negotiated on the a native initiative, supported by 
Bulkley Valley Steeihead Sym. juries and are unable to survive. Skeena watershed by next year government, the groups is will- 
ihat area natives are The fish traps would als0 be and are now looking at co- lag to work with non-natives in About 
(~:. i C0nsidering switching from the ' the management scheme. 
.U~ of gaffs to .fish traps. "We are looking at.harvesting fish with a passive "We have to look at what we 
, 'We. .  a re  look ing  at  means. The traps canbe used for research, taggin~ can do with that industry on the lette 
: : i: harvesting" fish with a passive and catch-and-release monitoring. It could help br- coast. We know that industry is r$ ~::. re,n%,, he told the applauding r ' really having problems." , ,  inp, all user groups together.. 
Tsimshian Tribal Council The Terrace Standard 
good news to used for research to "enhance: management and interim president Art Sterritt and corn- welcomes lettersto theeditor 
: : : :q~rtsflshermen will likely irk and subsidize" depleted stocks, agr~ments, mission member said the on all topics. All letters must 
fish,men. Gagimn said, , . . . .  , . "Indians not only want a role various sides have to better be signed land carry, an ad- 
.i :/ i:;~,~Gagnon.made no.bones about "The traps can :be usedifor, in~ the harvest but also in the understand each other to create 
i. i li~fa-ctnativesintendtousethe res arch, tagging and Catch, management of the resource," a win-win situation for natives, Don Ryan dress and local, telephone 
i:i~t~ps ~toi establish an inland and-release monitoring,~'.: he he said. sports anglers and the commer- anything down anyone's number. Addresses or phone 
/ t t~  • 
r ' ~ m ~ C i ~  fishery as part of an told them. It could helpbring , "We've been the managers of cial fleet, throat." Sterritt said. "We numbers won't be printed 
~0nomi¢ development plan for all user groups together.,' this system for thousands of "We're not trying to tam want you to chew on it first." with the letter, but they are 
;~:,: ~-. ! i . . . . . . . .  ' ' ' necessary for confirmation 
, .  I I 
' • u K , ' "oo'- sa'e of the letter's authenticity !:::. ~ The writer's name will be 
,:i: published. Requests for 
'::~ names to be withheld may be i', 
i~ ,! : "  Books are on sa le .  more books for the granted in extraordinary cir- 
~ The They are being sold at school, cumstances. 
• -:' i the Clarence Michiel There are books for Thank you letters should 
~ . . . . . .  ~ be submitted to the ,,Qtrd of t 
. , ! :  School. ; young children and Thanks' section of the ',~ 
:'/ ~ l [  H " 1 ~ O  I~ The sale is  this week. are°lder children.'booksThere classifiedS.Letters con aining" "" libelous ~'!! ili, :~  And,  this month is book  also for  
' month  • adults . . . . .  or 0bjecti0nable matter will il 
::: : i,:':,? : The girl in  the picture You~ii can buy  the be edited or reiurnedto the 
.: : /  <, : : ;~ '~!~ i~ ,  ,~ ? ' :~  is gachel :Shcehan.  She books,~/between 10:30 Writer. All letters: are run on 
! ~ i : : ~ ~  W:~'::  :,:: lie' : ] , : -  /~~ is 0~e!b~estudents  and :!~ii45 a,m.,  from a spa=availablebuis,~ith 
~ ~ :  :~  ,;.',i,~ he lpmg~ the sale. 12:151!!~:m.: to  1 p.m.' u ' ':~ 
~l~lngAow toread: i~~ . . . .  ~ moOey and f r~3 to 3:30 p.m. . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  
t' 
' " ::!:" ~:: . . .~t  
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Sale. looked at. : i. ' ...:~. + :i:i::!;~;. ~:>: r~ , ¢ ~ i ~  
:I'ITEIUIACE., Dave Parker says ed to return to his forestry con- it.!s robe accountable,, .  Parker ~ .: ""i:: . : ::':!. ' . .~-  t .  ~1 i . .  .! 
'S, he's involved in a. possible suiting roots ifhewas defeated, smo. . . . ">  "~':"-,: I I I  ~ ' , ., 
"thwestern'!buY°ut Ofholdings.. We taPs nor. "Half my working life I've P~ker was not in office long. , .::!;::: ,.,:..,:::.;.: : m l lm~W. , I L~ l  ~ ' . 
worked as a forestry consultant, enough tO receive an MLA's ....... -- .,: .... 
, The former Skeena MLA and and I'm going to continue doing pension, but was awarded "a .'~: : 
.eabinet minister is now a cor- that," he said. " :<' 
$44,000 severance package. " 
;porate forestry consultant. He said he might also go after He< says ha l f  0f i t  went to . . . . .  
taxes,:. $12,000 Went tO pay, off : ..:, 
debts he. 'accumUlated as  an. 
MLA and' :the remainder went 
One of his first jobs is work- 
:4n8 with a group of Prince 
:George companies on the possi- 
ble pnrchase of Westar's Car- 
naby and Kitwanga sawmills 
anditS timber holdings. 
There's also a possibility he'll 
w0rk for another B.C. company 
on value-added opportunities in 
the Skeena region, he said. 
Parker set up.shop in his 
former constituency association 
office last week after a post. 
election hunting .trip. 
"It!s great to be back," he 
said o f  <working his own hours 
and being accountable only to 
hhnself.. "At this moment I can 
say I do~t't miss the other life at 
all." 
Parker said his experience as 
forests minister in the defeated 
Social Credit government won't 
necessarily help him in his new 
consultant business. 
Dave Parker 
"Politically, I'm a liability 
right now," he said. "But as 
long as I can stay on the cor- 
porate" site there are 
possibilities. Other people will 
have to deal with government." 
He said he had always plann. 
a UBC diploma to get some 
qualifications in appraising. 
"When you work hard you 
do well. When you don't work towarda used car .  
hard you don't do we l l , "  
Parker said of business life., 
"But applying that ethic in" : . : . . . . .~  .... 
government was, for me, an ex- 
ercise in frustration." 
On the result of the election; .... 
Parker says he has "some 
dissappointments but no  
regrets," 
"Peop le  • were '  c lear ly,  
dissatisfied with B.C. Sociaii 
Credit. So they voted.Liberal,, 
he said. "They didn't vote  
socialist - - they  didn't gain: 
anything. But that's OK. peop le -  
needed a change." • 
He said the NDP will now 
feel the pressure of responsibili. 
ty and decision-making. 
"Now everybody that was so 
critical before will find out what 
CORRECTION 
in this week's Kmart flyer the followloger:. 
r0ra have occurred: 
The Black & Decker No. 9045.04 Drill 
featured on page 5 for $39.97 is not 
available, however the Black & Deckei" 
No.9020~04 Ddll is available at the same 
price., • ' " - . : , 
The illustration 'of' the t re featured on 
page 5 is incorrect. The. tira Illustrated 
should have been the SX.7000 Aft-Season 
Pcrlo~nance Tire as stated In the cow. 
We apologize for any inconvenience 
this may have caused.. 
KMAIEr CANADA .~ .  
, .... 12.95 
-:: Featuringa delicious variety of shrimp dinners. Come 
in and taste our delectlble crab stuffed shrimp. 
Eight plump Black Tiger Shrimp topped with crab 
meat, swiss cheese and Bemalse sauce, or broiled 
on a skewer Souvlaki, or sauteed with green pepper 
• . and onions. (Your choice or rice or baked potato) 
#T <...,,...,,.,,..,0.,,0o,. 
Dinner 4:30 ; 11:00 pm 
:~t • FOR RESERVATIONSCALL 
' '~; 638-0644 or 638-1503 




Dear Sir: : " : 
Once again we find our 
livelihoods under attack 
from the commercial sports 
fishermen. 
After many years of work " 
by fishermen and the Depart- 
ment of Fisheries and Oceans 
to stabilize and enhance 
salmon stocks in the Skeena 
region, we are being told in 
no. uncertain terms that our 
efforts are too little, to~latel :' "~'~:.'- 
-- and that we must drastically 
.alterour fishing or be forced 
out of existence. 
we f'md it very strange 
that .the very groups and 
organizations that have kept 
these stocks viable are now 
being ridiculed for their lack 
.of forethought by newly 
come users:. ,the sports 
fmhermen; 
Over the past few years the . 
sports sector has increased 
lO-fold, with few constraints 
on their growth. They have 
outstripped available fish 
stocks and are now eyeing 
with envy the commercial 
sector allocation. 
The reality of this conflict 
is "a l locat ion"  - -  who gets 
what for their share of the 
fish resource and as such the 
only realistic choice is 
enhancement.. This is the . . .  
means by which, strong fish 
stocks are transplanted from 
hea l thy ,  s t reams,  tO  s t reams 
that  have weak or non- 
existent stocks and in so do- 
ing increase the brood stocks 
and in turn increase available 
fish for all user groups. Un- 
fortunately the provincial " 
ministry of environment and .... 
the " Skeena Sports • ~- 
Fishermen's Coalition are 
deadset against enhance. 
ment• even though they have 
very successful enhancement 
programs in the Lower 
Mainland and Vancouver 
Island regions. 
Theisooner the sports lob- 
.byists t~ealize that we the 
conunerdal fishermen are 
not going to be moved from 
our historical (114 year) and 
traditional native fishing 
grounds, the sooner the 
ministry of environment and 
DFO can get on with enhanc- 
ing steelhead and other 
stocks in the Skcena region. 
Northern Oillnetters 
Assn. 
Des Nobels, See. Treas. 
Paul Pauison, Pres, 
- _ _  - _  - _ ~ '~:= 
~L: '  
" :0 :  
..... :i 
Andthefre 
-. :7;..:::-- THE 1992 HONDA ACCORD continues to set the industry 
standard against which all competitors measure themselves. 
To its outstanding predecessors, the Accord Sedan for 1992 
:•"~~: .~7 adds many refinements, including: 
y he 1992 Hondas have finally arrivedl Again, each car in 
Honda's '92 line-up has reset the benchmark for its 
category. Each is more refined, more technologically 
advanced, and more performance oriented-- all with legendary 
Honda quality built-inl 
THE HONDA ACCORD IS NORTH AMERICA'S 
#1 SELLING CAR AGAIN AND AGAIN! 
l 
I I  
O 
- t • Supplementary.Restraint 
It System (i.e., air bag) and ® 
antHock brakes for even more 
• • The more powerful 140 HP, 1 
• multi-point programmed rue 
• even more responsive perfor 
• A driver's side arm rest for even more comfort, and 
\ t • Exterior refinements for even more distinctive stylel ':; "' ':i:.':! ' 
/ • Honda delivers even more value in this year's Accordl ,,,,i ' ' .  ,/ 
\ • Drive the 1002 Accord toda~ to Idmstud thegoal : : i": ~'::;:~: 
\ e lewanbwM011 all o l I i~  81d~ bul nmmrml i l l  > ! - :i ;:,:!!,. ;. ~: if!i:4 
:<:7~.: 
. ' L"  
G 
" : . -  
\ ACT HOWl ~ • " , " • L IM ITED . !:/': ~:'~: : ~:;::":~~~'~<: 
? 
~:.-.,. :.,;i I 
: TERRACE HONDA SALES 
' ;  ~ :'~ . :  4838 Hwy 16 West .~, : :.;: ~ >• ~ 638,8171 Dealer No. 8920 
S '~- '  ~f , - '4  L~:  .F  • ; .  - • • . 
i I r l  i l r l l  I I . . . . . .  i r  . . . . . . . . .  
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~am . . . .  
tionally it is the worker"Wh~ 
leaves the company " not,the 
other way around, .'-:.' .,.,: :: 
"I should add the d~'ision in 
this case was not the employ.ees' 
choice," he said. " ' i: " ' L " 
Mair is one of those tWO oeo~ 




i~  ~r~ pu~o. :. i-',.i: :.?~"~ ....... '~ .... 
"a~' got.another j0b0f f~. l : - : : :  . ~' iL J~)~h ' - ' : ; i~~0~¢a~E,  " ,:'~ ':;.',~;,: arid;is l e a v i n g  ~the City".:nexl :n~::: " ~ ' - -  ' ' " " ; ' '" "" ": '' ' '~ Dr' ~" 
month. . . . .  : " 1' :' :. ';:ii~ ,~'~, J~.-W "~:'~ .: ~g.9977 . i  '. ": i"! :;'~i::~:'~ 
' Malrdidn'texi~ctthechange..: ":" ~ . :- i. - v  - - - . *  ,', .,..?..:..~,-,.::,.:;::.. 
to ,happen: - -he 's  o~y: . . ib~n l ! : : : '~" i  ~.  ..: . . . . . . . .  ,'.4....; 
w0rkingfor. Ndrth.Co~t'Lfoi[i~:":(-. : ., . ( " . . . , . -  , : . . .  :.... 
eight months and assumed he'd I ,: ~ " $ " 4 " : ' 'r P " " ' " ' ' "~:' 
be in Ter ra~ a lot longer., .. if. I i,.::-ii{. . ~ U ' : ~ L  m ~  ~':'~ :,~'"'~ '~: ~";i:i 
" ..: Alth0ugh he ls used tO chang, l:.,:~:~: .:~..,:: :  rrnn ,..:,: 
ingjobs, hedoe~wonderWhat[.,:';:~: :. vn  n![;L :,* 
the: 1o.~ ] t~ effect wiltb6 0n ]-,~:!'!~. :!;:/,: ,~. • • . ~ .  ~ :  , ,. 
, - ....... " : "  ° ....... maln com e i:: e" , , . . : 
. some uhique challenge~ to'the : ;i31ace rndfiight Nov. 30. . .  • - cUrrehtpoHcyofthepr0.vinceto [ :-:~:_ " ~ ~  
: o ld  comp~.nies, the  new :~ : "  ~* ...... : ..... " - '" ' " . . . .  ; 
• - " ' • ". ;'" , - , . . . .  ,put,contractsout.tob~d:every .,:: 
....panxes, the~mpl0y..e~.r,:~dit~:~e~::i;~hich ~f~s  !he ,ear ly  50full .' s.taymg on whenNechako  Ho..r- twooi :  thr6eyea/S:; : '; .: ;..: !!' " . " I F i i ~ ~ ' e  
Jhobaof taking car ~ of  r0~.S ~d :;! ~e~. :Par t . :  t,m 9:employees thco~t  takes owr. 1 ' : .Mawr said the mora le  o f  the [ ' ... 
: ..... s~, . : .~. ::L ;,",'::';~..".!::?;:'~,i :.::,~SO.nn ~;O~St; has;on ~ts payroll. ' still.to bedecld~ is thestate Workers has been good and that : "" 
~b "The;govermmeiit,W/~tS:the : .  .One  0f;the contract stipula- o f :  the' ":B.C. : G0verhmdl t '  there  have no effects on work ,~ ::. 
:. est pos~ble' ,nlxlate~on'roU~e- , t ions -o f  th¢:i.l~mvince is. that EmploYees  Un ion .  coileCt~ve, performance . . . .  ~. . . i . . :  i "  
ma inte~c~i~d yet l ierew~°i~i  : .m.pl0yees,. With.; theexcept i0n agreement between N6r t l i (~o~t  "~L.NoRh Coast isn't p l ~  .a 
~at one of:the.wbrst:.tini~ioflth~ I ..0f ~ager ia l  ~staff,. working and its.worken. Nechako N0~ . farewell party for its emp!0y~esl 
!Y~nt/P:othmha.troutsmm..dS~gal~ w3th:. ,, ~:~tnh;w0~d~nOml~. y be hired by - th~ast  i.~ n6t .a.uni0n shoi/. !~./. but ~ be giving each a s~i  
o, . .. , ... :.., . . . o pan~. .  - • xnat  s a .different ~ twist tO .~ presentation, to mark. its th /~"  
. Added to that  are the repairs.. ,. A l lbut  two. of.the managerial_ e~nployer-employee- relatioii~ : years 0f doing road andbr id  e"i 
~ade n~essa~-bY last month's :i~., an,d :~SU~sory~; lstnff .~  ~ be. ' ships,,Malf said, b~usel  tradi~; ~aj'ntenance, . : 7 ~,. ~: ~i~: 
m a i n t e n a n c e ,  :;rePalring~nage ;:~'~',~i:.~: . ;  :: ": ' ¢ =" :~ ~ i . . ' : . . . . .  ~.: -~: :, • ' I .  ~ I I ,i ::L ; ~ :' u n on. see s a. contract.,,... .  
for the first sn0ws o f  the winter. : ~ C E  - -  Road and bridge ' doesn't see a major Pioblem hi: '~ : "F rom the  i nh:;]2;2~.~•~.~; ~ 
makes for a different c~r .--- ~ . . . _  
- -  ~;.~ " "" maintenance.'workers here ~ reaching a new agreement. / point Of view, We (ion'.'~' R~ow I 
cu.ms.t.an.ea f~!.!iN0rth~':iC.o.ast, . have more thana new empl0y~r " "During and afterthe transi, yet what the emnlnv~ , - *~, .  . . . . .  " ...... " ..... " " 
sm, a ~a l r .  ~; , : '~ . ;~,  "i i . - / - . .  :,:..~. :, after Nechako Northcoast C0h~ t ion .  stage ( in  em-iovers~ the ~ . . . . . . . .  " / '~*  Y"  -~ ~"  i ~ ~ "!'; i ' . i~e;~e~ ox  WhisperHeat  '~ furnace g ives  h6/ffe :, .~ 
,n a construction company, • stm l n " ' . . .. , at they will • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Ct 0 Scrvzces takes over terms of the old n . ,, . .::~ ' ¢omf6rt a"tiew meaning. Quiet. In f:;~t,it~s:t"b~.~]L~est 
• for mstanc~,ff;|t~doesn't-g~t,a ~r~, .  '~ , , .h  ;- r , , .o+ ~,~.,~ ~-.--.: . . . .  , ,  . . . .  :~CO tract will want, • smd, .Nechako  ;Nor-  .!  ifurnace,~in~i~s~claSs, it  unique, eff icient des igna lso  has 
• b,d on a contrach'there stheex,:  • -Ma i f i /~ i , , .gn~ • " "~ • ' : -  • , , _ .~ . -  ~ ~ _ ~. . , . . .~ . .  , , .thcoast .pres,dent Johw' Ryan ~. i ;ifev~er ~s~ ~ ~'hat means fewer  prob lems and ib~e~i n~etation th,~gql ~. , , lh ,h , . ,  hi~ • : -'~',"~'~-"~ ..... ~" " : :~ ~Sew:com.raas nave mreaay last W~k - :  • 
• " : "  . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . .  ." ;They  !1 also need a new con e reached w~th .new . , ,  . . . . . .  . . . . .  ' dtil ity bilh!::.Plus, the WhisperHeat  furnace n~eets 1992 
next week, am0nth  ortwo" 0: !-.:"_~,..,-.- ; .... . _  . . . . .  ~." ,malntenanc6~m,,,.._,~=..~ =,,-~ • . I fwedo  do ~t, Jt weald pro- " "e~Cienc'~?standardsl : , . . , ._ . " • , ,  :,., .... " ,-,,.'.' . . .ura~ ~¢canse the one meyare  p,uy~ m um~ , • ." , something, he' md . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • , , bably be under the  r " . . . .  ~ "" • . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  • " arts of p ovmcna] . . . . . .  Here, wRhgO * ' reento f the .  . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  now  rwOrklng under--expires 'P . . . . . .  the province, Papen- government" 'S shar . . . . .  ' . . . . .  ~.:.. :i': S0 aski.y~o~ Lennox  dea ler / l~gT~[m~l to  TM. . .  
" ~ ' ' " " "* ' . . . . .  L . . . . . .  bro . . . .  e ownership 
v • ,,. ....... , ......... • Now 30.,' , , ..... -:,., ~:,~ ck added• A strike vote,was " ,  " " -  ~;:: about, the;'WhisperHeatfurnace. / ~ / L £ N N ~ f  olume, w]th.i:on g :¢lienti :~ere :.,:..:: X: ~:  ~.:. , 4  g; ' " - "~"' :: ;~- : nceded°hi:Oalv., --,~ ":" ,,~,~';;-f':"--:"o,,o,= : program,.; :..he satd.. That ;pro- , , , -  ~ .rgk ;uietes t way  ~ ~*~'  ' - -  . , , . . , ,~ .~,~ 
isn t the cha~; , to . re -b id  f l int : '. :~- .! ~::.uovermn, ent Empx¢y~S::: ,~=-~.:S J~ . . . . .  : . ... , ' gram offers ass i s~ee in, he ip . . . . :  to  cut ~0ur;heat ing bills. ' "~':" .... Unio.. busil/ess . . . . .  '" .a ,asr~xmu.~ was ma~e ; . . . .  - ..... ~ .  • for two an .-~ nit of .  thr • agent,:..;Wlho • . . . . . . . . . . .  .. m em lo " • . '  ~.~ ]5 ee . . . .  A ' g. p. ye~. buy shares m --- - ,, . . . .  :>~ '~ . . . .  Pa--nbr ..... " "- " " ....... '~~:~" ' ~'' nd theres the possibili'- ot -years, naam~ntmued,  in: ~smam~tmgsoggm .+u~ .__,_:'_':_ ..... - . . .  'y , th¢~rcompames.....'.-. "::..::.-: , -., 
.~ ,a  -,~,,4"~:~ ,~ ~,~ . . . . . .  ..-- next . :week,~th Nech.k- ~,,r ~ - ,v  ~. ,~uy~.uu)ung snares m : . . .  - .: :... , ..: :.: *".: Northwest ' " "  "';'~~ "" " '  : thco'":*^ ,~.a- ..,,+ .g~,. . ,  .... NechakoNor thcoast . ,  , . . . . .  apenbrock .noted that. the :i :~ : ;~ ~i: 
:' . . . . . .  he company was  s~ tlp as .r/ gore Ln!m~t  :i•~m. p loY~: :  ~on :i!~i ~ 
com es a aown -...~ - , . . . . , . . . . . . v .  ,, ....... . panl .... , .... px'oJec',~, ..... , . . . . .  , ~": " T " " 
roadmainten~mpaniesg  contract, L : ' ..... ': - !~  ~( , o ..- employee-owned enterprise,: "alr-dY 'h'as .several] c6nt r~ :i!~.i" :';;::::::, insolidated Supply 
full strength !f~:i~6~.last c layof  A l though Nechako  Nor .  when :it~ggt - the  contract to/  " between e~pl~yeegi . : .~.aad ~ . . !!~ 5239 Keith Ave. Terrace " " 
. ....... i: [:thco.ast..is •now .a no~ni0n':.:~$iiiffh~'s]~.~.~EhHdge ernploye~s Where. the f0~. '~, ,  ':;~: ';'"' ~:*::"~ . . . .  -" : -  .. : ." 
There's als~.~ m~..~idei., ~ployer~'Pal~nsr~:~d".he :i'h~alht~an~ thr~e.ars ;-' " '~..~-. .  shares in the. 01~.a_a~ioii;," :"?: ~.:i" :~': : ~ :~~ ' ' 
should open before 
Christmas ,: I 
• i ' : - . . .  ~ I i  
YOUR UNIVERSAL 
CHARGE ACCOUNT. 
THE DIFFERENOE: , 
. UNIVERSAL IS ~RVlO~ ".~ ' , 
SUutin 0 with ~r  S~dee Peqde...~ txdio~ ~ 
#mo~'viom end wo auo co4Tvl~nsd tO awvtng you. ," 
• UNIVERSAL IS PEOPLE . . . .  ~ ' ;~  
Out mint in'~uorlam mmt...tmlned to'he~p you . .~ .~ 
m~ke the dOh~ d~ol~. And ~'W th~/v~ dora 
that, thoy'll offer you our oof~|lmentm'y O~ r~'~ 
Tho convenience ol fashions for the whole ' 
• •UNIVERSAL ISALT~I~TON$ " ' , , :  . . . . . . . . .  " ~L,~ 
p u ~  f r~ m.  ~ ~ 
: " " ,..ThafmthoUNIVEI~k~DIFFERENC~.:.i,. ",, ~:: : 
~CH'ARGE PLAN : . '  ii!:/,":~i~ 
: , !~ , ,  , . ,  : i ~ " ~;;,m~::~i~ 
~":~::, ~;,~:,•::;i!~ • -• ' ~:i ~,  .... !::::.? ~:: !:i'iii; ¸ !!,:.:•~ :if:;: H,.;;.;,;. :. •., 
• !•~ !'?if!:!: i~ .... 
I 
:i 
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ng:  s ina i ' !  -, 
HOME.;BASED business owner Lois Demetzer of Spirit Twins 
: Fash!qns is one of a growing number in the area. The outerwear 
" manufacturer: and other home-based businesses display their 
wares this Saturday in the arena banquet room. 
I 
TERRACE .~: Lois Demetzer 
brings i:something new and 
something old to  her'year-old 
children's clothing business. 
The something new is custom 
sewing of children's outerwear. 
The something old is the idea 
that children's d0thing can be 
used by more than •onechild. 
"I found that the quality just 
wasn't here. I wanted a return 
to the original cohcept o! 
children's clothing being func- 
tionai, comfortable and well- 
made so it will last through for 
two children," says Demetzer. 
She also found it was difficult 
to find clothing that fit proper- 
ly. 
Demetzer through her com- 
pany Spirit Twins Fashions of- 
fers custom sewing outerwear 
for very small children up to 
size 14. 
It took awhile, but Demetzer 
has now found a Canadian sup- 
plier to deliver the kind of 
material she wants. 
Her offerings range from 
fleece-lined vests to raingear to 
snowsuits. 
Demetzer is her company's 
just settling into his new job but required to fish .the Kit,mat 
the City o f  Terrace already.has River). 
him firmly in its sights~ Local businesseswere also be: 
City ta-gets minister 
TERRACE .-- Environment offices in both Terrace ,and indicates it may have more sym. 
minister~ John Cashore is only . Kit,mat (no additiofiai l cence is pathy with the CitY's View. now 
ing asked to complete a ques. 
tionnaire. Although~it might not 
be possible for them~to come up 
with "hard d011ars",, he sug- 
gested they should at least be 
able to confirm if therehasbeen 
any trend of tourist anglers 
shunning the Skeena. *
As soon as the Study was 
completed, Monteith said city 
representatives would head for 
Victoria to present it to 
Cashore. 
Meanwhile, the director of 
the province's fisheries branch 
than previously. ~- : 
Conrwndng his departmentis 
"going to be taking •another 
look- at the issue, • David 
Narver also predicted "some 
probable relaxation". 
Even with the additional cost 
of special waters licences, he, 
pointed out it is still cheaper to 
fish in  the northwest than on 
comparable rivers elsewhere in 
the world. 
However, he conceded, "It's 
just unreasonable to charge 
those quality angling prices 
when* the angling is hardly 
quality because there's no fish 
there to catch." 
At issue arethe licence~,out. 
of-province anglers have to pur- 
chase if they want to fish most 
rivers in the Skeena system, 
For Class I waters; those 
licences cost $20• a day, $10 a 
day for Class II streams. 
Spurred on  by complaints 
from local businesses the extra 
expense is ' driving tourist 
anglers~ away;, the city had un. 
suc~sfu l ly t r ied to persuade 
several Social Credit environ. 
ment rdinisters the fees should 
be scrapped. 
Tourism and economic 
development officer Peter 
,...u=,.,,~n w.,, na,e their. = . __Z~I~)~ - - -  , . , - . , , - .  . . . . . .  . : ,~  
wares!~"oii~!diSplay rai  business :.|. K / - ~ ~  1i2 carat, Reg. $2995.95. '..;.i: i 
fair ~tliislSaturday in. the arena : |  ¢ ~ ~ . ~  : .  , . ~ , 
" banquet room:,. "'r" . ~ ~:~', : " ="  ' " ,  ~ ~ ~ ,  " ' ' '  $1/IQQ99, ;.! 
. ...... a, ¢ohmwe group :,and i 
theres,su~rtror ~cli,Ome, I ,I"4 karat go ld  ' " ~ ~=~-~,,~ i, :, i I' 
. and~id~ice foreai:liotli¢t?)~avs I 
Demetzerof the aS~0C]"atJ0n." " " ' . . . . .  ' ' 
"The. major Pioblem ." is 
marketing - -  not theproduct." 
she•add4 Of the rea/on for the 
fair: 
The fair begins at 10 a.m. arid 
lasts until 4 p.m. 
~• • •.a • "IF • • ' •• ••• ,: 
, n roauctng. I 
the LeMansvalue leader Aerocoupe,. LeMans SE Aerocoupe and the LeMans 
SE Sedan. 
All models are equipped with a fuel injected 1.6 litre, 4 cylinder engine. : 
Monteith says the city will now ~ . . . .  ~ . . _  _ _ ' ;:~ 
• .:=' try. its luck with the New |~ le~J l~d~ .l..41 4" l~ lM~q~h¢l¢ '~ l  I ' Y' ':)' '"::~,'i 
',I ' ~ra~eplacement,,!~;~.~ ~!~ i~!.~: .~ .~L~=~.U~L~! .H~I . I t I~a  e:  ~ I - -  - 
~,-;:,.,,~fi.C~.thi~'.~i~e;,twdl'fiegolng t.~ . " r'." " '  ' : ,  ' .~ ~ '~' ~', 
~ .in armed"with more information ~ U U/~l l l tg ;~;~ 1 '  g i l l  7:- I ,  ........ ~,, <,,,, Ii 
,~!  tO substantiate its case. :, • [ .... ~:~;~::'.~::G';:~I. [ 




YOUR PONTIAC, BUICK, CHeV OLDS, GEO, GMC TRUCK DEALER, :- 
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Monteith explained a survey Of 
local; angling.related businesses 
was now being carriedout o 
establish towhat extent heex- 
tra costs had effected their 
trade. 
David Rjolfsen has beencon- 
tracted by the. city to conduct 
the survey. Monteith said the 
first step had been to check the 
number of non-resident licences 
.issued by the government agent 
We, accept 





10 am - 4 pm 
Arena Banquet R6orn 
Computers,  toys, baby Items, 
clothing, giftbags, foodstuffs, 
books, crafts, cosmetics, 
crystal, Jewelry, shoes, etc. 
Hotmulled Apple Juice 
& Coffee Available 
:'~/,. L a . '  , 
; "  themilesadd:¢p;: 
miles, thafis:: Ah-BC 
over 300 tim6s adfi3 
cities acro~.Ne"We~i 
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High flyers 
UP, UP and away to greater Rotary auction heights is the ob- 
ject of organizers Bob Walch and Wes Beeston. Two of the 
items up for bid this year are helicopter rides from Canadian 
and Northern Mountain. The auction concludes tonight and 




TERRACE - -  The Skeena 
Valley Recycling Society is in 
the process of changing its con. 
stitution to b/ing in two new 
directors. 
Gary Mills and Maureen 
Bostock volunteered as 'new 
directors.at the society's board 
meeting last Wednesday. 
The addition of new directors 
was one of the things organizer 
Scott Schooner hopes will help 
save the society's recycling 
depot on Hwyl6. 
Building owner Dave 
McKeown has served eviction 
notice on the society and the 
depot could be out of business 
by the end. of the. month <j~. the 
~0ciety 'd0~ntt Come ~ t h  
$14,000 in unpaid rent. 
City aldermen were to meet 
with society members this week 
and re-consider a proposal by 
alderman Rick King to extend 
up to $16,000 in emergency aid 
to the depot from the city'.s 
surplus accounts. 
The  grant could have been 
made last week, but King's 
original motion wasn't voted 
on. Aldermen Danny Sheridan, 
Bob Cooper and Darryl Laurent 
Voted 3-1 against King to table it 
to this week.. 
Schooner said he can unders- 
tand the city's reticence to get 
involved in what could be an 
open:ended commitment. 
"We can't expect he city to 
piss great gobs of money down 
the tubesand two years later not 
have anything to show for it," 
Schooner said. "That's what 
they're worried about and I can 
understand that." 
He said he believes the depot 
will be self-sufficient over the 
long term. But aid will be re: 
quired to keep it from closing 
this year, he said, and possibly 
through the first few months o! 
next year. 
"1 think we can be viable in 
the long run," he said. "But it's 
going to take some help to stay 
afloat right now." 
The society is putting 
together an application for a 
federal Environmental Partners 
grant. That would provide the 
depot with a federal grant mat- 
ching moneys i'aised locally up 
to a total of  $100,000. 
Schooner sdidthey're also in 
the process of organizing a bee~ 
bottle depot and getting a One- 
night bingo licence. Both o! 
those prospects would help 
cover the depot's $2,000 mon- 
thly rent. , " 
Schooner said he,d aiS0!likel 
to see the 'clty and the regional 
district f inda way to halt the 
dumping of cardboard ~ in  the 
landfill by major stores in 'town. 
He said Qverwaitea nd:Co- 
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suggestion 
shot down 
The legal advisory is an inter- 
pretation of the meaning of a 
recent B:C. Supreme Court 
decision involving the District 
of Surrey. 
The ruling implies that an 
alderman who temporarily 
leaves a meeting to avoid voting 
in conflict, would be assumed to 
be abstaining, and therefore 
voting with the majority. Young 
said that means the alderman i
question .can't be present at the 
meeting at all until after the 
vote. 
Sheridan said it could mean 
council meetings won't he held 
because of a lack of quorum 
when a number of aldermen 
have to abstain because of 
potential conflicts with issues 
on the agenda. 
Council received the advisory 
for information. 
TERRACE-  Conflict-of. 
interest guidelines council 
members received from the 
city's lawyers last week border 
on the ridiculous, says one' 
alderman. 
"According to this, we can't 
be at the meeting ~' period," 
noted Danny Sheridan. "I real. 
ly wonder where it's coming to 
these days." 
Sheridan was referring to a 
memo from lawyer Ray Young 
of Lidstone, Young and Ander- 
son that says it's not good 
enough that an alderman walk 
away from the table and not 
vote on an issue where there's a 
potential conflict-of-interest. 
"A council member must stay 
away from all that part of the 
meeting prior to the one agenda 
item on which he or she wishes 
to abstain," Young says. 
BAR * '; 
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4637  Lakelse, Terrace, B.C. 6380065 
CONTROL YOURSELF 
THIS WINTER. :. • ii, ¸ :!i: •II~'• ii i :i i ¸  ~ : : ::i~i ¸~I •:•: 
THEI992ALL WHEEL DRIVE SUBARUS ARE AT YOUR DEALER'S NOW. 
• ....i ;,.~ . . . . . . . .  ~:~ 
: ":i ~ 
Loyale Wagon 
Special Edition Justy 
' .... .1 .  , ........ :~:ii! 
L~ 
Legacy LS Sedan 
~y;s!ipi!!~d slide on,~o,wheel dr ive i Sedan of theyear  twoyears running by the were madel So It's first come, first saved  
~ { :  th~J~;w]nt~d:r~ ~, wheniyi6u~i~t~n" e0htro l  Aut~oti~e~Jo~t~ili~sts la t ion  of C~ada Wlnter'~ ;.¢,,~,-- w~,, a~,,,, n .  ,,,,, ~=~oO 
:~:: yotirself ad  breeZeli0ver i'c~eia~i:*~h~o~ ' on sensa- ! : ito Controi yourselfand carrying space  Play it safe ~vi~th'"; 'l~992"'''Sub'm-u'wi&" All"~Vl~ee; 
tior~a!~St!baru All Whee!~,Driye? The most ~-as wel l?Consider  the 1992 Subaru Loyale Drive, See your Subaru dealer soon. But get 
advanc'ed!road handling t~c~io~ on  the mar- ' Wagon: This safe, roomy, best selling winter moving now and control yourself. Or you II be all 
.i . ket :  Sub 'A l l  Wheel Drive gives you complete ~::: beaterAsthe ideal way to carry your gang and over the road later, : 
drivlnge0~trol in all klndsi'of;~ea~er under the i your gear ~iover wln/ry roads at a price you can t : . : : i 
most dlfficulL road co~di~i0-ns!'ii~raln, freezing beat for safety and space. ~ L ~; ..... i: : : 
rain,: drl~l~:: ~n0w,'i:sleet~:!~ei~:~yel, mud and : And to control yourself at a bargain price, ~ : 
dry~ads~,'i!Oo, i :~ :~ i~:~, i :  ! . /  ~ eheckoutSubaru's white, 1992 speclal edition, ~ m  m ~  m l - -  -- . 
i i : , :  F0rI:AII. i .~eel Drive ~at,sn0t oniy safe but th ree :door  Justy .with sports stripe, matching -~ i~ l___ ] l l~A~k Igm~l  1 
. . . .  --~':=:~'::":"* : "" ~cassette play- , W ~ l ~ ~ m  . i ~  
Edit ionJustys :I:::ALL WHEEL  
r~o ,i 
'; m 
i I .  
- . . . .  ' ,  • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i i :  . . . .  . . . .  i . . . .  _ _  
" , :  . 
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in tribute 
BERET IN Sean Craig's hand is in memory of an uncle killed 
during the Second World War. The beret was given to him last 
year and Sean placed it at the cenotaph during Nov. 11 ser- 
vices, . . . . .  
[,,,POLIC BEAT J 
/ 
Hallowe'en thief collared 
RCMP CLOSED another chapter in the :theft and van- 
dalism spree downtown Hallowe'en night withthe arrest last 
week of a youth in connection with one of the;break4m. 
Someone smashed the front window of TNJ-Electronics 
downtown during the Hall0we'en riot, and' stoic a stere0.1 
Police said a 16-year-old Terrace youth was arrested Nov. 
12 and will appear in court Dec. 18 on charges of  br~,and- 
enter and theft. 
Impaired driver ;•nailed- 
RCMP NABBED two impaired drivers •in less than 30 
minutes on Kalum Street within a one-blockradius after be- 
ing called to the scene of  an accident Nov. 9. 
The officer dispatched to the accident scene checked one 
vehicle that was leaving the area. That driver - -  a 50-year-old 
South Hazelton man - -  wasn't connected tO the accident but 
was impaired, police said. 
Another officer had to be called in to handle the original 
accident call, which resulted in the arrest of  another impaired 
driver. Police have recommended Crown lay charges in both 
cases. 
Crash causes injury 
i ,DNE PERSON was taken to.hospital Nov. 9 after an im-  
pmreddnver rear-ended a p~ckup truck .at iiie~i:grner of 
LakeJ~e lung Emei's0n around 5:40.'p.m'. . . . . . . .  • .... 
RCMP said the red 1980 Mercury hit the Chevrolet pickup, 
which was stopped• at the intersection, 
A 45-year-old Terracewoman in  the car,was taki:fi ~ to 
hospital with injuries. , : : . , . .  
pOliceS ,ai'd impaired driving chargeslhave been i'ec0in. 
mended against a 35-year-old Terrace man. 
Damag e totalled $5,000, police said. 
Lid-fumbling blamed. 
A DRIVER trying to put a lid back on a water jug lost con- " 
t ro l  of his vehicle and crashed into a 1989 Kenworth tractor 
trailer unit Nov. 9, police said. . - , :  . :  
The car went off  the road on'the right.side, RCMPsaid,  
and struck the truck, causing $5,000 damage, " 
Police said driver inattention was the single contributing 
factor of  the accident. , - . , .  
The driver was a 44-year-old Prince George man;.The, acci- 
dent happened 32kin west of  Terrace on Hwyi6. ,. 
Impaired driver.Caught 
A TERRACE driver who left the scene 0f an accident Nov. 
9 was arrested by police minutes later• at the Kaium Street 
Shell station for impaired driving . . . .  . 
" The 34-year-old man was parking',iiis car when it collided 
with a Dodge mini-van, causing $300 damage. Police said the 
driver left bythe time they arrived on the scene. 
The man was arrested moments later. Police have recom- 
mended charges of  impaired driving and failing to remain at 
the scene of an;accident. 
" Gasthieves sought 
TWO[SUSPECTS are being sought in the theft of  about 
$20m tzasfroml.the.East End Chevron last week. 
. ronce s&id:the pair bought $20 worth of gas around 4 a.m. 
Nov;  12 a iidiried:t6 pay for it with stolen credit cards. 
The'veliicle is described as a 1982 Camaro or Firebird with 
g01d wheel mags and a louvred back window. Anyone with in- 
formation is'asked to call Terrace RCMP at 638-0333. 
NEW AND USED CHEV TRUCKS 
• AT FLEET PRICES 
Plus we pay your gas or afurtm'e to Vancouver 
(o~!7 it p. rd~e made) 
Example: D92 Chev CI$O0 
Extended Cab Stock #2~I,~3 
You g©t slandard ~quipment plm Ihese optiom: deep linl~d glms II 
4 windows, high ~ bu~ts  with arm re~,  Air, camper 
H.D. ehock~. 3:/3 axle, oil cooler, 3501~.aumovm/dve, 
cassette, tach, tad & u'ans a0oler, power windows, power 
cruise, tilt and chrome, rear step bumper. 
. <'. /Retail$TA,317 " 
'.. : . -  i::• ' y~~tpr l~$2,1 ,7$1  
~:i: ",:: ~~g 11.9~ eae or S/S0 rebate . ~:iii/i .... 
; :,i~ i : ' : i ,~y~ Don ~Chev  OI~ • .":!;!ii;~i . . . . . . . . . .  . :  , , . " . . , "  , ,~r~ 
'~ " i t  ; ' i . (  : .  ~ ;?i/ii!]!yi':~::i':r ) S ~ y  A~to  ~ . ,  " : ' "  i :  " ' '  ,ik] j :  [~ i ; i l  i :  
:7 ,:!' ' /~ ;~ King George Hig!may i:': ::ii'[~!. 
. . . . .  ~ le  
' •::~"~"-~ W~ill '~bl"lerrf~F. colk~/$36-7661 t 
• '• brdTru~ ' 
• . .  . ~ , -  
- ~",";.a~,? ,.~;~,.t',.;,::~-r,:,~,~a-:,;,: w,'..~,.r..--.~," . . . . . . . .  ?t i"' %';?•~i,.:..',': '. ~. ". '?,  ..... .'. . . . . .  . . . . .. %, ,. 
You don't have to look far 
! • 
to see how today's;techn61bgy~ 
windshields are a clearexample~ 
The list l~dce foi" the standard 
• . . ~ .  
1990 Clievrol= CaFrice wina- 
• ., ] . , ' . . . "  , 
shield is $222.75. Its 1991counter- 
part? $417.5 
[. :.r '':'/' @ 
~::~':!5;!.i!.;~> :/.•':.-•7 m:  ' ,~ ,  u m ~, ,m,~, 'mm .m~'~ • -. '~ ". 
Au plan sts 
htlnFront 
which caset  
In 1990;] 
$49 million I 
alone. This 
a bill of over 
doesn't look 
Progress 
but the costs 
. -  , _ , , 
' ! -  - ; :  
" [ i ' : . "  " " "  "- 
• ,,, . , . .  , . .  . , . . . .  
- -  . . . . .  . .  • . . . . .  _ 
"- -',,;i' . .... " ":'" :'.,>.,... "~ " " "~:~" , ~ '~f " • . ,..~'" ~ :'~ "'7 :~" ~,,."?'~.: .,: 
. . ' , -~7 . , : , .  , , :  • ,~, .  , . . .  . , . . ; . . i ' ,  . ,~ : . 
_ - . ..- . ' , , ,  , . :~ ' : ;  . . . ,~ '  . , • - . . .  : - :  : . . ' , , - . . , , . . " . . . , ,  . . . , . . ,  , . ,  ; ,  . . . . - . ,  - 
• .. "7  
e 
• •. • , . .  ..| 
• - ::... . .  . . . : - . . . . , .  . :--:>__. 
• - : , . , , [ , . ,  . . . . ,  
Adorable aren't tbev? C011ect ~," rh~ .:: ' " '~ % ; , .  :::,!;/::/:::!' :~ :! !("~> , ;:~ 
A percentage ofeach sale ~be Con"~buted to • rid fld f6 F a: 
: ,  So you 11 be helping to saveendangemd ~ S  like ~e:Giant  P~da,  the Bltte !, 
• ~e:and  the Tigeri:Pick up bne of,theseiiu:~ ::: ;~ : :b i6 :d~cters  at m i~ : :.i~. a~ :' : '  ::,::::~:•.::• ~ • . • : •• • : gga ~ .ypam,p  g 




With any purchase 
while Supplies last. 
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Be aware of alcohol and drug abuse 
Drug and Alcohol Awareness 
Week scti~,ities continue with 
non-alcoholic drinks being serv- 
ed by community volunteers 
Friday and/~ Saturday: at 
Safeway. . . 
The drinks, along withinfor- 
motion on drug a`nd: alcohol 
abuse and recipes for non- 
alcoholic drinks, continues ef- 
forts to increase .community 
awareness, says  Bon i ta  
Chapedelalne, the alcohol and 
drug counsellor at the Kermode 
Friendship Cedt~e,~;.": ,..:, .;.~il ,. 
in cluded:a workshop M0nday 
for me caledonia and Tho~ 
Junior student. CounterAttack 
clubs and  for. drmni~ StudeiitS 
from Skcena Junior Secondary. 
• . . . :  . ~ - : %  . . . .  ~ - 
'.'Students will be given infor- 
mation they can then passalong 
tO other students," said 
Chapdelaine. - 
.i:.The attendance of:' skeena 
Junior drama students i  intend- 
ed as a Start to an eventual 
dramatic production; she add- 
~i.::That would follow the sui:: 
26.is a presentation on drugs bY 
RCMP officers to the Thornhill 
Parent Advisory Council, 
Thomhill Junior Secondary 
principal Bill Good said invita. 
tions are also going out to Thor- 
nhill Elementary and Copper 
Mountain parents and that 
others are also welcome to at- 
cess of the Skeena Junior drama tend. .. 
program in presenting its Pro- . .  The presentation will be made 
ject Squeeze production several by ute junior secondary school's 
. . . . .  t~,6 RCMP fiasion officers and years ago:',, • :,, , . . .  , 
. . . . . .  begins at 7 p.m. at the school. Last night, Chapdelaine com- ** , ,  * *  
baaed with theKitselas drug and ': 'iAn., .,. . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . .  ~ .... - .... , . , z~ u , ,u~ug aria a lCOhOl  
a.a.alc°h°l--....,.~= _, 'c°unsell°r to for a video awarene~ week was heightened 
~en inf°dshiv~=n;~ n i~"t  a! the bY; tbe . re !~e las t ,¢¢k  of  the 
• v " ' . royal commission on,health care 
, * *****  . .; which identified sm6king usa  
' Originally schedul~l for this major substance abuie problem 
Week but now being held Nov. among young PeopleJ - 
That leads Joan Rysavy, the 
co-ordinator f a program aim- 
ed at developing programs to 
deter young people from smok- 
ing, to be even more en- 
thusiastic about he program. 
It's called Project Flame Out 
and:!s b~ing financed by a B.C. 
Health ~are Research Founda. 
-.tion through the Skeena Health 
Unit. 
• !IA', meeting with northern 
students this fall. and one 
scheduled for next year will help 
develop deterrence and stop 
smoking programs designed by 
students for their peers. 
The royal commission wants 
a ban on cigarette vending 
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: Now showing at the art 
, gallery are the works of Edward 
:: Epp, a teacher and professional 
• artist for the past 20 years who 
' now makes his home here. 
Holder of a masters degree in 
Fine Art, his teaching career has 
included 15 years,in ~;arious 
universities and college 
throughout western Canada, 
:: four and a half years~at:a 
~' university in Liberia and a year 
.{ in Botswana with the World 
University Service of Canada'. 
The works on display cover 
the past 10 years beginning with 
water colours ,done in 1982 
when he was in Liberia through 
to his most recent works of the 
Kitimat Valley.: 
"To create some variety, I've 
Help 
Do you ever lose time from 
work~or school due to drink- 
ing? 
It's one of the warning 
signs commonly used to 
determine if a person has a 
drinking problem• 
In this area Northwest 
Alcohol and Drug Services, 
an arm of the Terrace Com- 
munity Services Society, can 
give assistance and point 
people in the right direction. 
The office is located above 
the Canada Employment 
Centre on Lazelle Ave. 
Phone appointments can be 
made by calling 638-8117. 
Art show at the gallery 
"I'm always tr~ing to push 
the dimensions of  what's hap- 
pening in abstract art." he 
adds. / 
Although h~ works in 
acrylics, oils and water colours, 
he says the last have been the 
most successful for him com- 
merdally. "I still struggle with 
oils and acry l ies , "  he admits. 
',It's a real challenge." 
At a time when so many ar- 
tists are dealing with political 
issues in their works, Epp con- 
cedes landscapes may not sound 
yew political. However, while 
agreeing it's "wonderful" to be 
current, he adds, " I t ' s  just 
never worked for me~ it doesh't 
feel sincere. 
Not that he feels that • makes 
also put in some masks and car: his work any less Valid.~-Epp" 
yings thatl c011ected wheni w~ ~/tains:-aa~. art medium,~is 
h[s Pmntig~ and. !he style ~S ,'Raised ~, Saskatchewan', he's 
aostraet;:...~hot ' just cuter. a~a ":''hncl d"t r6  .... ~: '"":: . . . . . .  . :,.. : • . . . . .  . . .ys ~ ngf fo r  
remtsuc. p~ctures,~' he points the en~iromnent, , for the vlace 
out. EPP' nas:/alwaYs been In. I liye in". Healso fmcts~ell]and' 
terested in the abstract aspect of scopes exciting Wheth~ they be 
painting, in the use of colour~, desert or forest. "EVery place 
form ~d materials. ' has a different spirit,'"'he x, 
IMAGES FROM the African country of Liberia to the area around 
K~itirnat are on show at the Terrace art gallery until Nov. 29. They 
are-trio work of Ed Epp. 
~lalm, edding he now has to 
w~r~ ~n ~i~iuring t.he spirit-of 
the northwest. 
" ~EX~ited' b~ river #alleys, Epp 
says he usually endsup working 
by a river because he's attracted 
by the contrast of the open 
areas and the surrounding 
mountains and trees. "I'm 
always looking for something 
that has contrast 'and drama." 
Epp's show continues until 
Friday, Nov. 29. Housed in the 
basement of the public library, 
the gallery is open Tuesday to 
Friday, 12-3 p.m. and 7-9 p.m., 
Saturdays 12-5 p.m. and Sun- 
days 1-6 p.m. 
, - ,  r . 
i . . . .  , .  
" - .  ~ "  i "  
Usk horses g ven a new residence 
I By Lonna Fisher All animals being kept out- bedding inside, it makes a very 
~' I & Rose Higble side require some sort of shelter cozy shelter for your dog. 
SPCA to Cut ithe wind and to protect We ask that you make sure all 
We'd like to let all the con- them from the rain and the hour animals have the basics of 
corned I~Ople who called regar- snow. r life -- shelter, food and water. Egg citing ] ding the foil- horses we seized at A tlWee-sided shelter with a We depend on public dona- 
i :, Usk to know that they are hap- roof will provide a decent tions although we do receive 
plly living in Prince George. shelter for your' livestock. A some support from the main 
We have been out on several cardboard box does not make a branch in Vancouver. But once 
SURVIVOR. To loud, appreciative cheers, Michelle calls concerning horses. With proper shelter for a dog, and if we get a branch going 
' i Fawdey's egg touched down intact during Clarence !! in wet here, winter come, it is important that especially weather, and we will depend entirely on 
'. Michiells" recent e.gg-drop competition. It's gentle your horses have some extra yet we have had several ~ public donations. 
:aescent  to  earm (above) was a credit to Micbeile's : weight on their body. • where where the on ly  shelter Our  first branch meeting is 
: superior parachute design skills. Unfortunatel, A horse that is already thin is availnble was a wet cardboard Nov. 21 at 7:30 p.m. at the Inn 
' , . . . . . . . . . .  Y ~ not going to have the added box. of the West. All are welcome. 
: plummet descr, bed the downward progress of protection that a horse in pro- A dog house made of wood; Last year during the holiday 
t0okpartmany ofthe otherevententrieS,with BStudents from all grades per weight wi l l  have during the metal, etc. is not that hard to season were were very fortunate 
in the .C. Hydro providing the cold weather ahead, build and with some kind of dry to have two successful weekends "~ launching pad.: 
at the Skeena Mall which in- 
cluded two dogs wearing dona- 
tion cans. Unfortunately, the 
Skeena Mall has refused to 
allow us and our dogs space this 
hofiday season. 
Mail donations can be made 
to the SPCA, 3836 Kirkaldy St., 
Terrace B.C., V8G 3M8. Or by 
direct deposit at the Canadian 
Imperial Bank of Commerce. 
If you want to buy a SPCA 
calendar, have questions or 
have a concern about he care of 
an animal, call Lonna Fisher at 
635-3826 or Rose Higbie at 
635-4366. 
i ilAuth or,, saw player passes away Singers 
• ,. Arvld Nora Carlson,i~ long shovelling snow, making flower ,, - ~  . Steele on Nov, 4, Anne Dau- t, '~A.~.l.  4 -~ 
~fime, resident of the Tuck Ave,. gardens ~md planting most of . . ' - .  ." ~_ ~p. - i i . - .  mont on Nov 18, Emile ~q~wt  ,U |  
i~eniorcitizen.¢iresidehce, passed l~he trees that arethere Ar~'id *sHore *11 " • ~ : ~ Carlson on Nov. 19, Olin 
!i'~w~iO~t" 22id Mil!s/Memo.'rial i even Collected the rent,i' ~ ~ ! ~ ~ ~ I I l I l l I !  ~f  Parker on Nov• 27, Eiva Mojak I ~  I~ ' l :~  I~ Vll~ 
~ospttal. .... :" / ; / Knd  A~id  :i ~VaS ~ ~do: ai~ : ~ Ingrg  ~ i~,  ~[  ,~v  onNov. 27 and Mary worobec I J~ l l l J  I I  I I 
:.ii Born in Skona; Sw~en, .on .  ::author; " V c d t [ d g , ~ t / ~ : t - i o h  : in'  !. ~ ' ~  '"']111 .~V : ..' on Nov 17 " " • : ~v~,, h,,~,, ,.,,,,,~,,~ h,~ 
. iNov.  4; 1905,::'~urvld :w~. the :  Chr i s t  Jesus,". : ,:> .:," : :  '" ' ~- -~ - -  ! t~  ,~ I z'~, y . . ' Th,, ~ ' , :o , , .~  ,:.h,,i, ,~o . . ;~  . -- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  w 
~:~i~th. child inca family: 0f. i1 . , ; . ,  He 'is survived by 0no brdflle~. : . . - 'Yvonne iMoen , ~" ': , Nov: '# 'at  ~er~ce~ew "Lod~e William Shakespeare's words 
~ern  .Saskatchewan ~ where Terriee:Pehtec0stali~A~mblv " ths. Various notes could I~e : E~erv0ne is ,ettin, r~dv for thE.New Terrace Inn. 
' "~ '  " - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' - "  s r  " ' . ~- "  " - ~ ' - : -  - - - -  . [ne  per fo rmance  o f  Aie,:m~ried Oladys .Kelly in withP~t0r  John Caplin off. t uck by mowng the hand all ithe Christmas activtfies.like , • 
~.:l.93!i'She iaUght ~: toT~di  fl¢l~t~i~.~::ll~al t~ low~ at  around on the rim of'; the going Shoi~plng and prenadne Shakespeure s words ~s t ° 
• %~rite i/rid s En '  ash, ' ' T, . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ,  • . • ' . : , .  , . . . . .  . " - - -  - mouern composer, ueorge ,-, .. peak,.., ~,. ,'.. , errace cemetery. Foiiownng.the goblets.. ,, -. : . ,  for, Christmas partnes. , _ . . . ,".,. 
,.:--The couple settleu m Meadow gravesldeceremony, a atherina Thistook place m the times " ~ , , : * **  Sheari'n8 s muse• It s been 
,Lake, Saskatchewan leaw in w caum contemorary musnc m : . . . . . . . .  , ng as held in the Tuck Ave corn before-, there~',.were different Have you seen how beautiful a m ' ' " 
'~ J~ for Mnssi0n, B c/Gladys plex lou '  e. : ' ' ' " " klnds Of ~/n~mieai instrummts "SI~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  adrigal style . ' • . . . . . .  • • . ng . , , , . pidg,lkauty is looking7 -", ." - . :  
; ~  away in 1948 ".after 17 : Paltbearers were Clarenee . . dad.:; ~plb~.,~iiiak~ • :their own i:: Ohl  i ha#e'a h~ one We n0~ ' The~n~.rt tsbeing billed 
.years of marriage.. ' ' :  ,.i Warneri Wally. F r~e.  :Ma-;-* , ' Arvid Carlson klnds:of:~n~idie,-.. ::: : - ~n I~ hd~e :,,':'.~,.~--,- ~,'., ~-~ .... as a d ~  concert because 
: 4 " " _~ r - - '  "p .  . . ," " , - -~  m . . ' . . ~ . . . . .  ' " - - ,  " ' . . . . . .  ' h "r ' . . . . . . . . . . . .  : " "~ " . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ' " 'U"  i t ' l l  feature taHe oM,: . . .  , . , ,k  ~:' "~ r " exceuent mogi ~a  ae ~t~oog and Ge0rse' Mc ' ! Arvid loved music and often • ",:~: ~', W,~. ,  * * -  ' / one like an OK, but now I he~r .. . , ,  o-~-,qs w, .  
" k " i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  • co t t~and d~scrt." . .: ', ;f~. i.ed n lo88ingcampslin::the r CuHough and ush,e~ e  Bob played the saw in area churches NEWS. from Terracevlew th~ is a boot shape on a moon- [ Tidkets ;':-- * '"  "L3 .L- [ 
B~.Lake  area before m6~hql Suti~rl~dand ,C~ff ~ .  : , "In earlier years. The saw was a Lo~ie/this week con~-ns the , '~ , i  ~.'-..: ~:., : .  ;. ~ :  I :::, . . . . . .  ,~ ~ , , ,  are I 
rote the Tuck Ave. complex In  Arvtdwlll be t t~atmb~ by /' regular carpenter's saw and it people With birthdays In ~gu i  Santa Claus Io~6ne ' [ aCtable'at oemma's Bath[ 
~I~3.'~ - . .  • . ,  , . ,  i Ms ~endly smile and will be ~uld make music by bending • Nor ther .  'i:,~!:. • ' "::: ,.~f ~ .b lgbeo~ while crossl!~ I ~a  ~t~e._n. aoutiqueand atI 
~I t/eJ ik~ to~.~i  ~et~; .  ~ by ~s. ~ds!  ~d all, ' :th~bladein different dlrectlons.; H~ISchu]z  onNov. 2, Pad- .bYe ~"~o~ta in 'on  ~i stiO~t~, ,I  theo0qr./.xne concert begins l
pay, by mowlnil the lawns, those ~ho lived atT uck.Ave, -:-,The saw and 3. Erma t, ~ : ~,: .......... , . . . .  ,-~,,,,., -~ I .... , ,P . . . . . . . . .  ,-,. ,, ,| 
;i;. 
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It's time 
for thyme 
Since ancient times, people have been intrigued by the herb 
thee  because they could not discern the difference between 
thymus Wlgaris, common thyme, and thymus praecox, 
subspecie arcticus, known as creeping thyme, mountain 
thyme and' mother of thyme. 
A perennial, thyme is a small, many branched and aromatic 
shrub. Flowers are numerous and tubular, form small ter- 
minal clusters and are lilac to pink in colour. 
Leaves are opposite, oblong and nearly stalkless. Their 
edges are rolled under and the undersides are pale and hairy. 
Because of its growth habit, creeping thyme likes to bed in 
crevices, preferably on terraced gardens. Herbalists of old 
mentioned both in their writings. 
Knights departing for the Crusades were given scarves em- 
broidered with sprigs of thyme by their ladies because it was 
believed the plant symbolized courage. 
It was also believed tea made from its leaves would prevent 
nightmares and that consuming this tea enabled one to see 
nymphs and fairies. 
The name thyme has been traced to two possible sources. 
One is the Greek word for courage, thymus. This is really fit- 
ting for an herb which is so invigorating to man's enses. The 
other is from the Greek words for "to fumigate". That again 
would be fitting as people used to burn this herb to get rid 
their homes of stinging insects. 
Thyme has been a symbol for many societies: elegance to 
the early Greeks, chilvalry in medieval times and the 
republican spirit during the French Revolution. 
It was and is still being used to flavour liquers and cheeses. 
A Greek apothecary discovi:red thymol, a strong disinfec- 
tant derived from the oil of thmye and effective in treating 
bacteria nd fungi. Thyme was iused to fight the plagues of 
the Middle Ages and its essential oils were successfully used as 
an antiseptic in treating wounds during World War I. 
Medicinal uses 
Thyme serves as a carminative, vermifuge, rubefacient and, 
antiseptic. It has antispasmodic qualities.and tends, to relieve 
asthma, whooping cough and stomach cramps. 
Herbalists recommend thyme for the relief of flatulence, 
colic and headaches. An infusion of thyme, taken often and 
up to two cups a day, can relieve most throat and bronchial 
problems. Herbalists also recommend thyme tea to ease 
stomach and intestinal ailments. 
l.Scientists•have given these findings ome credibility,, but see .. 
y~t l  d0c)oy,,.befor, e undertp.kinga~Y, cure with' th~ne. : 
!Th2;,mol, the essence of thmye, can cause dizziness, diar- 
rhea, nausea, headaches and vomiting if taken in its pure 
form. 
Culinary uses 
If you find yourself standing in front of your stove, not 
knowing which spice or herb to use in your cooking, add 
thyme. At least it will give your creation zest and aroma. 
You can't go wrong with thyme because it blends well with 
all kinds of foods and other herbs and spices. It is one of the 
finest herbs in French cuisine and is also one of the most often 
used herbs in Creole and Cajun cooking. 
The first European settlers brought hyme to the Americas 
and it is now growing wild in many parts of the continent. 
TRAVEL 
A WORLD OF GOLF,  
AR IZONA 
PHOENIX  . -  TUCSON 
- -  SCOTTSDALE 
Ufe In Arizona revolves around the cer- 
tainty of one thlng...the aunl This resort 
mecca boasts more sun filled days than 
any other part of the country. It Is the sun 
that inspires the casual southern lifestyle. 
Arizona -- the unique blend of a thriv- 
Ing, upbeat lifestyle and superb desert 
beauty...elegant resorts, beautiful hotels 
and fine dlnlng...A taste of the old west 
combined with a multitude of recreational 
opportunities including world class golf 
course• and tennla facllltles...unusuai 
shops and galleries and fine museums. 
You will be overwhelmed at the unecluall- 
ed depth of beauty, created entirely 
througl~ the forces of nature over millions 
of centuries. Come and visit the beauty of 
Arizona. Where only the hospitality out- 
shines the sun. 
FAIRWAY PACKAGE TOURS 
Fnirwsy Package Tours are available, 4 
or 8 days. Includes: Accommodation, golf 
with powered golf.cart, we.arranged 
Tee-Time as well ee rental car with 
unlimited mileage, .,,/)~ 
"FOR PEOPLE,, 
GOING PLACES 
4736 LAKELSE AVENUE 




/~  •~" '/i/!:.~.: ~i .¸ .~!~/!~:~ ~/~ :i ~':~:i ..... '~ 
' • , • ; 
:/i!: BOB LAWLOR - i  i: 
i Bob Lawlor iS the Kenworth truck sales representative 
• • , , , '  
"~ . . . . .  .... FuRNSETH i :i,];'/ 
ce~ S --Re :. 
__. :3 Y , r s :  ; , .  , ,  
I 
!: for Inland Kenwoffh In the Terrace, Hazelfon, Stewart, . i Elaine Fumseth has bean a vital ~ of the H~l~aves te~'  .: 
• for the last 3 years. As receptloniSi, It s Elalne!s job tOen,sul:e;/,|; , Prince Rupe. end Queen Charlotte ore=. , ' '~ )"Whe0'~' la~' i i ' "" l  
• Bob has been serving In this capacity for~ne past'4 ' ' that every customer is greeted with a stall( 
• • manning the phone, front counter and .keep!ng the anion 
• years and k~oka forward to continuing to serve the .tip-top shape, she can befound asset!no Dehble, ~ Bonnie, : 
needsof the Industry here. Ted, Cindy, Rhonds and Jan help note make {heir lives allttle 
I ill . r  . . . .  
A~ i l ,~l| ; l~l l l ' , td~V,Vj l] ; i /~| Featuring Esthetics by Jan ' 
3671 Hwy 16 E., Terrace, ph. 635.2292 ~ 
i , 
,New Energy ! NewExcitement ! New Skiwear =. ,i,. 
EAR i I SKI FIRBRE TURTLE TURTLE ~ I 
PANTS FLO NECKS NECKS MUFFS 
2o 
By Ferra Kombi Infants Gordini Kombi 
EACH LESS $9.89 LESS EACH ~) ' !  I ,~ 
20% 10% =9oo = co 
• t 
/ 
~O~B=TE)( - THIN- WATER • . . . . .  'GUARD '° ~  v,s ! t SULA~"  ~Kombi , Kombi Kombi Junior XR $45.25 LESS $20.50 LESS $19.98 LESS 
10% 10% 10% J 
JACKETS ACTION WEAR ' 
By Fer ra  P O U C H E S , y  Peepers LESS 
!:)0% -o!45°'=8=s 
;•"P•LUS MANY MANY IN HOUSE SPECIALS  i Come And See Our CompleteSki Clothing Line BY ' ~ ~  Obermeyer Peregrine *Gordini ~ Ferra Kombi PLUS * Wigwam & Hot Chilli Socks 
FISHING SUPPLIES I HUNTING SUPPLIES 
BOrfOMUHE SRH-It41Lo. ABU6AWA CC18§2ROD& i H&HMagnum2500ram,~..7.ss-h~," . .. ............~ 
DEPTH He. O, No. 2, BSM.2200W 
SOUHOER .TEL  210, No. 4 7000C . REEL ! 1 30 O::C;;:t' Or Magnum 250 grain, Reg. '$37.90.Sa1,........i...332'00 
~"~ =11°" =14900 =181" I. 1.o~io,.s, , -~- , . . ,o =. i .......................... $17.00 
=450o0 
PENN FATHOM I SHIMANO i SIMMONS WINCHESTER I SIMMONS 
MASTER OOWH I FX300 ABU 6ARClA L DAIWA 2-7x32mm SCOPES 30-06 FEATHER I 3.gx4Omm SCOPES 
RIGGER 1 SPINLAST 5500 C 0C.375 nee. $126,6§. Sale WBGHT Rq, $139,70': Sale 
neE. 344,77- Sale | RIO. $75.00 - ~ . . RI0.,520 °°""'°° . . ,  $11 5 °° s240°° I '33 go =79" s60 °° '101 °° 
WEATHEROY LEUPOLO 2X7 I LAKERELO : I ' RUEER 
S409' Ho. 6 SP409' HO. 8 B690.8' MH SmCAST leo gr~. I n~. S13s.oo •h~|  nee. she.so • ~ , , , , . , , . . .~ ' ,,, =,,,,..,- , , , . . - . . -  ,., s,,.-.=~ I~. s.,.,0.-, 
• 8250 L ,2 .  °° ;40"  s112 o • 66"  '500"  =1070o , 
I 
CURLING BROOKS RUNNERS 
,,~,,m .~,,. - -PRICED TO CLEAR"  conIFQROOMS 
EACH. CURUHG PAHTS 6RliI~S 
=21 "°,. *41"  313" MENS a WOMENS 
ALL LEATHER FLASH l LOWRY CURUN6 . ALLCURUH6 ~ ,PRECISION [ 
c,,,m.oo.s aLOV. ,~ ,~s .o .  ..; ~,.T;. -- I ='.'2'~t~." I ,"." ~'~t~ .'#'/ 
EACH ' 0 ' ' - ~p SPSP .~ vv  • 8o s 7. O f f  $ go ,~ IU  OO ,~, s23 27 i~!::, lOYo :, 
SHOP " ~;4842 Hwy. 16  West ." . . . .  TACKLE 
!!i~;~ ;..~,\~ ( -SPORTING ~,GOODS ' . '= 
Harp ist performs 
~With the release of her fourth 
al6um, The Visit ,  Loreena 
McKennitt has set off on a na- 
tionwide tour which will bring 
her to Te~ace aweek Saturday. 
Unusualiy, in an age when 
music must be pigeon-holed, 
qualified and almost specific in 
targeting certain ~ audiences, 
McKennitt's has a strong appeal 
for a wide cross#section. 
An audience at one o f  her 
concerts can include pop music 
fans, jazz enthusiasts, folk 
"new agers" and people who 
are more usually seen at the 
symphony. 
.Her music, springing from 
her Celtic roots, has a contem- 
porary feel which catches 
listeners~tm~wares. The legends 
ass stories~he sings about have 
their parallels in the !ate 20th 
century. 
;McKennitt's first profes- 
s;lanai work came in small folk 
Clubs and musical theatres. 
UpOn: mOving 'to Stratford, 
onti ,she took up Work at the 
f~¢.,.d :Shakespearean *Festival 
as a.composer, actor and singer. 
The ~. release o f  her third 
album," Para l le l  ~ Dreams;  in 
De~l~er1989 est~iblished her 
as*'~,m~jot:, figure and led to a 
series of concert appearances 
and numerous radio, television, 
newspaper and magazine inter- 
viers . . . . .  ,- 
:~-.~er Ten'race appearance will 
~, ,~ the R.E.M. Lee Theatre, ..t,• . . . . .  ., - . o 
Saturday, Nov.~30 begmmg at 8 
p.m. Tickets are $15 and are 
sold on a reserved seating basis. 
They can be purchased at the 
theatre or Kermodei Trading. 
For more information, con- 
tact Tom Walker at 635-2101. 
ACCOMPLISHED MUSICIAN 
Loreena McKennitt appears at 
the R.E.M. Lee Theatre a week 
Saturday. With a fourth LP, 
"The Visit" now out, McKennitt's 
reputat ion is becoming 
established. 
Be prepared for floods 
~ By RAY TANK 
Did Yoa Know That your 
health and safety could be at'- Did you 
fected byextreme climate condi- know that .  
tions? People in the northern '"  
part of  B.C. are very self 
reliantl This is not something courtesy Skeena Health Unit ._. 
tht~t is ~.inherited, but rather a ~ l  
r~pot~se developed by extreme 
conditions, kit -- Taped to the top of the kit public on relocation plans if re- 
The most common occurence should be the following infor- quired. 
inthearea is that of flooding. I mation: date of renewal, One of the most difficult con- 
am sure that many of you have emergency phone numbers, cepts to accept is that you have 
e~perienced minor flooding safety information on utilities to look after yourself first to en- 
over the years. The hazards are and a list of contents, sure that you are able to help 
obviously dependent on the The kit should also include your loved ones,~ friends and 
qIwz~ity q~ w~er~ Some of iilfor~,ation on* :~ ~ps~¢~x~ " ' . . . . . . . .  ' : ~ '`~ " 
tipsy,, ~l~ds.p.re , It=s~ola tt~a '. ~r~edicatioh ~J~e~l~ . c~hc~ '~l~r~ a j~~re  (~.s~;~ 
damage,, water c0ntaqunatmn, (first aid kit, etc.); water: tions that will need answers in a 
properW damage and, in ex- tourification information and particular emergency situation. 
treme situations, isolation, tablets (or household bleach); The key to survival in most 
In'anticipation of the worst, portable radio and batteries; .emergencies is preparation! 
some of the preparations could non-perishable foods; heat and Identify the emergency that 
be any or all of the following: light sources (candles, matches, could affect you, then research 
:i* pre.identification of the etc.); and blankets or sleeping the actions required by you and 
problem area and remedial ac- bags. be aware of who to contact for 
ti0n Individuals hould check with assistance. 
- .  fo rmat ion  of  a their community officials or What  are your questions or 
"neighbourhood help/watch Provincial Emergency Program concerns? Write us at: "Did 
group" for assistance during a representative about what will You Know That.,,?" Skeena 
problem be provided and how will infer- Health Unit, 3412 Kalum St., 
. preparation of a survival mation be conveyed to the Terrace, B.C. VSG 4T2. 
Block Parents Care! 
, * @~.1, .4% 
"': ~: 
To become a Block Parent or for more information about the Block 
Parent Program, contact your local elementary school or call your 
local Police. 
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OLD MAH WIHTER 
HEART AND STROKE 
FOUNDATION OF B.C. & YUKON 
| 
HOSPITAL FOUNDATION 
2 CASH CALENDAR 
mr • The Dr, R,E.M. Lee Hospital Foundation Isa 
charitable organlzaUon, 
• Funds raised by the Foundation are used for the 
purchase of diagnostic and medical equipment, 
• The foundation iscurrenUy fundraislng fat's C,T. 
Scanner for Mills Memorial Hospital. 
• A C.T. Scanner In the Northwest will most'certainly 
save trips from out of the region, 
• Help is needed to make Mills Memorial Hospital a
.modem regional facility, 
Purchase your copy of the 
1992 csah calender todsyl 
• Cash prizes everyday of the year 3e6 chances to 
win. Over $26,000 in prlzesl 
Your  cash  ca lendar  can  be purchased  from: 
Terrace Order of Elks, Jocal banks and merchants  - phone 635-6790 or 
635-5718.  Kitimat and Pr ince Rupert  residents contact  local Elks. 
BEAT THE 
- -  
' ~  L i fe  i sn ' t  easy. Nei ther  is 
" I / I  '~ " ~ 8 out  of  10 businesses fad wsthin : PRE-WlNTER 
B L O W O U T !  , , , ,  ,., , . .  , , . ,  . .o, 
[I I I surprising consndering the . 
/I / I X - r i -  ~ . . .  compet i t ion  in the 
/1 '=~1~ [1 ' "  " ~  marketp lace .  
23f  MOte ' | |  " ' ' ' '  ' you 've  8° '  t °  wr i te  
• /~l~.,~e~',. / I ~ at t rac t lvead;show 
• ":!/ 6 to  choose from:. !!:i, : 'i:: I X off your strong ~ ~  points,  Tell 
,' / ' - ~ ~ ~ ' ~  customers  
' ~ ~ ~ - ~ 7 )  the un ique  
: :- '  :,. ' : - ' i '~ i~ ~ ~ ~  features  that  - ~-, 
L : better  than  the  rest, L 5 ' : ':~', ~ ~-~---~ make your  company 
The Terrace Stmdsrd can tip the scales In your  favor ,  Our  
- ndvertilin K stair ::TI n deslKn effective ads that brin K results. 
Contact the Adv~K Depm-tment at 638-'/283, We'll help 
you =,tart beating the ,¢ompeUtion. 
'.~L O-  ~ T p . ~ r ~ , A ~ .  I~TA. I  .tp4wmm= • ~qlmmls= 
- - - - -  
Winter  s torage available 
TE.,,C,.0T0..,*0T, 'li 
L Canada a Oldest Toyota Dealen~hlp" m - 
4912Hwy lOWest am;NO, S061 = ' i 635-6558 
:! 
" . ,  . - . .  
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Make the most of:your advertising 
dollar, call one of our consultants 
today! ' 
f a" : cE s 
. ~ L  . StRVING THe IiRRAC| 'AREA 
4647 Lazelle Avenue. 638-7283 
,I HELD ENTERPRISES LTD. I 
i SPECIALIZING IN ALUMINUM WELDING 
& MANUFACTURING 
cu~roM BUILT BOATS - -  BOAT REPAIRS --  EVINRUDE DEALER 
I ALUMINUM FABRICATION .2 GAS TANKS --  TOOL BOXES 
• RUNNING BOARDS -- BOX LINERS - 10 FT. SHEAR 
' ~ 200 TON METAL BENDING PRESS I 
I .---,---- . . . . . . .  - ~  J IM NE ID  l 
~~ 1-T~ / (e0,,6~s~,,e I 
f(;V V '~ I | / [  _~/  4575 LOWRIE AVENUE I 
~ ~  . . . .  . . . .  ~,,AC~. ~.c. ve~ ~e n 
BUSINESS OF THE WEEK 
, .  %/* ' ,  
; : / ,  '. ! • 
• . . . , 
lm~ m m m n no m -,, m m m-" lm m - - ,~- -  in  I i  m - -  m m i I ,1~ 
: ~n ,L  ' . , ' " -, ' ~ '  I- 
(C~'~~I .  Skeena Valley :~": ' ~ ,1 
, -hW VIDEO CLINIC I r :n an;-r:"; 1:ii!i: 
I "" ' " "  " " ~: '  ~ :": : . . . .  - -  : "' ~*: THIS COUPON IS GOOD UNTIL: :: , .~? 
~pectauzmg in  ~epatrSl~O: ~ DEC. 91. : I )  : 
I ,  : . : "  PLEASE, DO NOT. PRESENT. ':: VCRs  • Camcorders~, :CDiP layers  o. cou~ um AFTER T,e I , 
.e.A,. ~S DONE ANO ~0u 
I / Make It Work For  You~ HME RECEIVED THE BILL FOR | 
I ~wo~ . . . .  .,, I 
77.s,2 , ! = above Central Flowers L.. . . , . ,  . . _  . _ . . _ i',!!~;',l 
"1  "' 
SKEENA Belting & Rubber Services 
Inflatable Boat 
Repairs 
Durable • High Quality • Vulcanizing Repairs 
we el~¢lallza In conveyor belt Inctallatlone, splicing and 
- ropalr~, vulcanizing and pulley logging 
[24 HOUR SERVICE I 638-0663 
NORTHWEST TRADITIONAL HOMES 
INTERIOR & EXTERIOR 
Traditional end Custom Finishing 





4734 Welsh Ave. Terrace, B.C. 
| I I 
SALON BARBER SHOP ESTHETICS~y 
4646 Lakel,e Ave., Terrace. B.C. 635"5727 or 635-4555 
" ' " ' "U'I 
'~  BRIDALBOUTiQUE 
I ~ '  • Tuxedo Renta(s"m?~,:::i,~:):3n~'~b ~:';...... 
./r/ • Grad & Party Dresses • Wedding Cakes I I I ~ ~  ........... J .~  
L( Compiet e wedding service to make 
"% that dey'UnlquelyYours'  "Oure . l t lngse  . rvk~e+.+yomom'np~mynlormy"  ,II Petmspedal+49,00i;i.~.,;:;i!,:?:;l;l 
4617BLake lseAve . ,  638"1773 cmMooeuvenY , _ 6Re'seRe Ii , .4 ,1 ,1 .~kebeAve. .Ter receB.C .  635-3637 J 
I PL=J 'X&, ,  
E i i J F  BE ~r  Rents~ 
Need to present a professional image? Turn to Thrifty. 
Need a special car to spice up the weekend? Turn to 
Thrifty. In fact, you can count on Thrifty for the perfect 
car for almost any occassion. Cal/todayl 635-7669 
Because It's Your Money. 
~ KEENA 
LECTRIC  
P.O. Box 271; Terrace, B.C. V8G 4A2 
(604) 635-6988 
Cll~ss A Electrical Contractors 
For All Your Service & Contracting Needs  
PHIL IP  HUSTAD Reg. No. 17522 
I KITIMAT - TERRACE LIMOUSINE SERVICE 
"FOR THAT SPECIAL OCCASION" 
Ride in elegant luxury; "~ 
Celebrate in ext ravagance;  : • . ,% 
:~ ' " Create an unforgettable memory.: : * 
Featuring: bar, TVIVCR, stereo eys!bm 
,. RESERVE EARLY ~on.Smoldng,V~l~ 





CHECK OUT RATES FOR 
OTHER FURNITURE AND CARPET 
" 635-3944 
Thornhili Electric 
• Residential & Commercial Wiring 
• 24  hr. Answering Service 
• Service Calls our Specialty 
635-9787 
3532 Old Lakelse Lake Rd. 




D J J I l~ i [v / '~  A " ::' ~-~ 
TRANSPORTATION ' " . . . .  , "~ 
~'S  YS TENS L TD.--~ . . i ' ;  
Dal ly  f ro lght  service ox Vancouver 
TEL:(604)635-2728 " ~,~1 
FAX: (604) 635. 7197 . MEMBER OF Vl t /~  
3.~BLAKEBURNST,, TERRACE, S.C. Vaa3Jl "~,-'\ i ! 
I D q;RANE C    -naVa"B, I _~ ln .n l : r  ,, 
' . ,  • , NiCl 
.... F UN L HO 
i I . . . .  VIDEO CU 
',~,U~li~ Porlables Starling As Low As $§19 I I uox 247, S~ithb.r.s~B.C. • _847-2441~, I o VClb. Cmcorder~ ' CD Players. I co~"~,~:~ :1 
• ' Professional counselll ~ ,  l Make  I f  Work For  ]rout ~ 
l _ . _  , .  ~t , . . .  . . .  , r : ~ . . . . .  ~ '  '~5S '~:  ~"' Memorial markers ~-- ' ~ ,, .. "" i .  ~, '.~ ~ j~ l~ , l~e~e BJFmD~JPJt 202.4716 Lazelle Ave. '~i~:i:}i~i;~ '!, NORTHLAND COMMUNICATIONS ' I ~rave covers , [ \ ~ f~ i l~ l -  I u ~:'. ~-: 4., '; .;m • . '~  " . . . j  A,o~le,,, O 11~ O / ~r  0 ~;; above Central Flowers -.~,:;;~.~,:;t-;:, 
No. 4.~o02 Poh," 638-0261 I ~ -  
j I 
]MOHSCONSTRUCTZON" 1 MACKAY S FUNERAL .~,.. Windshield RepairlReplaCeme~k~, 
. ,! .. C~Ol l t ry  --  P, enovat io l lB  ' . "  I " : . . . . . . .  . , .  . . . . . . . . .  , . vo T~o.  ~...~-~mm,,-~'~'".,,~o...~..,~, ," ,nauraneenn , ,o , .  ,'Replaoements~tc~".; • . ,,,,,~,t 
i: ' ~ : '~o¢obtooSmatt" ~n ~:: ' uirecfors: :: " ," . . . . . . .  ~,! : : JAMES WESTERMAN & DOU@ MAC FARCE : • -~ 'd~~- -4~]  : ~/el~&Wl~n t; ' : ,i : ':~;;': 
• iii: : . .  ' SemonRates'.~ " " :i'~il: i ,:~ : : . ,  JEANETrESOHULMEIsTER ~ :.  " : ; :  ~ ~  ,.' ~~:;~t~:.)) 
T.m Cat.mr ,':;:! An.eringanclPage f,Al ~~I I~AI  , ,  .... 
Vso  4Z3 ~ : , ..t. P l i . !635 .7724 
. n , ~  . . . . .  .~ . . . . . .  I r~"~ 
I I I ' "  l"n: i i "  ' ~f l  in" :'[ . . . .  I i I J I"11 ,= , ,  , , , , ,  I I I I I I  . . . . . . .  
:638.8001 :,'~:;~ ::  i ~:',;Y~ 
I I I I  I . . . .  I l '  I 
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. - .  , ,  
MADNESS ' 
;.~ Biggest Event of 
~he ,¥ear!~ ~ 
6 p.m.- 11 p.m. 
November 21, 1991 
VM-D6 
8mm Di! 
• Variable Si 
• Digital Auk 
- 3 Lux Mini 
















;AVE- 6 P.M. - MIDNIGHT 
}% OFF ,,,Mi 
on,,. 
• ~ One' Coupon Pc; Customer. "~'~ 
f O'lk% OFF 
~~l l  / I ONERE61JLAR P ICED rrs M 
~ Vedid NOV. 2'11 - e p.m.,  Midnight Only l 
~ : . :' One Co0pon Per Customer. 
~.~i" You're Speclal~:.Lad!esWear 
I: 4641 LaP.el.Avenue . ,, ' .  , " , i " : ! : : ? '  ........ 635"9262 
i ~ , I !,J J!J~ . I. i l l  i i  
TOSHIBA 
YAMAHA 
r, rTc -615 Nlluld MuM Mul t lMu~ ~ Cbu l ' c r  
[~  ~ 0 , ~ "  DYNAOMITE  
M/65 
- Perfect For Surround 
Speakers 
- Perfect For The Den, 
Kitchen, Rec Room 
$9995 
YAMAHAKX-250 
- 8 Times Oversampling tl: f l l  ~ d%OK 
- Remote Control ,i~ ~ ~ ~ v v 
_S'_B 
vnm,nKX-WP~P 
- HX Pro 
- Dolby B/C Q~ ~lp 0,~ 9 5 
- Music Search ~ ~ f 
- Permalloy Head ' - "  - - - "  
' I I  
Panasonic. 
• Dolby B/C 
' - Hl Speed Dubblng, S e'~ j l l r~95 
-Music Search :': I=1t i ' ! ' i~  - 5 Disc Changer - AM/FM Tuner 
• Relay Play : ' ~' ' ~ - 100 X2 - Fully Remote Control 
,~  : : . Double Cassette '5  Band Equalizer 
: . - " -  " ,  , . , . 
'Onc-e :in.a 'Blue Moo  n : 
OHLY - i I l l  ~ . ~  pm IH ~ , , . >I/z . . . . . . . . . .  - . , . 
Caffelr le F ree  - ~]  COUPON TERMS: This coupon entlHe$ the be.o; to one free Buy one 2 litm boHle., ~ 
. . . .  L ) I L~ ~7 y ~:;~.ese a 2.1itm bottle of Peps1, Diet Pepsi, Caffeine Caffeine i-tee veps l ,  • 1 I 
: l ' VAUO ONLY 6 PM- 11 PM ' • 7UP or Diet 7UP and : 
' g OFFER EXIqilES NOV. 2il01 receive another  one l 
COUPON MUST BE PRESENTEO AT TIME OF PURCHASE F EE with this I 
• i ,~o, i AT SHOPPERS DRU6 MART R 
" " ' '  1" DRUG'MAR "1 
"~ Everyth!ng  you want  in a drugstore.  ..... I 
'5 " " ~ " r [ " ' ' [ m lr"~ ~'m ~ ~ " ~ ~:~:. akelseAve,~Terrace, B.C. I .. 
Lm.J d 
II nMEii~-S°BEA UT]" . - I - -  ~ I JUL~k|~ . vv ,  it. ,n=o l 
II °"~'~A~ - '~c~'°" . ~  I ,~" ~'~ ~~,~ ! 
' IlU I - ~ ~ ~ i , , ,  , i 
• TERRACESHOPPiNGCENTRE ' "  /~ / '~*  ~'~ 4~* " (--/'-- . - .  ... I .,, ' ,~ ,~ O"n l i~  " J~41A@t  " , ,  ' 
. ,  . . . .  , . ~ _ _ . . , ~ .  - , , ,  ,, 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  ,,', ',1, . . . . .  I " ' i  . . . . . . . .  . ' . : '  " I iillil"l' . . . . .  " . . . . .  ' ' r  "" . . . .  i i l " r  (1"  ri~' " [ ' l ' {h ' : i '  " ' ; ' ; : vk  
• t t 
~' __-_.._. ~=.~.  ,- ~ . . . . . . .  ~,~. . .~_ - ' _ ,~ , ,~ ".~at",l.¢~.:~~'.~-.r~tt.~_.L~--~( ~ • ~ . . . . . .  -~  . . . .  _ " - _  - 
~"~'~"~;'~ ...... " ' *  i i Terrace Standard, Wednesday, November 20, 1991 - Paoe.BTL. 
I / / 
'ONLY ONCE IN A i 
BLUE MOON j 
-, :~/  
6rey Cup 
<~ Sunday ii 
_ , ~ Nov,, 2~.~:~: 
i i  i |  , . .~  , '  
Th sd y Nov 2 ,~:-~~"::~"~ Stockup 
9 am-  Mlidnmght i : ' i~ :~! i !~)n ly  34 days left 
" i " ,  , ~i: ° " ~'Q" "" "'' ~ ' r :.~'~::::~: "p until Christmas! 
__ '~)  ~ 
o~.-~- Buy one 2 litre bottle BUY ONE, <,, ofPepsi, DietPeps, • 0#~,~ 
R E E l  Caffeine Free Pepsi, 'GET ONE F 7UP or Diet 7UP and t 
(WORKS OUT TO 84* PER BOTTLE WiTH THiS COUPON) receive another one j 
COUPON TERMS: This coupon entitles the bearer to one free 2 litre bottle of Pepsi, Diet Pepsi. Caf- FREE with this 
feine Free Pepsi, 7UP or Diet 7UP (Contents only, taxes and deposit are  ext ra )  when they purchase 
a 2 litro bottle of Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Caffeine Free Pepsi, 7UP or Diet 7UP. coupon, 
OFFER EXPIRES NOV, 23/91 COUPON MUST BE PRESENTED AT 11ME OF PURCHASE 
• ;';?'~ ~'~'  " '" % : ' " ' ' "  ~ ' , ,~a , ,  : :  ~ ' ; " 
, - ,.;!HieOr Caffeine Free ' :t.,, !~ ; ,  " 
• , . . . .  : ~ / :  P lus  Deposit 
$1149 ~ ~  
:~ sb~l'~hit ~ ~,~ , : ,  o, Soda Q-3g(ji~S ~.,, , ~ ~ ~ L,,,~:.,. I ~1~ 
i re ,  a t ,  D ie t  ~ Keg .  2 , f ie .  ' " 900 g. salted or non-salted OFF  
. . . .  . . . . .  • . . . . .  ~. ..... PlusDeposit ,..: . . . . . . .  , . . . . . .  .: .~ : . , . . , . : , ,  .- . : : : .  : ~-.~ ........ ~ ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
A & W  or 7 Graham 
Schweppes Wafters 
35~ mL tin. "~ 50% Bonus 
Plus deposit. 600 g pkg. 
ENTER TO:WIN '1000 GIFT 
• ,, ~Fr0m ~Terrace Shopping Centre 




: IOAT~ : i tDraw at  11 pm!:~:; : : : :  
~i lUr t l l~t , ] t :  " Must  be  present to win 
~ * Must  be  18  ye i l r s  o r  o lder  
..... ~ " : "  :~  .Ent r ies  ava i lab le  at  all merchants 








:~, 10 AM 






500 g. pkg. sliced. 
B.C. Grown 
Onions 










salt & vinegar or 
bar-b-que, 200 g bag. 
i 







, .  
2%, 1% or S. 




Assorted 3 lb. box. 
- -STORE HOURS:--] 
:S lmCay . . . i , . . . . .10a .mi :6p .m.  I 
' M0n.i-Fd,. . . . . . . . . . .  .  9 a.m.- 9 p,m,, [ 
• ~t~, ' .~ , :  . . . .  ~ . . . . .  9a .m. .6  p .m{I  
• I FREE $179 , ,zz,  ~ BUY 1 




Approx. $ lb'bag. 
s499 
limit 2. 
- 99  ¢ Dinner Buns 
White or brown. Pks. of 12. 
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", i i• ~ , • . . . .  -~  
. . . , " , ' ,  ' ~i;." . ' ;7  - ~: i :  ' 
10% OFF 1,5% ' OFF 20% O,FF ,il 
Regular Pdces in the following Regular Pdces in the follewing Regular Pdces in the fellowing 
depadments:  " ' departments: " ' .~ . depadments :  .~ . . . . .  ,~ , ,~-~ 
. . . . . . .  " " ' ' " "  ~ i~ . i: " .. i-..-----.-,,-------Alrnt~thlnn""entire'et°re '~  .... ' ,~ * All C loth ing - ent i re  s to re  . . . . .  , , ~A I I  c lo th ing  - ent i re  s to re  + , r " : : " ' 
. All toys  went i re  s to re  . :  . ' .A l l  " . '. . ' :~ ' t .~•;<: ; :D ; . : .  . . . . .  ) i . : ; :  < ii.ii!ii{)il;: !ii:7~i.:,i;;< ' , - toys  - ent i re  s to re  .-. .... . . . . .  " " '~ . " ,~.~" , , , " , '  . , i, AI!~ gi ft  g lassware  (Dept , .  201  ;7 i::-;'. ~ - 
~-:~: .< : ,  7' . .A l l _ .g i f tg la~twsre  (Dept ;  201);.!';:>.;~;i,, ....... < .......... ,. =A l l  gi ft  g lassware  (Dept .  201)  .~ , : , , , :~ , ,  ~:;.,:;.~..,.. +~ • All fami l  footware  .~ , , ..... ~.~ ...... s~,~< ...... {~ 
• A l ! . fe l l y  footware  " ' : :  ~'";" +; ~+"< i / L / iA l i  ' ,., • All p lo tures  & lamps  ; . . . .  : , : :  7;-, • ~,i~i~::] 
" ' ,A l lp i c tures  & lamps  .... , , . '  . P i c tures :&: , i~Ps  ;~,.;,';;-i'.-:';;.:i~i i;:~,,::~.:;..,:~,~:: 
. , " ~ . ' . . . . . .  . " . . . . .  1"'7i i ,  ' .', ' . . . . . .  , i , " ~" " ' I ~r '~ ' . . III I I  " 
I I ' ' ~ I I I  I I ,  III I I  I I  I I I  I I I  , I I I I I I 
. . . . . . . .  , . , - ,  . . ,  ;' . , ' , , . .  , ,.:~+~:>~-....~ 
HOURS . . . . . . . . .  " " • ' : " ' , ' : t t  
, ~'; M!dn  gh i :  : : : / " i wl.limv| ~:m~ !t,~ : ,'."'~' 
y:--7 9 :30a .m.  ,9 :00  p h i ; . ) ,  ~ l  T i l l1 '  l i l i 111t '  I • '  , ~ ~ / ~ / ~  !y : . . .  ' . , :  , . 
' - , ' " ' i~  ' ~ 
F 
 1170 oIlivi l" i l l  
, "k  . k i i , ' : L :i ' i '  k ik , ' . . . .  r " '  I l l l l Y  M RAIN C i t . ,  
a,m.: ,,-11.00 p.m. , . . . .  , , ,  : ,  . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  ,~,~,, 
' " |1  I '1 11 
I I I I I I l l l  I I ~ I I  I I  l I I  I I I I I I I I I  I I I  ] I I I I I I I I J  I I 
l 
I I I , . .  ,n,..,;., .,; i :~":~:"~=";0 :i'~ & STERLING MINIBL/NDS TUMBLER SET =,,.rr,  he , ,  I SHEETS . CHmTMAS AmlECiAmN, . HUHN!HG SHOES. 
. . . . . . . . . .  . . _WI /b£O . . . .  I Hugoasst. ofcolours I CARDS SENIORS SAVE lS% OFF I Mens&Ladles I SILVER I Reg. $280.36 U A | C  ;eaTe~l;';;~;~:G';" ; '  . '  i Reg. $9.35 Plus G.S.T. i i l l l ,  I P  VBlIIALLYEVEIlIl l I~ l 1,2 ,dce only. i 
I PlusG.S.T. i . . . .  P i l l  f l l lO  ¢ .U  I ~,,oiT.40,usG.S.T. i hALF  . Hn0REALLDAY! I , I 
Ill AO I ,  u i .uun  / ,V ,  I 0 nn  I " "  - •*LSOFmCO~E I ~14 , i l l1  I. ,1299'99"'""0o HALF ""-C} ... I ' -  i ........ I I Rn GET Included BIG SCREEN SMALL PRICE ~.S .T . '  PR ICE  ,<<0,,, o s., , . , , ,  I o.s.,.,.c,u0~ PR ICE  P i " ' " "  o .uu  0 , , .=v , ,  i~ t . , i=
1 All Me's oy's • i~ml t~ ln  Fu features with remote Never before I NINTENDo I.,;. , . . . , ,  .'. ;. 'eig een' I ADVENT I. 
u,u.ri-n nas anyone ollereo a la ge scree i.v. at. '  I • 'GAME Boy' I , , ,  . . . . . .  ' • " i . I I ENTERTAIN- MTC v,C,R. . WINTER ll.-,- l luulzem . . . .  r n . . .  • i RI.I. I, nmalml la  . MEN,O I CALENDARS i
:| MENT ACTIOH FULL FEATURES . JACKETS &. " ' " : "  this price. Only $489.99 Plus G.S.T. | . . . .  ,~,. ' . ,  l ,UI.L WiUU " WORK BOOTS ~ I' FOREVER' I 
BOOTS i A l i  A A i FUf l /AUL~ i Huge beglnni~ of ~ Leather & nsulated | POPULAR I 
1 SET W/REMOTE . COATS , i  i , i  h i '  ~ • m ` i l  w i l  [ ]  m I SYSTEM I season assonmenu Rag $74 76 Plus G S T "I 24 da" Chdstmas " "~ '  i 
Lowest Price Everl .41 ~ O i  v ' " " . . . .  x u,,,,,,1 
o0  YO ro l l  . ~ L .  : .  ~ I Sale$93.45PlusG.S.T, I M A . :  Sale$3,.37PlusG,S.T, ICoontdown. 2.6ozchoc. ' 
R • 0n~I109.99PlusG,S.T. ~O 70  n- - - -  V i - 1  I / V I nn  d in  I I I nL ' /  O 'R I  A~ . I cate99. RusG.S,T. I 
' 203.29  . OFF  G S T I nc luded  . . . . .  • PRICE  .,,.s.,..,,,<,,<,,,<, 1 .06 .  I 
i~, G.S.T. Included Regular Prices . ' • G.S.T. Included i t  G S T Included Regular Pdces " ' " ' '1 " i ;  " | " " I G.S.T. Included : J 
I I  
, . ox  ............. ................................... o . , ,  . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  n 
O,UU O,OU , l lh  50LB B ..... ' ' '" - " + ' 
• .oo"  - .~-v . , , , .  o.,,~,=,.,.,<~mo.......;...+o~.o..~" I I ,~  ~ ' G IFT  ' ~~ ~Y! !  
i MILK, 2%,2 LITRE i "  r ~ ;: G:I:VEAWAY{;;17 8:30 O~,,VLANO ......... :...... ..,:... ............. : ......... , .79  , .  .... r : ' ~,~!,~.~7~:,1 l $° ... 79/ 
• . .  . . ,.: i i ! i Te~ee ' : i ;$h0pP in l ; i :  Cen i re . - ! ' ;Merchan~! l  
i ~ 9 :00-  9 :30  p.m. M0,S CLAMAT0JUICE I:!Mu, st be::pr~Sent to  w in  and mUSt~.  8 ~1 . . . .  , .~, ,re ......... , ......... :............................... , - 39  ~ ~ ~" ' " I ;,!yearaOroIder:iFree entries available at all ;~il 
{ ........... ..... .,..................... ,  % 
i ; 10 :00  i o :30p .m,  "INTENO°E"TE"T'I"ME"TsvsTEM ' - -  ' GBT Irlduded 
1 '  l i O N  O C A T B O N ' :  :i : W I T H G U N , G A M E . , I O g . , 9 + G S T o r  1 1 7 . 6 9  " " 
L 10:30  11 :00  p.m, SU~,R L . l=  nn  . . ' P "  - \ 10 LB. BAG ....... '...;i].; .................. ;................ Idl= ; i  ; l  
• That 's  right CFTK will be on location 11:00 11:30 p.m. WILLIAM TELL ' = . ~ I~l C . . . . .  APPLE JUICE, 1 LItre ........ . ............. .. ................ U 
to  ,suppOrt our ~ biggest shopping, 
. . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' " BUTTER • . event  of,:theiyear. Or0p down.say< 11:30  - 11 :45  p.m. s , , L  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ................................. . _ . . . .  
Hello, to"'AM59's Doug Thomps0n . . . . . .  ' 
PACIFIC Adl¢  (Dawn Patrol) and pickup yoUr free 11:45  - 12 :00  a.m. EVAPORATED MILK ....................................... "/I'l l •l. 
'0NC   H A B LU " 00N i" i • ..... ! ' , . , ~ ::~ ~ . .- , . . . .  . ~ , : " ; ( . "  , 
LE, " 
! EVENT;OF:  THE YE,+,~>. . . ,  : , , 
0 O: GIFT: CERTIFic i:I 
GIVEA FLA'I'O.  
'7 79* 
• Include' 
,MTC COLOR TV ALL 1OK GOLD ALL 18 PIECE I BATH ALL BOXED SENIOR REEDOK 
I 
w. l r . , ,  r 
! , , .  
SMILING FACES were the order of the day as local Scout leaders attended a leadership training 
session at Northwest Community College. The weekend-long course acquainted the 27 people 
participating with the aims and objectives of the Scouting movement and prepared them for the 
challenge that awaits them. ' !. 
Scouting l eaders  ' 
.hooked' 
By ERIC HARKONEN 
: The Terrace Scout district 
recently put on a weekend- 
long Gillwell part one course 
for area leaders. 
Held at Northwest Com- 
munityCollege, the course 
was a basic training program 
offered to those in leadership 
roles: in Scouting. All leaders 
are encouraged to take the 
course its soon as possible. 
The theme was 'Get Hook- 
ed on Scouting' and pro- 
gramswere available for 
leaders of Beavers, Cubs, 
Scouts, Venturers and 
Rovers. 
The course covered many 
aspects of Scouting including 
its history, alms and prin- 
ciples, the flag ceremony as 
well as the many different 
aspects to running a meeting 
night. The subject of child 
abuse was also discussed. 
In many of their activities, 
candidates assumed the role 
of the youth members, 
thereby learning to look at a 
meeting from both the youth 
and adult perspectives. 
Campfires were held on 
both the Friday and Saturday 
nights with songs, skits and 
yells performed. Religious 
observances were held :Sun- 
day morning. 
The course nded later that 
day with the presentation f
wallet certificates and a Tur- 
shead toggle followed by the 
Singing of the course song. 
A total of 27 candidates 
and 10 trainers took part in 
, the course which was Very 
imaginative and fun for all. 
Well done! 
"THE FAR EAST COLLECTION" 
The Far East ColleclJon by ~oehler 
consisting of Bedroom, Dining Room, 
.Occasional Tables and Wall Units are 
all Custom Crafted with carefulty 
matched,Cherry veneers over M .ap.le 
solids a warm curried Cherry flnisn, 
: and brass campaign style hardware. 
All pieces are protected by Kroehler's 










• . . ,~STORE HOURS " 
'?1: '  MofKlay-ThUmday ..... 9 -  5:30 
I . . . . .  ~! , ; , . . , ; , ;  .............. ..... ~"  
~, ~,': ~L~," ~. ', ~' - , ,  . . . . . .  
; . ? i i  r ~ l m i "  ~ ' ' , " r , ; ,  LAW ~'  , , .  
i 




U .... :., 
OFF Mirrors ~ '' ; 
Regu lar  : ," ,.., .v..~,=m .=,, : 
P r i ces  / ! 
FREE EST IMATES !' . . . . . . .  2:"  ;' % . : ' . :  
I I '  OUR "LOW" REGULAR PRICE :: 
, ,Windshields : ~/~0.o~ !, 
~G~'~c~ ,Safety Glass 
0~, .~" ,Sealed Units ~ ~ "~//' "~"°411t:(O 
• Windows, Vinyl & Wood 
3720 River Drive 
Thornhill 
AL-C'S GLASS 
Doug C los ter  I T~RRAC~ 638"8001 
Owner  I KITIMAT 632"4800 
ULTIMATE COMFORT- 
ULTIMATE DESIGN 
Kroehler has done il 
again with this 
attracUve Alan White 
Design. The semi.attached 
pillow style back and deep 





,CHOOSE SOPHIStiCATION./ , 
Always a perren'~ . ,  
lavourite ~is Wing Chair , ;  
features astylish bowed , , ~, :!,: 
and shaped B'~t and :: .~: ,, ; " '  : ;  
'OueenAnne SMelegs. ~-~.~ :~:i 
a rich Chem/f~ish or Oak 




!1 Coast; makes an event of ~is magnilude l~. "ble! Just look at this beauEul furniture, you know the quali~ ~ design ~t  ~ ' Kroehler famoLc..and #m look at #~se i~~ sale IMO~ No one shou, mtss ~e 'tO~hler Na~onal Sale . . ,~  . 
: : 4 6 Q 1 :  ~keJeeAvenue, Terrace, B.C, 638,~1,68.~, ~ ~ : .  . . . .  ~,  ' ~ t ' f . ~ ' . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  " ,  , ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~" . . . . . .  ~ . . . .  ' " '  ~' ~ . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ' r '  " " " ' ' 
• , .  -,- ? ;  " , . , .  . . . . .  , .  . '  - . .  
. . . . .  , .  ., ,, 
~x 
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' ...2 ..... ,~+,~ ; ,  , . . .  , , 
: ;. .'~ : . . . .  % ~ . 
e l
R ~ " + I" 
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:Feature home by 
5lmpl + e le  ant 5 4664 LIZOe Avo(Credlt On on B. d ng) . . . . . - -w- -  . . . .  Y g : . . . . . . . . . . .  , 
Enter .• 'into a. large !,. have a fourth bedroomv : the double garage. Pe l let ier  NOW at  i 
foyer and::: immediately . :i family./room, third bath For.. your complete 638.1400 or evenings :. 
see the characteristic • i;~ ~md,large laundrY room description and appoint- 635-4773. Listed atonly ~: 
qualities:of this home . :iasweliasdireetaccessto " ' ment, please call Erika , $129,000 . . . .  
built by,a local reputable I ~ ' ' " 
builder With a past 
history o f  building 
superb homes in this 
family neighbourhood. 1 
Ascend the stairs and ] [~]~]  
instantly feel and see the. i 
spacious elegance of the " 3k~k~lrD'~|~ ~][ J  
14 x 21 livingroom with a 
turret bay:window and a 
beautiful,view of the ~,gz~: , :~~~ ~+.:+~,.+~.+~,,.~.,~.+,~,,~,,~.,:,~,+, 
northern mountains, fea ures ind In the t of an ma y oak kitchen,specialisland ,"];i'i!:~~:% ~:~: i:': i~:~i~" 
counter with roll-out i 
shelves, corner lazy, i ~ REDUCED BUNGALOW DISTINGUISHED CONSUMATE ESTATE 
susan, apPliance .garage i ~ t ~ l  BARGAIN ELEGANCE Country perlectlon. Bungalow 
and corner glass cabinets ! Verne Ferguson Horseshoe bungalow hich has curvedH°me dazzle.stalr¢ase,Warmformalfireplace,dinlnp acres.P°Slti°nodFiresidewithglow,Care bayOn win-40 
. been totally remodelled has all 
featuring glass doors. J 635.3389 the amenities for a new room, 5 DR/2-4 p¢e.,.plus en dows, large vlaw deck, 3 BR/2 
Come and see for I homebuyar or a retlflng:couple suite baths, bay windows. 4 pce. baths. PLUS *Mountain 
; as It Is close,to schools and PLUS *Carpeting" *Modem kit. views *Main level laundp/. 
yourself, town.' Kitchen appliances in- chert *Foyer *Family room Close to ski hill, some timber, 
The second and third ~ eluded. Reduced to $56,000. *Deck *Gas heat. Double Jacuz- approx. 15 acres cleard., 
bedrooms are spacious W The yard is fenced and has a zllnmasterbath.Pdmereslden- $145.000 (910090) Gordon 
and feature a large 4 x 4 wirod shed at mar. Call RIc at tlal area. *$1  89,000" Hamilton 635-9537, 
635-6508 or 638-0268 (910129) Veme Ferguson THORNHEIGHTS 
window with a window (900170) 635.3389 "Choice bulIdng ,,ot In Phase 
seat. In the master " RESIDENTIAL BUILDING Three of Thomhelghts Subdivl. 
sign. 75 x 118'. Pdcod at ONLY 
bedroom, you will find a TRUCKERS SPECIAL Large bulidinoL'~O1;t In Thomhifl, $17,5000 MLS. Call Veme 
complete bath for Shop 24'x 40'x 16'8"cement Ferguson 635-3389 (910119) 
block with all services on 85 x Excellent soil, cleared and privacy and a sliding Joyce Findlay Waterand neturatgasavallable. 
glass door  to the 635-2697 267 foot Int. Super location for levelled, ready to build on. PRIME PARCEL 
your mobile or to build your $21,500 MLS. Call Ri¢ White. Prime 10,6 acre parcel on 
rsundeck, dream home. Only $58,000. Halllwell. Zoned rural, Counby 
In the lower level, you ~] i~J~ MLS. Call Veme-Ferguson ~ ~ ' ~  : '  ' "  i living with access to all 
635-3389 ~ . • .~ amenities. Newly paved street 
~ ~ minutes from city centre. 
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY LIDHT'INDUSTRIAL A sa lu te  tO  Chine commerelal property in 
central location. Ideal for apart. VIP DREAM HOME LOT 
our  besese l le r  merit building, motel or con-  Thomheights split entry, con- This one may be an excellent 
domlnlum complex. Build temporary magnificence, location Ior your business. A 
Gordon Hamilton against the hmside with a Fireplace coziness, 3 BR/413¢. one acre level lot in central 
beautiful view of the Skeena and 3 pc. baths. PLUS *Gas ,ThomhllL Call Vorna for details. 
635-9537 $225,000 MLS (910157) Call heat *Family room with wet bar 635-3389 (010024) ' 
Veme Ferguson 635-3389 *Decorator upgrades *Great • 
. , "  + falmly area *Fencing *Covered 
/ +'~'+~'++++'~  patio *Game room "Ca~e0n0. LARGE ACREAGE 
WORRY-FREE CONDO See todayl Priced at Dover Road area 78.3 acres at 
UVING $119,500.00 MLS. (910163) $55,500 and 77.45 acres at 
Well maintained three bedroom Vem Ferguson 635-3389. $69,500. Subdivision a 
" possibility, Signs are posted. condominium ifi central Ioca- 
. . . .  i tlon.!Clos, e to s~.  ols, transpor- ~ . " ,~~;~"~'~'~¢~:"~ : '~ : :~ '  ~: : '  ~ " Vendors want to sell. Call Joyed 
~!: i~' /~/k~!~ !: I'~Z;::i::' Y |:",~ .. , 635-2697orGordon635.9537 ta t i~  aM sho~ng. Full ba~e:. : . . . . . . . .  , ,  . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . .  , , ,  : . . . . . . .  :.~ ~ ++~.-~.:'; ~:+! ~+ ~ 
"'!" ':] i ment.Onljt$39;900.calIVeme , '  .' '~: i  ~:-i,- 
~o~ c~ : Olga Power (910140) .... 
~s~ or ~s ~ a ~"°m ~°' i 63~3833 
Wllhel th lXteod =mlmtlddoml te ~ g ~  BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 
DAVE REYNOLDS on attaining the position 
i 
Service station, coffee shop and 
of TOP ~ALIESMAN for the month of 0C- . : :  ~ : : ' , , , motel ocated at Mezlaoin Junc- 
toher, 1991, " . . . .  " , :, ,:. ........ tion. Coffee Shop seats approx. REVENUE PROPERTY 
If you are thlnking of buylng or selllng your : " :::"~ Imately 38 people and Excellent investment property. 
"" . . . .  ,,, motel/bunkhouse accom- Two full suites, Upper floor 
0fh°methe andwouldrealllke a currantestate marketevaluationln Ter. .. :":::+ !,:/:.: : :  --IP;VENUE PROPERTY modates 40-50. Three mobile rents for $700/month and has3 
present : :+i+ ::i : Live in one - rent the other, homes on mope+ as we, as bedrooms and two baths. Lower 
race, please contact Dave, he would be very pleased to assist you, ~ .... Duplex, conveniently located coin operated laundry. Electrical floor rents for $5501month and 
: : ,  : : close to downtown. 1 bdrm, service provided by 120 KW is self contained. House newly 
FOR A91DSTANeE WITH ALL YOUR :`~ ~ ' : :  650 sq, It. in one unit and 2 generator; good sewer system decorated throughout. Take ad. 
REAL ESTATE REQIIIIEJilBIT~, fALL ' Ric White Ixlnn 900 sq. ft. in other, Well with two 8" lines feeding into vantage of this low pdce 
maintained, *$58,900" Call Ric two lagoons. MLS, Call Verne $112,500. Exclusive (910144) 
~ I~r.J.LEI~ TOOAY ~,~n8 Whif~ R~,R~OA I~rmL~nn 635.3389 Call Joyce Flndlay 635-2697 
NRS PRU~ & CURRE 
(1976) L~, 
635-6142 • 
eO0. ,,M ', ". " '+ "m 
REASONABLE PRICES 
~ nmi lm~ml  
Check out this 3 bedroom 9t 8 sq. ~.: ' , :  ~'~' '  
Close to the downtown core we It. home in the Horseshoe with NIG 
+: SENIORS DAY have for sale two 66' x 122' and heat. Storage shod and greenhouse, +c,z+.c+ o++ c.+v "++++t 
residential ots, ranging in pdce from the home. A must o see at 0n- 
10% off  menu pr ices  from $14,90o to $19.000. For 5 BEDROOMS, 1,300 SO. ly $59,900 MLS. Call Shaunee 10; AFFOBDABLE HOUSING 
• (Specials exempt) STILL AVAILABLE more ioformptlon, please give us a day. 
Call Gordie Olson for your appoint, call, MLS FT. - 1,028 sq, ft, Basement 
• menl to view• Priced at $84,900 ' This attractive home has a large ~ - 4 Bedrooms - 90 x 13] lot 
i : -  . . . . .  [ MLS UNDER $ '0 ,000  pleasant kitchen wlth a work island' WHY PAY PAD RENT' BIG LOT, SMALL PRICE I Asking $49'900 MLS 
You can still find a good comfortable Lots of cupboards, built.in I Consider this 136' x 155' lot on a' A small but cozy home sitting on a 
'i; : dishwasher, and has a spacious dln. i qidet road close to schools' and only J large lot In a quiet area, An ex. homo with oxcellent location for a v' M oday toFdday reasonable price.Come see this Ingreom Alargecomiartablelivthg ' moments from town." Asking celfent starter home if you require a
7 a.m, : 8:30 p,m. MOVE IN BEFORE WINTER ing1'1523 sq.bedrooms,,ft, split.levelfireplace,hOmOfamilyOffer- roomireplace.COnta!nsFull b sement,a natural ~Familygas $16,000 MLS, Call Shaunce today, large lot. Listod at ouly $39,900, J Locatod.withlnACREAGEtheciIN'TOWNy'bou'ndarles 
Saturday 8 a,m., 4 p.m. Attractive 4 level split with double room and natural gas heat. 70 x room, 3 poe. bath and laundry room Fq.WIIME'BUILDING LOTS ] MLS. Call Shaunco today. ]. on Kalum Lake,,Dd ,, is .|lds iin. 
• • carport situated on 2 acres just 122 fenced lot in the Horseshoe. ~ combined, Large shop, All this fo r .  • : Sunday 8 a .m.  - 3 p,m, minutes from town. Available for Askipg $69,900 MLS only $95,000 MLS. Call Ted now,, ~,~insidedng buIMInO? All these lots" dulstlng 13.4 er~ I~ ;el.' Driveway 
' " r quick possession. Call Gordie Olson .635.8919, are ovallable to be utilized Ira: in. Asldng $55,000 MI~S,: 
' - mediately. 3 on F.by Street, 3 on De. " , ......... "+ " 
ingf°r your$89,900appointmentMLS to view. Ask. C~TOM QUALITY 11 SUITE APARTMENT Io,g Crescent, and 1 on Mountain. 
+ This apartment is lust mthutes from i~w. All amenities available, Call LOW DOWN PAYMENT located in Can be seen throuohout his 6 the downtown core. Each of the unce for more information. 
month old home Iocsted on soulud, eeleven ~las has a fridge, stove ;ha  . Secluded small acreage with road 
the i~ 'i : ed 75 x 178 lot. Olfedng over and o four piece bathroom, Them is. development and building site, Ideal 
MEZIADIN LAKE LOT 2,100 sq. f,t of linlshnd living trea ample storage In the basement ESTATE SALE for future Investment or just the 
deeded lot located at on 2 floors plus a full basement, spot for your new home. High 
Mezledin Lake subdivision. Great baths, Family room. Garage ~ MI statements are available; Are parl of an estate end must be sold, CUTE & COZY assumable mortgnge makes this 
spot to build your own recreation much, muchmom, Foryourappmnt. )~ou/on~ng~ti n~e on Investment 6 x 16 addition, Two bedrooms, - 868 sq. It, - 70 x 122 lot 4,4 acres yours With a low down 
cabin, Call Gordle Olson for more in. ment thts truly well built custom ' return? Call Ted now Natural Gas heat. Make your offer to - 2 bedrooms - 12 x 24 shop payment. For more Into, Cell Gordle 
stlon 6355619 Ex the asking price ol $19,900 MLS ,, Asking $63,500 MLS Olson. Priced., at $25,900, MLS 
• formation, Pdced at $14,000 MLS home, call Jim MLS, :luslve ~' , 
' liD,,?  i : TERRACE :7/ :!"" :": :: ' " "'"+::+ 
4702 ::l, akelse .... "::: i :: ::: P~ONE ~i:: i ? stan Parker Jim DMty Gdrdon Ohlon Laurie Furies Hans Stach Shaunce Krulsselbrhlk 
i 831,4031 111841111 1t1.1141 die.me eaxTs0 , . . O a ~ e~ 0 Z . . . . . . .  " : O a ) ~ l ~ '  " ' " ' ' ' 
635-6302J n 
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Basement  F loo:  
Tlds three-bedroom, contem-.and storage space throughout 
,,,,porery Victorian home. desl8ned this design, and the 6enezous - 
to 'accommodate a 58'-0" plus sized rooms are well-placed 
foot  lot. Is .Seared towards according to function. A spa- 
:,comfortable fomtly livin 8. cious central.foyer on the ground 
The  msJn floor plan incorporates floor leads..one conveniently 
:a " number of .bay-windowed to any area of the home,.notice 
areas, offezing an exciting the many possibilities for future 
• : challenge to the inter ior de-.development in the basement, 
.curator .  There Is ample o[oset ,  heze we have su88ested a few 
. ' alternatives.' 
Width: 42'-0" ' ,, 
Depth:  40"0" . [[ 
(plus 8'-0" deck)  ~ r SUNDECK 
Mnln F loor .  1132 aq. f t .  ' N ' I~  [dn 
Basement F]ooz: 1003 sq. ft ;  0 
I I~  ~ 4all " ' l .  9-0xI0"0~_ 
vlASTER BR ~IP 
13~X11-2 12~x16-0 9;4x11~) 
3962x3403 381C~4876 2844x3352 
~rror~ '~ ~ '~.; :~ 
' Ma in  F loo£ 
H0use Plans Available Through 
MEMBER OF  T IM-BR.MARTe LTD. 
3207 Munroe, Terrace 
635-6273 
, !•  
DA a l l l o ' rN  A 
n mm BIBE  lB .1  E Mq[ dUI  
i ~  - "  re,m=- ~ m , - - -m . -  ...SINCE t955 
TRANSPORTA T/ON 
=_SYSTEMS L 
. = . 
: MOVING & 
STORAGE 
GENERAL FREIGH" 
• VAN " HIBOY " LOWBED " CONTAINER* 
'e DALLY FREIGHT SERVICE FROM VANCOUVER 
:, LOCAL & LONG DISTANCE CHARTERS 
i. SCHEDULED SERVICE ON HIG~iWAY 37 N; 
; : . .  " - • ,3,  • ' :  
;TERRACE , ::~ !?):ca 
KIIIMAIrsMITHERS - ' : '  847-2067 
HOUSTON . ~ 84rr) '2806 " . 
, ~662~483 PRINCE GEORGE :.! ..~,,.,~: /. ,,_., 
i VANC0UVER ~ 
IL~ND~TRA TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS ERRACE, .~ '~(ITIMAT LTD, 
~ ~ ~ i l  ~ 
I I II I II 
~;.~. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  ,,., ,.,,,,,,,. o.~.,. M~,~.,y ~.o ,uw water • Oak kitchen wr0ay window Recently renovated 1,045 sq, it,, living[ Asking $45 ()O0"MLS homo on a newly paved, quiet street Exclusive 
l.v,,,~ . .  ,~,,,~, oouthslde street, 3 - hardwood flooring - Large 
bedrooms up and 2 in the partially on the Southalde. Care filled upkeep IN THE CENTRE OF TOWN master bedroom, wleosuite and 
finished basement. Fully landscaped GREAT STARTER - and renovations have made this 3 + 2 bedroom, Natural Gas heated Fronting on Park and Davis Avenues walk.in closet -- formal dining room 
in the 4600 block,, 1.22 acres of - double garage & workshop - all i & fenced yard with numerous fruit GREAT PRICE home a great buy on today's 
Iltrees. Double paved driveway Extremely 'attractive 3 bedroom market. Priced to sell at$84,500, level land, services available on this on over an acre of landt Call 
i leading to a newly paved street, both streets, Zoned R2, could be NOW for more detalfsl . . . .  ' 
~ . .  starter Or retirement home on large L~T H L sub.divided into 5 lots, or apply for PRICE REDUCED &, 
andscaped lot with shrubbery, fruit SOUTHSIDE A F ACRE re-zoning as a development proper. 
J ACREAGE CLOSE TO TOWN ~ trees, • storage shed,, and LANDLORD WANTED ty. Price $159,500 Exclusive ]Located in the old Copper greenhouse. New cedar rence, One of the most beautifully land. Located north of town, this 4.42 
II CitylKItselas area on the C,N,R, side single Garage. with electric door scaped Iota in all of Terracof With 9.67 ACRES acre parcel has 4 rental cabins, 
i ,  accessible by 4 x 4 road 6 opener. Twin coiling fans, air condi- 24 established fruit trees spread im:~ Treed acreage next to the stock car each with fridge & stove. Main. 3" 
0 separate parcels of  land, 5 with tioning, natural gas heat and hot maculately across this 60 x 370 tot, track. Located at the end of Munson bedroom house is l ,026 sq. fL with 
II frontageon the Skeena River. Vary. water are only a few of the features your dream home will fit in perfectly Road. Small building site cleared full cellar and In very good condl. 
l ing sizes of properties and pdces, of this home, A must to see. MLS. with your pleasant surroundings, with road access. Asking $25,000. lion. For more details, call today. 
II Contact office for details. MLS $59,900 Call today for more details, MLS Open to offers. MLS MLS 
Ralph Godllneki ' - Ru~tY Ljongh R,I,(B,C,) Joe Badoosa Chdstel Godllnski 
6364980 635-5704 63S-04S.4 • 836-6H4 Run Redden 835-6397 638-1918 
i ' ,~ IE i~m"~ " ~ ~ ~ :~,.:':: ':'~:i. ~,' :'~:~:%:~: ~.~: ~:;'~,~;~i~.:::,~;~i::~. ;:':'~:!. ' ']~ ~: ~:~.;!/- :.::-'~ ' : .~ ;~.~:  . . . . . . . .  ~.: ;~ '  . . . .  . 
i B~-r ;  ~j~: :  : : , R i i~vA/ /~ i~: : :~ . ,  ~ , ,  ,/, ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ :  . . . .  , ~, ~Gf Terrace . . . .  ' ~ "~ ~~. " i "  / , : '  ~ " ~:': :' . . . . . . .  ;:~ ~,  ~ ~: ~+,! ~ . . . .  ~ • . . .  ~ • ,  . . . . . .  . I 
I ft .j ('R PBImJ'JLOI 638-1400 :- :: | 
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PICTURE YOUR HOUSE HERB 
Now is a good time to market your 
home with the limited supply of 
homes on the market. Purchasers 
cannot find what they want, maybe 
iour house is the right one at the dght 
~dce. Call ERIKA for a free market 
~vaioation of your home. 
'NOT TOO SMALL, NOT TOO HIGH 
PRICED 
Cozy home with new carpets, very well 
kept inside and out. The attached garage 
and large yard is ideally suited to a couple • 
that enjoys gardening. Asking S65,000 
,M~S. 
' COZY COMFORT 
and well cared for. Pdde of ownership 
shows throughout this well maintained 
over 1,200 sq. ft. home. The large 
bedrooms are only one of the specialties. 
Carport, fenced yard, Horseshoe location. 
Priced at $115,000. Call ERKA now. 
JUST LISTED 
Custom designed executive home on' 
four and one half acres in the Uplands 
area' of the Bench. This two.year old 
homo features the latest in today's 
building design. If ~,ou are looking for a 
home with space and pdvacy and with 
the possibility of devalopment poten- 
tial in the future, then csil DICK 
EVANS now for complete details and 
appointment to view. Listed ex- 
clusively with Re/Max at $210,000. 
KALUM LAKE HOMESTEAD 
- . . . 
LIFESTYLES... 
are a dream in this modern stylish 
home located in De]gag Crescent• 4 
brms, 2 full baths, plus Vz hath. 
french doors, large deck plus more. 
Caii John Evens at 638.1400. 
$164,500 MLS 
INVESTMENT 
Small house on an R3 zoned lot. This ren- 
tal home is an excellent holding property 
Check the potential. Two separate lots ap- | 
prox. 4.5 acres each with frontage on, I Kaium Lake. 6 bedroom counW sty le  home on Lot B. 25 minute ddve on paved with potential for a revenue home. Call 
i JOHN EVANS for further details. 
EVANSr°ad" Asking. $129,900. MLS, CalIOICK 1 636"1400 $42,600 MLS , 
~,.:~,,, APARTMENT Z~j  i~  Ct.EAI~'~'OMFORTABLE. ";~ 
~ & AFFORDABLE . . . . .  
3 bedroom mobile on a large Iotin Copper- 
side. Many features including a small 
wired, workshop, storage shed, concrete 
deck area,.lO x 20 addition, natural gas 
heat, $42,900. MLS. Call JOHH for further 
information. 
acres on Kaium Street between Davis and 
Loon. Good potential. Asking S110,630. 
Call DICK EVANS, 
RURAL ACREAGE 
North of Terrace less than 5 minutes from 
downtown. 5.76 acres. Asking $19,900, 
Call DICK EVANS MLS 
.- ,.~ .... ~ ~!,~o ; ~:.:.,,-~ ...: :.,. 
TERRIRC OPPORTUNITY 
Super potential in this 1,590 sq. ft. 
cedar home on private lot. 3 
bedrooms, 3 baths, family room, 
master bedroom with soaker tub and 
walk-in closet. •Asking $83,000; 
MLS. Give GOHDIE OHERIOAN a call. 
LOOKING FOR A GOOD DEAL 
How about a 2 brm full basement home on 
2 acres in the country. 3-stall barn with 
hay storage and corral. Home needs some 
uPorading, but at $$0,000, it's worth 
phoning GORDIE SHERIDAN. MLS 
Vacant property near town. Almost an 
acre. R3 zoning. Excellent location for row 
housing, apartments, condominiums. 
Located beside Woudgreen Condominiums 
on Lazelle, All enquiries, refer to GORDIE 
SHERigAN or J EVANS. $12S,000. 
EXCL. 
• •QUICK POSSESSION 
Located on a quiet n~l~thru street in 
town. 1,100 sq . . i t .~  basement, 
5 bdnn hom~d basement 
with llrsglliknJE~losed Garage, 
lar0o fenc'iFIot. Call Dave ~ow, 
Askine $63,000, MLS 
CALL ME! 
Don't Wait: If you're thinking of sell- 
ing Now may be the right time for 
you interest rates are at an all time 
low and the;market is active. My 
inventory Is depleted and I need 
homes for buyers, if you would like 
to sell your home, call ann ask tot 
~lve, 
IN.LAW SUITE DOWN 
is the fight and bdght in this near 
new 1,200 sq. ft. bi.levei. It is 
situated in a now suixlivisioc. All 
three bedrooms up have patio doors. 
lead ng onto a laroe deck with hot' 
tub, Easy care vinyl siding and 
economical natural gas heat, A nice 
extra is the 600 sq, ft, insulated 
glreOe/workshop, All this for only 
$118,000. Call Joy, 
t ,  
PRUDEN & CURRIE (1976) LTD. 
;~;~,~ 
GOOD FAMILY HOME 
t.ocated on the Bench. This 1,400 
sq. It, home feaJli~Os 4 bdrms, n,g, 
& water, 2 I~hlt~l} finished base- 
me'nt, dotllM~kl~ort, with heated 
;ca~l l~%l j l rge sundeck, land- 
For more details call 
Dave. Asking $93,500 MLS 
CLOSE TO SCHOOLS & 
SHOPPING: 
in a quiet area Of the Horseshoe., 
you'll find this 3 Ixlrm starter home. 
Has a large78.5 x 122 ft. lotwith 
fruit trees as well as a separa~ 
detached garage. Roof has been re- 
shingled, Call Suzaone for details. 
Pdced at $49,000 MLS 
i . , PRIVACY GUARANTEED ,:: ... LOCATED IN UGK ,.. 
with this lovely woednd19.6 acre 01(I home in need of manyrepalrs 
parcel minutes from town. Spdng 
Creek runs threagh the front portion Situated on ,63 Of an acre. Owner 
of the Foperty, Asking $46,500. flexible on terms, Asking $19,200 
Mt.S 
Call Suzanrm, 
SIDE BY Sloe DUPLEX t INEXPENSIVE LOT 
in town has been tastefully, ILocated on Markiey Road just oll 
redecorated and renovated including North Eby St..7 of an acre. Vendor 
new vinyl siding and new cabinets, motivated for quick sale. TPJ your 
Excellent revenue. Listed at ofter, Asking $8,900. MLS, Call 
$92,000, Call Joy. Oave Now; 
MODERN DESIGN 
and qualify 2 x 6 construction make 
this 1 year old home a cut above the 
rest. The spacious kitchen with all 
the modem conveniences is the 
cooks dream. 3 baths and 4 bdrms 
and a ground level family room pro. 
motes happy family togetherness. 
Listing at $154,500. No GST. Call 
' J  , 
~=~MILY HOME WITH BONUS 
FOR TllUCK OWHER 
Features 4 bdrms, Irg rec room & 
sundeek ideal for entertaining family 
and friends, This well.maintained 
home is situated on 3 landscaped 
lots totalling over 1 acre with 2.hay 
truck shop: Asking $130,000, 
Owner will consider finani:tng, Cat] 
Joy. MLS. 
• GOOD RESIDENTIAL LOT 
70 x 197 has excellent soil for 
gardening or landscaping. Has 
potanGal for side by side 2 txlrm 
unit duplex, Asking $I 3,900. Call 
Joy. MLS 
iH Q Q 
John Curfie t "Joy Dover Oavd Reynolds. SuzanRo Gieason 
B|6,069il j H6-TOT| 1114111 • 636.696E 
PRUDEN & CURRIE 
MAXIMUM HOME, MINI 
PRICE 
Located in Thomheights, this 4 
bedroom home features over 2,700 
square feet on 241~1~. Haveyour 
choice of s ~ r  bdrms, beth 
have larpJ~d~tl~m exposed bay 
windows~l~ " leature a walk.in 
closet or 3 pce. enauite. The'kit. 
chert and dining area open onion 
duradeck patio in the hackyard. Call 
Suzanne for more details on this 
fine family home/ Reduced to 
:~113,500, ML$ 
LEVEL ACREAGE 
This 2.20 acres is level and partial. 
ty cleared. Located near the 
Pentecostal camp it's Ideal for a 
mobile home set.up or to build your 
dream home. An added bonus of 
low taxes make this acreage a good 
Investment. Offered for $21,900 
MLS. Cati 
SHPLY PERFECT 
Custom designed and built this 
dynamic 3 Ixlml, 2 bthrm level on. 
try home is  without, doubt 
meticulous both inside & out, From 
the Grand Entrance Foyer with its 
Gleaming ceramic t i les & skylights 
to the modem kitchen with n work. 
ing island and custom built 
cabinets, Vaulted ceilings create an 
atmosphere el openess amda 
J southern exposure with lots of win- 
] dows lot the natural ight in, Proudly 
ioffemd for $139,000. Call Joy or 
J Suzant~ for more details on this ex- 
I elusive home. 
14650 LAKELSE AVE. 
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schizophrenia!,' :: . . . . . . . .  , :~ :~=~, . .~ , - ,  ..... 
; Meet , . -ng :, 
By E~L¥ KARDAMYLAKIS par|so'n between: Schizophrenia population' ar'.¢ itortt ~.. lie 
On the weekend of Oct. 2~-26 and :parkinson's disease:' :.The devastating: brain :disease. :bnt  fib'n,/'~mploym~nt, 
the4th Annual Northwest Con= brai~"~.0f a person W:i:th most neVer.submit totreat~nent. :a~dl'rien(is. It"m~a 
ference on Shiczophrenia, spon-, 
sor~i  by the Nisga'a Valley 
Health Centre and the B:C. 
FHends of Schizophrenics, was 
held in New Aiyansh. 
:Delegates - from Greenville, • 
New Aiyansh, Rosswood, Ter= 
race, Kitimat, Prince. Rupert, 
tlie Bulkley Valley, Ft. Fraser, 
Ft. St. John, Quesnel, Van- 
couver and other places in B.C. 
m~t for workshops and discus- 
sions on,this brain disease that 
destroys the lives of thousands 
of young people in our province 
and millions all over the world. 
.One of the guest speakers.was 
Vanc0uver psychiatrist Dr. 
Philip. Long, Who specializes in 
schizophrenia contains an 
unusual amount of dopam|ne; 
one 0f many neur0transmittors; 
So does the brain of .a person 
with Parkinson's. Thel ..dif: 
ferefi~e', is that in the first :case 
tliere is a surplus of.dopamine 
and in the s~ond.an i sufficient 
am0unt of it';If a.pavkings0n's 
pat ient  rec¢ives too.  much 
medication," he.or she Will show 
schiz0phrenic symptoms such as 
hallucinations of the-hearing Of 
voices, for. instance. 
Dr;. Long commended the 
B;C:.Ffiends of Schizophrenics 
for: thei~ :~ import~t:' ~ork. :.m 
c0mmunity edudati0n on 
Th.~ ! i fespan.  of .  chronic on"the'ch~ 
schizophrenia is estimated~at ingulrelati( 
about~20 : time 'children. It t  yearsfAfter that -en, 
it generally subsides 'as'the.:,biof': tie-n- ''r~v~=" ' 
chemtcal:.:]mbalance s ems'to n0vert6m 
correci tseff;. i: .~..- ; : ,  ~'i~e,,f~ ol
The New Aiyansliconference' ~i ~often" utter 
was fashi0nedafter the partner-•,.-, Ten " , l e to t'~ 
ship model , ,  first .introduced.~:p .,,i.s~ 
with • succes-~last :year. at.the 4fi~..:'schizophret 
ternationai Schizophrenia con- Schizophre. 
ferencein Vancouver, Recover- -.families, .n 
ing patientsi !.far )i: y.i members: .,~ho has. tl~¢ 
and friends;:'~ts.:~'el as mental...: f¢?~;theilOJ;., 
health profeSsionah, care-gtvers . .r 
and peopi¢with: a"genei'al in-i..:pr~c[ousc~ 
terest 'in, ;S~hiz0 ~t i;enia:: were. '/:6~fi0!ii~hJl 
united in  !digC~i~idons and- -~md" friem 
hope lessness . -  . , . ,  
aff(~Cts 
hopes .for:;.the future.~:: 
" =CiOUS. Child. :They lose': 
ii~hJps':: with ,~ neighl 
'riends bec/iUse o i 
s t igma attached tO  • 
!I:'INI'O: RMATI 
• .. . . . . .  '..,~ ,.'.~ ".~:~.:,:,:,?,.,'::~,::,'. :  
Children learon I 
;~ . . . .  .~ and native 
~:i!!::i.,:--...: '-Foster a na 
schizophrenia treatment• His 
success stories of Clients who, 
wRh the proper combination of 
neuroleptic'dru~s, were able to 
continue a uni¢¢~sitY education 
or return to meaningful and 
productive lives, were an en- 
couragement to the audience. 
He generally cautions these pa- 
tients to avoid stressful life 
situations and any stress-related 
employment/however. 
Dr. Long emphsized, that 
Schizophrnia is a physical, 
treatable illness and he strives tO 
eradicafe all myths and 
superstitiosn' Surrounding it. 
He made im interesting com- 
schizophreriia,, thei~ financial 
support of research end their ef- 
forts:to.obtain goo, clean and 
safe housing for people with 
this ~ illness. Adequate living 
conditions are essential to 
anyone'~ welibeing and much 
more so to persons who are ill 
and/ire plagued by depression. 
In_Dr;  Long's opinion, there 
are,. far:more: .people afflicted 
With schizol)hrenia than the 
. often. quoted. -  one-in-one= 
huhdred figure; That statistic is 
' .based:on the number of clients 
'who receive! the treatment at' 
one~ time-or another in their. 
lifetime. He believes that in fact 
f6ur: per,cent, of the world's 
~-. " ' i ' :..," ' , . ' I l l  ' .  : '  "~ ' : '  : ": 
, . : • '  , , '~  " ;  • ~ " . . . .  ~L  -• '  
:.Chllflre n In your ©ommi 
:, :~ ,Rndout  more  a l06ut  : fas t (  
;h'¢rapcu~'ic.workTand~ui:cid¢:~', ' 'schizophrenia. SometimeS:m/u'2£::. l.:: n lght to  be  he ld  a t  the~Ke~0de:F~0~ndi~f i [~O,  en~e~ . 
_ .~ ;:,~::~,,:.~. !.' : .  '"-.:., :/-,.;!:<.:!':i-iag¢/) i/reak ui~ due:tb:the.gr¢-af,-~.!~ l : "on  ~i~,~: ember  06i'~'I §~l~at~7;i~-~ : : :  ........ ~:.: .....:..:: ;.:~-~.::?.r 
~=ontriouuons to me program 'mental, .ph~/sical and financial ~ "s  Rv~ • , s' . . . . .  b .. . . . . . . . .  and f inancial  [] • .. . " 
y severa l  patzents  Were ,.strain. that.~ ,:the:.:¢are. fo r  a.... I~,i:.' Co f fee  w i l l  be  served  and  anyone  • In teres ted  is  
enlightenin..: L ' "  gO : " * and...~ . . . .  remaikabl¢.: •.. : ,•. schizophrenidlov6d.of/e:put~oni!::i~|•i:~-W~lo0,mel •. , -• . .  '.::: , - . . 
Well present¢o.:.:lne excnange o] " • :' *""~: ' .... " ' g ~ n '/ : ' . . . . . . . .  " ' ' * 
• . • , . . , . . - .  . . ,, . '  a. re la tmnshzp . .Bondsbet  ee .,,-" - . . . . . .  . ', . . . . .  • ...... " . . . .  ' 
feehngs , - : .opmmns and  ,ex - "  bro ihersa i / ( fs iSters  ==~r0ke~:::'l .For more Information contact the:Mlnlstry. of  
periences.: l~etween a l l  pai::.! ~,, ,w, :..: -:.:'' : ' . - , .  ': i:~..':~.:'.-.:!: l "  :.: : L~ 8oclal Serv ices& Houslngi : :  : :: : 
'" . :  " " " : "  " -.:"::'~:.;::':~,':"'.";~--'..':': : " ' . • : . . ' -  : : : '"".;'~..~.:" -. "i.: 
of  each o the i ' .  ' ' : : :o ' r  0n  the . - : i l i ness  .o f '  I, I I I , I  ~ K l t lmat :e32-~1a4: . .  
Be ing  , s t r i cken  w i rh  schizophreni~,canco.f i tact Mar :  I :  ~ |~ I n c l i~ l 'o r~nc .a  : Oass la r :  778-72~: ! !  
sch izophren ia  means many sha L loyd  at ' the  Ment i i l .Hca l th ,  I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " " • 
department.  (638-3325) 
- : .  , . . . . :  . : :  . 
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FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, 
NOVEMBER 21 & 22, 1991,: 
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The last'decade has 'brought 
us some new shibboleths -,-- 
buzzwords if you will. Green, 
SuStainable, recyclable, 
biodegradable and the/arisen- 
tab le  term environmentally 
friendly, 
The environment is on 
everybody's lips. Everyone 
frol~i Ge0rgeBnsh~ t0 Bill 
Vandei :Zalm i o  the;foPpish 
kidswithlgreen mohawks would 
keusto believein.their s ncere 
¢O~ldt~enttO t~ngS green and 
hatuiAi."':i':',:::~.:~.:~i ::i'~';;i;::" ":':.' :,! 
: II.:MOs~ 0~' fl{e :anglers i• know 
~',d!~~!have : known were en- 
' : :~oment~lists" long' heforek 
was"fashionable. They may not 
have •called themselves en- 
vironmentalists, but in thought 
and deed they •were green in- 
de~l. "' 
• Recently I have been wonder. 
iixg Why this is so. At this point I
diink:the answer has tO do with 
vision and evolution.• By wayof 
~pJanation let me explain what 
i • :h'01ne $1,000 for 
Orange 
guys win 
, itall  
TERRACE -- A Terrace all- 
star.imen,s hockey team battled 
thro~8iiitheback door to win a 
six-i~itodrnament i  Prince 
Rupert;two weekends ago. 
.The l l  ~Skeena Hotel 
0raiigemen lost their first game 
in ,he,PrinCe Rupert Commer- 
ciaL'.~'.AJl:Star Tournament -- 
fall~g!7~6 to Rupert 'A' -- but 
8tome~.,back~wjth four straight 
VictoH~!io: Wii~ the tourney. 
: They started out by hammer- 
.i, i~ng~P-rince:,Rupert~'B'- 12-3. -= .... 
i'- ~ N¢,f!itheDrangem'en took on 
at/~S Lake, 'mid played to a 6-6 
tie, i: The game Went to a 
sh00toutland it was Terrace's 
Brad ~¢ncoming up with the 
I)i]~ ~0itl~o Secure the win. 
i~ The Terrace team then dispat- 
:ched Kitimat 3-1 to advance to 
the final against Rupert 'A'. 
Th is  time it was the 
Orangemen' s turn, edging the 
Rupertites 3-2. 
• ~ Bob Dempster got Terrace on 
theboardi:in the first and Troy 
Farkvamgave the team a brief 
~)-l!i~d in the second. It would 
i be :::Marl0 ~ DesJardins who 
wouldi:break::the 2-2, tie and 
~cOidih~:wihner - unassisted 
--::at.i 19:28... o f  the second 
period. 
. Terracegoalie Dave Scott was 
nm~iplayer of the game for 
his.Jperf0rmance in the final. 
' :The!:.!bdiney MVP was Skeena 
, Hotel, ~ goa l  machine Troy 
~ F~kvam:~, Mario DesJardins 
wa~the iournament's op scorer 
~.and was ,also named best for- 
:w~d: Best defenceman honours 
went to  Terrace's Howie 
iO'Brien~ - 
[:" ~,~'I( Vvas:a.good defensive bat- 
!,.tlei~,;~d~eam ~ spokesman Rit- 
!:;i.~'~ii~M~e(t.~;'"we won with 
!i~: .~i~efellc~e and tight checking 
' .',!~n6t!'~tO,:mention some big 
Mario and Troy. 
' iTh~'Oran emen brought 
first place. 
I 
i<:!! ¸ • i / :  :i:~/'•i: ;' ~ >> > 
hngilng is by explaining.what it 
is not. 
Angling is not simply cat- 
ching fish, which is why you 
won't, find an angler sitting 
beside a pay-and.play pond 
dapping worms' for hatched-out 
trout. 
Toan angler competition is
anathema. This is why the men 
Whcipitch plugs for bass in tour- 
naments • dedicated to that pur- 
suit or those who drag dodgers 
in derbies are  fishermen not 
anglers: 
. !nitially ii's the magic of the 
Sport that swallows the angler 
and leads tO his incurable, 
lifelong addiction to it. He soon 
tires of the superficial thrills, 
though, and begins to notice tbe~' 
intricate relationships between 
hisprey and ihe things hiSlprey 
preys upon. 
At this point the angier starts 
to~unders'tfind some., of  the 
rhythms and cycles that spin 
around •us all and encompass 
- % = 
the • tli'i/ig~alled angling. As he 
evolves, the angler:starts to ap- 
preciate the small things in the 
ecosystems where he finds his 
sport: things like the difference 
between a mayfly dun and a 
spinner,' Or 'the shimmer of a 
youngpink salmon and the sub- 
the athletic skills related to per- 
formance, the preparations'for 
the trip to the river, the trip 
itseif~..hecause .it requires 
wading, i watching, comempia. 
tion;.because it has beenaround 
since the beginning of re~rded 
time;because it has a liteiaO~re 
tie orange Cast 'of a c0ho~ By dating back to medieval times; 
focussing on the smallest because of all of those things 
events, he begins to appreciate :angling transcends the nleaning 
the connexi0ns between all i of, the. term sport and becomes 
natural things, and in so doing an ar t -  an art with a distinctly 
he, paradoxically, comes to a spiritual side. 
greater understanding of larger .~:i,' . . .  • , . . . .  
landscapes. ~'. : .  . . . .  " :".:"An :angler sees a fish as.much 
Because:. afigling includes hlore '[han a pound or two Of 
reading, studying, tackle craft, flesh. Prey owes a debt. to 
, . ,  , .  , . . , 
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predator and predator owes a 
debt to prey -- they are con. 
nected and indebted to each 
other. The angler knows this 
relationship, understands itand 
knows the same relationship 
and obligations exist between 
him and his quarry. This is why 
anglers make Fme distinctions 
between.the condition of the 
fish they catch and why they 
knew long before scientific on- 
firmation that there were subtle 
differences between the 
behaviour of fLsh from different 
rivers or lakes. 
Given this, is it any wonder 
that angling acquires uch ar. 
den'[ devotees? Is it any wonder 
that the} angler develops an 
acute sensitivity to changes bold 
and sul)tle]n the landscape sur- 
rounding his angling environ- 
ment? l s4 t  surprising that 
anglers in SE~-na nd elsewhere 
can be found on the vanguard 
of the environmental move- 
ment. 
To an angler quality angling 
is defined in terms of 
wilderness: the closer an aquatic 
ecosystem is toits pristine state 
- -  the Wilder the wilderness and 
the wilder the fish - ,  the I~tter 
the quality of the experience. 
.Variety is Nature's prescrip. 
tion for health. Variety is 
biodiversity.. Bi0diversity is a 
guarantor of healthy wild 
stocks. 
The angler realizes .that the 
kind of market fishing, that goes 
on at the mouth of the Skeena 
each year works against 
biodiversity, and he realizes that. 
hatchery production-has made 
the problem worse, and that 
solving the problem with more 
hatcheries will perpetuate the 
cycle of overharvest. The angler 
realizes that hatcheries, because 
they play fast and loose with the 
gene pool, threaten the very 
soul Of angling: they threaten to 
remove the wildness from the 
fish. 
TAKING THE PLUNGE: A swimmer heads for splashdown at the start of the 50-metre freestyle event at 
the Terrace Bluebacks invitational meet. Swimmers from Kitimat and Prince Rupert came here for the 
competition at the Terrace Aquat!c Centre. Bluebacks set numerous pool records and won the meet on 
overall team points. 
.=ntis tops 'I 
i~CE- ; -Gord ie Judzent i s  ends to beat Palmer, of 
~i :~:~ihis Terrace rink pulled out Smithers, by an 8-7 score to ad- 
~ ~'~'~ '  7 ' ' ,ia, utch. ,6 win m 11 ends to vance to the final', against 
. "~!~.~!'fellow Terracecurler John Heighingtoh,,! ~,' i. :~,'~ i:..:~/: ~ . ,  
:!:l~ ~ ington  in':i th~ Terrace Third place w()nt 0 Khimat's 
~: Ce~ Spiel final NOW 10. Friesenrink, beating Palmer,' 6f~ 
:i~iJ~idzentis took the $1,600 Smithers~!/f0r! fi st Place and 
:cathie: f irst prize, wh i le  $900. ipalmerlpicked up $700 
H~i~i ton  pickedup $1,100/ for fourth, ~:  
~ ~d]tWasn't  an easy road to On the c0nsolati0n Side, it 
:.vl~,orY. C'- • ; . . . . . . . . .  was Terrace's Larry :Burke, br- 
: ;!-,~i!!i~ntis lost his first game. inginglhome~$40o for their :vic, 
f~i/8-~$,~ to :Houston s Bob tory :o~;er Tertace!s Ron  
. . . . . . . . .  " ~' ...... .... ' " Townley,.,~ho claimed $180.. 
Club wins 
swim meet 
TERRACE -- A coach's 
whiskers were on the line when 
local swimmers took to the 
water. 
And by the end of the Terrace 
Bluebacks' invitational swim 
meet here two weekends ago, 
Bluebacks coach Bill Nash's 
new-but-unloved beard was on 
the chopping block, as promis- 
ed. 
The Bluebacks won the Ter- 
third place swims -- all in the 
age 13-and-over division. She 
missed the qualifying time for 
the Youth Nationals by just 81 
one-hundredths of a second. 
Other strong performances 
came from: 
• Tori Mackenzie, with two 
fir.~ts, a third and two fourths. 
• Marina Checldey, with two 
seconds, four thirds and five 
fourths. 
race Invititational Swim Meet • Audrey Erb, with a third, a 
.wi~,2,iSs..,~O'.mts). g~[ging-,.0ut fo~.ead  a fifth. 
Rupert;at 1,993 ~d KRimat at • vinee •"Gmir, wkh ':• th?ee 
1,550. " : . 
" I  hate;shaving, '' Nash said. 
"I promised I'd shave it off if 
we won the meet." 
• Coo, Holland, 14, set nine 
pool records Over the course of 
the weekend. He won 10 races, 
finishing second only once. In 
the 50-metre freesyle, Holland 
swam a time of 25.86 seconds, 
breaking the 26-second Youth 
National record for that event. 
He also qualfied to go to the 
Youth Nationals this spring. 
Ten-year-old Garth CoxDord 
set five pool records and had 
seven personal best times. He 
won 11 races -- competing in 
the 11- to 12-year-old 200-metre 
butterfly in one of those races 
-- and had two third-place 
finishes. He was also fourth in 
Ihe 200-metre backstroke in the 
! 1 -  and 12-year-old division. 
Joeelyn C6xford, 14, set two 
3ool records and had six per- 
;onal best times. Competing in 
:he 13-and-up age group she 
:ollected two firsts, four 
;econds and five thirds. 
Eight-year-old Charlle Galr 
dso had a pool record. He pick- 
up a second and two thirds, 
and qualified for the provincial 
championships in the lO-and- 
under division. 
Aimee Peacock, 13, set three 
pool records. She also had four 
firsts, three seconds and two 
seconds, two thirds and a first. 
He was 'sick and couldn't race 
the Sunday events. 
• Daniel MaeCormac, 
recently back, got a third in the 
lO0-metre butterfly. 
* David Vanderlee had three 
seconds, five thirds and three 
fourths. 
• Ten-year,01d Clint Shep 
pard came second 12 times -- 
once in the age 12-and-under 
category. 
"It's damn hard to get notic- 
ed in the shadow of Garth and 
Cory," coach Nash said. "But 
David and Ciint bothswam 
really well -- especially David, 
who hurt himself in gym at 
school." 
The meet also marked the 
return of one of the club's older 
swimmers -- 17-year-old Tam- 
my Clarabutt -- who is also an 
assistant coach. She finished 
fourth or fifth several times, 
and Nash called her return to 
the competition "very flatter- 
ing." 
"It's an endorsement of the 
club's program when older 
swimmers return to the club -- 
especially with the pressures of 
school and social ife," he said. 
Nash said the tournament 
was well-organized and the 
athletes had amazing swims 
cont'd C2 
" • ~ "=;~.~,F mint  u©igat t~u: tuugn)U l  
. . . ,~g~Ri i~)"8 -6 ; ;Ome three 
i ~6ut 11-2 Score for:first 
in :1i .$400. Two Terrace rin 
~.  ..... to rah  nt 
CURLER GordJe Judzentis skipped his team to victory at despite his 
o. ,  . , , •  . 
torles tn a series of tight matches. The final saw him defeat John 
loss to a Smlthers r!nk atTerraces Cash Spiel two Helghlngton 7.6.  
ago Judzentis pulled outa tOtalof three l l th  end Vic- , , '  i ~1 ",  : " ,  
, ' ,,~i',~,~i~ , . , , ,  , ~ .... ,,. ~:,~:i • 




despite terrible pool conditions. 
He s~d the aquatic entre water 
wag, too hot and too shallow for 
competitive racing. 
~,Tfie relay swim team was dis- 
qdalified, however, because of a 
f=ils¢ start. 
i~Masters wimmers also did 
well. Joe Mandur picked up 
thi~ec firsts, and a second. Scott 
Siemens had two firsts, a second 
and a third. And John Dando 
haffa first, two seconds and 
ttii-ee thirds. 
,~ number of. swimmers here 
haw no~' qualfied for provin- 
ci/~l and national competition i
the Spring. They are: 
;* Youth Nationals: Cory Holland 
an'cl jocelyn Coxford. 
* AA Provindals: Cathy Bennett, 
Tainmy Clarabutt, Denise Vanderlee, 
JOelle Walker, Clay Muller, Sonya 
Sheppard, Jamie Kerman, B.J. Erb, 
Tt:'zs5 GaJr, Staey Parr, Staeey Clark. 
• Senior IPmvindals: Tort Macken- 
zz~ Cathy Bennett, Tammy Clarahutt, 
Denise Vafi£1erlee; Aimee Peacock, 
LATHERING UP: Swimmers help Bluebacks swim coach Bill Nash as he prepares to 8o under the 
blade after making a fateful promise prior to the Bluebacks' win at thei~ invitiational swim meet. 
Vanderlee, Cow Holland. 
* AAA Prov inc ia l s :  Jennifer 
Vanderlee, Marina Checkley, Audrey 
Erb, Sarah Thompson, Chris Kermeaz, 
Chm'iie Gedr, Patrick Levesque, Ialan 
MacCoratac, Garth Coxford, Cllnt 
Sheppard, Vince Gair, Tina Holland, 
Aimee Peacock, Jocelyn Coxford, Cory 
Holland, David Vanderlee. Jo~elyn Coxford;r Tina Nelson, David 
• . :  . ,  
;;iNeW ski club 
 '   e'estyling a t Shames " 
The Shames Mounta in  as fast as possible and perform- Eight- to 12-year-olds can tion. 
Freestyle Ski Team is up and ing two aerial manoeuvres dur- compete in bumper league - -  , I f  you get competitive, you 
running and organizer Mike ing the run. He said the moguls the team's grassroots program can go anywhere," Allen said. 
Allen says they're looking for event will likely be held on a for kids, similar to the Nancy "There are races all over North 
more members. Shames run like A.O.T. Greene program. America." 
The junior program is for 
"We talked about it last Aerials is the most spec- 12-to 18-year.olds, and skiers They'll also be involved in 
year," says Allen. "This year tacular of the three events, aged 19 and over can compete in various inter-club competitions 
we decided to go for it." featuring skiies soaring up to 45 events as seniors, with similar teams in Smithers 
Freestyling incorporates three feet in the air off special ski F~s  are around $60. and Prince George, he said. 
judged events -- ballet, moguls jumps and performing various Members will be able to go at And if you don't want to 
and aerials, manoeuvres before making a their own pace, Allen said, Compete but would like to help 
Ballet is a combination of landing, free.styling once a week recrea- out, there's plenty of demand 
moves performed on a very gen- The aerials won't be held this tionally, or more often with the for volunteers and judges to 
tie slope. It combines the skills season, Allen said, but the team aim to compete nationally Or in- help with the team's upcoming 
of figure skating, gymnastics is going to develop a site and ternationally, events, 
and dance in one performance build a jump for aerials next Allen said freestyle allows for For more information con- 
on skis. summer, for the following ski more creativity than corn- tact Mike Allen at 635-4529. 
4 " ' . . . .  " " ' " " " 
~ :i~!'~2 ~': ~;~: : ; ' i~ ~,':, ::: . . . . .  'PZ ~ .  ~~:<'~ ' . . . .  ! . . . . .  ; : '~'~'~ 
R I ~  TSe~NNH~k-  : non:le~der; 635;448.6; Phone:i~y:r~:t~ila, .13dS i~ 5;5:miI-  ~ . ,~ ,~,~ , , , ,~.  ,,, 6 tE7~Ni  one 
g Club:haS released its latest ]2:30 p.m.. / , :. :: : road to top'of.COpper Moun: :way:,: Bdng:::-10nch, meet at 
calendar"'bf day treks for the * Dee. 1 - -  Pine Lakes, taln.: Much ski.doo traffic, so library at 10 a.m. Bey Greening 
winter season. Seven miles northwest of Ter- walkingshould be OK. Cold le~der. Call 635-7868 by 9:30 
The group usually meets at race on the West Kalum forestry weather at topl so dress for a.m. please. 
the library Stinday mornings to road, this 6km trip around the winter,, bring a lunch ,and no ? ,Inn. 12 - -  Onion ]Lake. 
car pool. Everyone is welcome, lakes is a scenic walk. If there is dogS'i)lease. Meet at library at Cross-country skiing in the 
Upcoming hikes include: snow we can do an easy cross- 10 a.m. Vicki leader, 635-2935. Onion Lake ski trails area 12 
• Nov, 24 - -  Clearwater country ski trip in Dover St. Phone by 9:30 a.m. miles south of Terrace. Meet at 
Lakes.',~An easy 5km hike area four miles from town. * Dee. 15 - -  Zymaeord library at 10a.m., bringlunch. 
around the Clearwater Lakes Meet at library at 1 p.m. Vicki River. Cross-countryski tr p on Jo/ma leader, 638-1379. 
between Terrace and Kitimat. leader, 635-2935. fairly level terrain in the New * 3an. 19 - -Dog sled tides i 
Meet at library at 1 p.m. Shun- * Dee. 8 " Copper Mona. Reran area. Good for begin- AtHomesteader Cafe, 75 mile~ 
' / east of Terrace on Hwyl6. Br- 
I A ' S  ' X Knights, pawns and rooks said!half hour games wili be l ins your cross-country skis as 
I ~[ ~h ~ l a ~  ~ wiil be battling it out at the played --  40 moves in :30  I well. Call Sandy at 638-1081 for 
I ~ l I ~ ; ~  ' ~ City Centre Mall in Kitimat minutes, followed by sudden - I  more information prior to the 
I . ~ .  Nov. 30. death. I trip. Cost could be only $5 each 
I I ' ~ That's the date of the local Registration is at 9 a.m. in I or less, Call well before Jan. 19 
[ T ~  H r n ~ v  ) chess club's City Centre the mall Saturday Nov. 30. I to reserve. 
I ~'~' ' " "  " .v~ / Rapid Chess Tournament. Entry fee is $15 and any | 
I / Players from across the aspiring grand masters can I 
I n ~ l P C  / northwest are expected to contact Castillo at 632.6823 l • . . 
I l I~ ,~,a l~ / compete, for more information. I I / Organizer Litto Castillo I 
" :;11  t|t',t .r .ltl q, ,it :tt:I,. ,=. 
NOVEMBER 19911 ) ]~ . / i f :  "..NOVEMBER i991 
i i i ' [ Brothers ! j . , ' Terrace 
I ~ l ~ Soccer 
~ . . . .  " ' .  , ,  ! i T&~'t= , :~:g' 
3 4 5 ,~ 7 . ~a c===': o .  ,~, ,~ ;., ~ . l  ~errace 1'10 , ' . 7 ,  1"IMP' 
Terrace Terrace i Kermode 1 Terrace,. = ~'' 747 . - I / '  ;Po.~a~=..,.:i . . . . . . . . . . . .  ! Your 
Ath le t i c .  Minor J Fdendshlp i Peaks ~r~l  r' .,,.~"~.~,,~'"l.,:T=r'~,".:' or rice 
Assoc Hockey Soce  " "' " ' "  NT~,' " ' ~lnN~ rlayl " . [, ty . Gymnastics , An, Pove~ : / '-,=,.ce'L;":,,,. :' :. Sk, Rub 
.... 15~ 16~,  10 tl 1 12 13 ]4 ,%-:i : 
Terrace Terrace Kermode Terrace Pu~e . i "il ~ ' Klnettos - ;' 
Athletic .Minor . Friendship Blueback * Terrace, " N.T.C. " 1 '. Figure ~.),:-. 
ASSOC, HOCKey I Society Swim Club. Ann Poverty : 
20  2 Torte;' :"'" T--L~'a-t 23 ' l~e  " @  17 1.8:,: 19 I 22: = : 
Terrace , ,Terrace, Kermode Terrace ~4~.- ' ,., :P~k=; ,  
Athletic " . Minor 1" Friendship Peaks . Air P~u, :) ' ',,AsSo¢/aUon - Kinsmen 
Assoc. ' ' ' H0ckey' Society t Gymnastics T(mrl¢~,:.:,, :'":~:NT.¢.'~:: '"  Se~Ch& 
2 4  25 ' i 26  i27  280~r0f :  I 'm,.:gQ:cll~ll(l~l~,' ,v ,v .3f l  .'llOOttO" " . i  
Terrace "Terrace ' I Kermode I Terrace ~ " ' ~" :L' ~ ' ' ~ ~ ~ ~  * 
• Athletic Minor  Friendship i Blueback : An"T~q''~' : 'T''" L'" * ; ~ , ~ . . ,L ''' " * *~ "' ~ ~ . . . .  ~ ~ ~ " ~ " ~  
Assoc. ' ' Baseball" Society i Swim Club J .,r,,..~, ,:,. : .Tml . , , .~ , I : .~. .~,= 
, ' ~ ' , " , ' ~ ' ; ' " ;  [ ' ;  i , , '~ - , i - f "~-" l  ;~ ' '  - - ,1"  
Sat Afternoon Games • • . , , .~  ........ • :I _ • .. _ ,  , Doors 11.30 a.m.,:~:: ~ , ,  Oames;12.4s : ~ 1, " " 
; evehlng,.uames ' Doors a. .~n,  m '~'";:'~:: ; : 'd i~d 6 :15 " " 
• : . , ,  ~ , , .  , . , , . , ,~  ipz,,u, ' , .  , . -  ~??~, . -  . . . .  . . , '  ~ 
Fd, Sat. Late night Games Doors 9' 10"00 m 
.T .V .  MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL :~ i~ !AISLE CONCESSION ! .., 
I ~ ' d../ • ". k'.Y" "~":'"'."" . ' ! : : . - . ' . "  : 
/ 
.~. ~;;,~:,~.~:~r>,~. -,~'," ! .......... ~:' , ............. -~;~_~., . ...... ~ r ,~ .~~:~,~, . : , . . .  ~ ' i 
CFNR RADIO 
BINGO 
Played every Fdday at 9:30 ,.m. on 9.90 AM Radl~0 In" } i  
Tenace and 96.1 FM Radio in the Nas; Val!ey, I 
I MULTIPLE GAME FORMAT- TICKETS ONLY $1.00 / I  i ~. 
2 games for . " ' 4 game~ for $,;I;,.000.,I 
$1,000 each week every other week i!, },'; 
Tickets Available At: 
House of Slmolghets, 8enson Optical, Northern Drugs, Sheffield & Son, N~them Health:" '
Care, West End Chevron, East End Chevron, Agar Red & White', B & G Gro¢ei~,'Wayslde" 
Grocep/, Terrace Shell & C/W, Hilltop Grocery Arthur Wilson, Copperslde III, ,Rheda " 
Seymour, Kltselas; Gloda Morven, NNB; Riverside Grocery, Thomhill; Gltlakda~lx Youth 
Group~ New Aiyansh; Roberta Clayton.New Alyansh Ron Sampare Gl'eeny!lie; Wayne 
Tall, Greenville and Merci Moore, Canyon City. . " * ....... 
Call 638-8137 for more info, . 




TOYO FOR MINI-VANS,: * 
RV'S AND PiCK-UPS. 
their mini-van or pick-up for the same 
purpose. And, of course, there are tires 
and pricesenough to confuse most anyon 
.Let Toyo put Your min d at:ease. 
i f  your mini-van is used to haul the 
' kids around all week, and the entire family 
piles in for a trip to the cottage on Weeken~ 
you need the performance and safety ofoz 
. 800 "All Season" Radials.They're our 
PremiUm tires that come complete with th( 
" Toyo 100,000 km Wear Out Warranty PLUS 
our 4-year Road Hazard Warranty. 
They are that good. 
If your van or pick-up puts on highway 
miles as a recreation vehicle, you should 
consider Toyo M-606" "All Season" steel 
belted radials for RVs. They've been I 
specially built for recreational use; 
designed tough while giving a smooth, qui~ 
ride for top performance in any weather. 
Oursteel belted light truck radial - -  the 
~ ~ . ~  ~iF,~f~p~B~.Jire {or utility i 
.~r'e~i IngaA, vgh interlocking lu~j pattern t 
• ::for;excellent action andstability in the ,, 
. worst Conditions. - 
..... Talk to your Toyo dealer toda You'll 
~: igetsound advice and a good deal on 
-" thetires you need, whatever you drive. 
"Ava~lbl~ in 15"4 r6" on/y 
I : , F INANCING AVAILABLE 
5130A Highway 16 ,TERRACE • , , 635,-43~14 
n~ [~5~n~n 9 
i : i . 
' THIS WEEKS SPECIALS ~ '~"  " "  
VEAL ALASKA KING 
CORDONBLOE IJ , CRAB LEGS. 
choice of baked'potato].] . . . . . .  : 
& freeh veggie o f th l .  I j Choice Of potato ~ or' rice "& [ 
MOUNT LAYTON: HOT SPRINGSi(:"-": 
' -RESQRT LTDI: :~;!;~'i! !/"'  
"798-2214 ;' 
t.,'} "" ".' 
1 
L ___w aNov.0g .c3 I 
Doubles 
champs :: • - . .  . ' ,.. . . ; ' . ? ' .  :;*'-' :~:':;:'::/ ::. 
crowned NNOUNCEMENT 
Contflbuted Recreational Hockey League Scores: Oldtimers' Division Standings: Terrace's Surinder Dhaliwal 
and Tony Bromon played to Nov. 7 
eventual victory winning the 
men's event in the Terrace Bad- 
minton Club's open doubles 
tournament. 
On the women's ide the bad- 
minton doubles champions were 
Kitimat's Sandy: Van Ostrand 
and Prince Rupert's J. Shep. 
pard. 
And in mixed doubles, it was 
Terrace's Nancy Condon and 
Norm Parry beating out Fran 
Mann and Dan Tuomi for first 
place. 
Winners and. second-place 
players in each event are as 
follows: 
A Flight - -  Ladles 
Winners .  Sandy Van 
Ostrand (Kitimat) and J. Shep. 
pard (Prince Rupert). 
Runners-up - -  Fran Mann 
and Nancy Condon (Terrace). 
B F l ight  - -  Ladies 
Winners - -  Lisa Mailloux 
and Diane Cey (Terrace). 
~Runners-up - - Renate Weber 
and Mui Luc (Terrace). 
= A Flight - -  Men's 
Winners  - -  Sur inder 
Dhaliwal and Tony Bromon 
'(Terrace). 
• ~Runners-up --  Dan Tuomi 
and Norm Parry (Terrace). 
B Flight - -  Men's 
: •Winners:-- Paul Gipps and 
Rob~Gunther (Terrace). 
~R~hbrs -up  --  Henry 
Miehaud (Terrace) and Andrew 
B~ (gitimat). 
::. A Flight - -  Mixed 
Winners - -  Nancy Condon 
and Norm Parry (Terrace). 
Runners-up - -  Fran Mann 
and Dan Tuomi (Terrace). 
B Flight - -  Mixed 
Winners - -  Mui Luc and 
TonyBromon (Terrace). 
Runners-up - - Renata Weber 
and Henry Michand (Terrace). 
C Flight - -  Mixed 
Winners - -  Andrea Tank and 
Paul Gipps (Terrace). 
• Runners-up - - Kathy Galuski 
and Rob Gunther (Terrace). 
THE WORLD I 
IS YOURS.'./F i' 
:YOU KNOW THE i. 
ele1.t , pEoptcc... I 
t~ar=tar you move the Wel'com~ i |  
Wago~ hosless i  the right person to | 
help you lind. a place .in your new | 
community. , - / 
Team 
Back Eddy Pub Bulls .~, Norm's Auto Refinishing 5 
Nov. 9 
Northern Motor Inn 0kies 6,Convoy Supply 2 
Precision Builders 7, Back Eddy Pub Bulls 4 
Nov. 10 
Skeena Hotel 4, Norm's Auto Refinishing 4 
All Seasons 12, Inn of the West 0 
Nov. 12 Team 
.Precision Builders 6, Norm's Auto Refinishing 4: '~ - , Precision Builders 
Skeena Hotel 10, All Seasons 3 " ~ ~ Norm's  Auto Refinishing 
Nov. 13 
Terrace Timbermen 5, Northern Motor Inn Okies I .' Inn of the West 
Riverside Auto Wranglers 6; Convoy Supply 4 All Seasons 
Nov. 14 Skeena Hotel 
Inn of the West 5, Back Eddy Pub Bulls 3 Back Eddy Pub Bulls 
G WL T GF GA P'i's 
NMiOkles 13 7 6 0 39 47 14 
TerraceTimbermen 106 3 I 46 33 13 
Riverside Auto Wranglers 12 4 7 I 40 5J 9 
Convoy Supply 13 1 10 2 38 79 4 
. Recreational  Division Standings: 
G W U T GF GA PTS 
13 8 4 I 65 53 17 , 
126 3 3 64 50 15 
13 7 5 1 61 65 15 
12 7 5 0 59 54 14 
il $ 4 2 65 54 12 
13 4 8 "1 61 52 9 . .  
/ . . Get  your team or league on the Scoreboard/ 
.: Drop o f f  scores or standings to the Terrace . . . .  
Standard office at 4647 Lazelle Ave., or phone 
"them in to 638-7283. Deadline is 5 p.m. Friday . . . . . . . . .  ~ 
. , • • 
Curling T. Sheasby 0 0 ! Braathen 
• " L. Beaulac 0 0 - 0 Kh'kaldy Standings M. Stolarchuck 1 2 0 Soutar 
Saturday Night Open T. Ramsey 0 i 0 Nordstrom 
Wiffin 
RINK W L T Sunday Mixed Estacaille 
A. Dozzi 3 0 0 
Parr 
D. McFadden 1 0 2 RINK W L T McAra 
R. Flaherty ! i 0 Middleton 2 0 0 McAIonan 
M. Lindsay 0 0 1 gadford 2 0 0 McKay 










. /  
. - . .  
JOHN LYLE : . . . .  
Inland Kenworth/Parker Pacific Is pleased.to announce 
that John Lyle has been appointed dealer manager of 
their Terrace Branch. 
John brings with him many years of experience, having 
~worked in Inland Kenworth/Parker Pacific branches in 
NanaJmo, Pentlcton, Williams Lake, Quesnel .and 
Houston. He looks forward to meeting the truckers and 
loggers in the Terrace Area, 
3671 Hwy 16 E., Terrace, ph. 635-2292 
ONE DAY ONLY Thursday, November 21, 1991. 
DISCOUNT ALSO APPLIES TO ALREADY REDUCED & ADVERTISED TOYS 
i i i i I i 
~ada's saving place , OP,=N:, ~ * 
I Mort. & Tues. 9,m.iPm,! 
I Wed. to ~d. I:aO m. ".l:lOm I 
,ISa~ay .. g im:em I 
~o'- "~ [ s " "day- -Sml  I '  
~'~ s ic*Cord  . ; ' " i ' , , " " "  " I I' 
.......................... .. . . . . ,  , ,  ~. i:/!'://: ~!~::::~!ii!:i;i!:i:i~ ~ ~ ' ~  ~i:~:~ ~ 
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• .+ 
+  638-SAVE i 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-SAVE 
DEADLINE: NOON SATURDAYS 
Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When it stat holldey falla on a 
Seturdsy, Sunday or Monday, tho deedllne le Thursday itt 
46 p.m. for all dlaplay and classified ade. 
TERRACE STANDARD,. 4647 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE, e.c. VSG 1S8 
All of Mslfied and clesslfted dleplay ed~ must be prepeld by either cMh, 
or MMtercard. When phoning In ads plee~e have you Visa or Muter.  
Card number reedy, 
: 20 worde (flrat IneMtion) S4,/O;plue 12~" Ior eddlHonal wO~ll. *(Addl~ 
~' Ilbnnl Insertlone) $3,10 plu l  9¢ Ior iddlHonal wade,  ~1S,96 for 4 Wbek'~. 
:(n+ot sxcleedlnQ 20 words, non~ommMall i )  Pl~O41 inoludl  1% G,S,T, " -~  
OVER 30 CLASSiFiCATIONS,I 
1. Real Estate 12, Motorcycles 2~4. Notices ; 
2. Mobile Homes 13, Snowmobiles 25. Business t 
3. For ~ Rent 14, Boats & Marine Opportunities i 
4. Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 26. Personals : 
5. For Sale Misc. 16. Farm Produce 27. Announcements. 
6, Wanted Misc. 
7. For Rent Misc: 
8..Cars for Sale 




17, Garage Sales 28. Card of Thanks 
18. Business Services 29. in Memoriam 
19, Lost & Found 30. Obituaries 
20. Pets.& Livestock 31. Auction Sales 
21. Help Wanted 32. Legal Notices 
22, Careers 33. Travel 
23. Work Wanted 
+ ~ emof~Tm 
The Teffane S ta~ reMntno the rlGM to classny ads 
under ap~te  headings and to s~t rates thmofore and to 
detannlno page f~Al~ml, 
The Terrlce Standard ~ the noht to ravin, II~L 
ciassny or rej4ct any IdvwOsmant lind to retofn In ' /ans i  
detected to the News 6ox navy S4t,ndce, and to nt~ly g m 
customer t~ sum paid for the adv~ant  II1(I box rt~t~. 
6ON repUes an "HUM" Ins t ru~ not plched up within 10 
days of exldry of an edvor~s41ment will be danboyed u~ 
malting l~tt~tJons 111 raCelvld. ~ ~ 
Numbers are requested not to Mnd edglnols of documante to 
avoid loss. 
All el,lies of effofs In edvo~ts  must be rlcofved by 
leo publisher within 30 dlys inor the nJll p t~ l lan .  
It is aoreed by the advor~s4r eq~ sp~ that 
fia~ilUy of the Terrace S~lridard II1 5'1o Ovlml of ~ to 
pubflsn an adverP~nt  or In the event Of an ifffor applllbl 0 
in the adver0s+ment Is  I~ished shall be Hailed to the 
amount paid by Ihe advorllset for oofy one Inoorraof toswOan 
for the portion of the adverlldng space nocup~ by gtl k1¢~. 
sect or ornined Item only, and that there shill be no Blbllny in 
any evenl greater 01,in the u1~nt p~d for sush ~ .  
1. Real Estate 
CABiI~ FOR SALE. Finished cabin of approx- 
imately 900 square feet. Available for sale on 
4.24 acres of leased recreational properly 
located on Scum Lake, 55 miles west and 32 
miles south of Williams Lake. Comes with pro. 
pane stove, cook stove and propane ligtltlng. 
Finished cupboards and intedor water system. 
No field or well. Lake has pdvate air strip. 
Asking $16,500 for quick sale. Call Indra Gra- 
Inger at Realty World Northern for further info, 
~p98.B266 days or 398.7470 eve~ilfigs~ Lease • ,. 
Is assumable or available for purchase from 
,'the B.C. Government. 44tin 
~LASSIFIEO ADVERTISING WORKSI You're 
~eading this aren't you? 638-SAVE. Ifn 
~ELL BUILT HOUSE. 9 YEARS OLD, 3 
~edrooms plus one in basement, FIroplaee& 
woodstove. Large lot, fruit trees. 635-7663 
2 4p28 
8EORCOM HOUSE WITH fireplace and car. 
~ort o~ approx. Vz acre lot. Close to town. 
i 
Asking $69,500, Must be seen, 635-5775 
4p28 
I~  E-'S¥ L-A'N~'a-a-a~ ild-~n g~ 
6 miles north of town. Quiet area off Dover 
road. $28,000. 635.4600 8p28 
~3 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE/CONOOMINIUM. Full 
~asement. Nat. gas heat, renovated, central 
location Own this for total monthly cost of 
$412. That's less than rent. Askirrg $38,000. 
Phone 638.7290 or 635.6377 2p33 
60 x 376' LOT FOR SALE on Agar. $26,000. 
638.1376 4o30 
LOG HOME. 5 BR, 3~/~ baths, 2 storey, 1,500 
~q. ft., full basement, Drilled well, Double car 
garage, 240 acres (40 hay), greenhouse, 





An excellent buy on this 1067 sq. ft. 
rancher. Located on a large corner lot in a 
quiet area close to hospital. Features two 
bedrooms plus an office, double laced 
brick fireplace in living and dining room, 
carport. Easy care vinyl siding and much 
much more. All this for only $79,500. 
CALL NOW TO VIEW 635-5020 
ii I 
MOVING - MUST SELL 
4 bedroom house in Horseshoe (minutes 
from schools & stores), 2 bathroom, 
fireplace, nat. gas heat and water, split. 
CTI ON AD S 
v 'BUY v 'SELL  P 'RENT P 'TRADE ..... + ,+:y +. VL%4 
water. Good location in newer family 
nelghbeurhond. 594,500, No agents please. 
636.0139 
HOUSE FOR SALE in Horseshoe area, 3 
bedrooms upstairs, 2 downstairs close to 
schools and downtown, 635-4334. 4p31 
2. Mobile Homes 
12 X 60 TRAILER WITH 2 BEDROOMS plus 10 
x 20' add.on family room, washer, dryer, 
stove, fddgeo 18 x 12' covered porch, 
8._46.9751 after 6p.m. 4p29 
3. For Rent 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES featuring 
1150-1300 sq, fL plus basement, 2 baths, 
private yard, earport and satellite T.V. 
Houston• phone 845.3161. ,- - 31fin 
i I~EOROOM 'AP~I~TMENT.~dght clown -town.! 
Fddge/slove, security entrance. Paved park:. 
ing, On site management. 635.7957 15fin 
HOUSE FOR RENT with option to buy. Non. 
smoker please, Call 635-3841 between 8 
a.m- 10 a,m. or oftar midnight. 12p21 
ONE BEDROOM UNIT IN THORNHILL, $390 per 
month. 635.4453 4p28 
ROOM MATE WANTED. $370 a month in- 
eludes utilities. Call Jim at 635•4429 days. 
635.7746 evenings, Available Nov. 15 4p29 
2 BEDROOM APT. Frldge, stove, drapes, laun. 
3. For• Rent 
AV'AILABLE ON 'DEC, 1st, 2 bedroom base. 
meet suite. Very clean and comfortable. No 
smoking, no pets, call.anytlme. 638.7229 
lp31 
ROOM MME WANTED. FEMALE. 2 bedroom 
town house fully furnished, Close to 
downtown. Rent approx. $300, utifltte.; iuclud- 
ed. Call after 6 p.m. 638•0326 lp31 
FURNISHED BASEMENT BACHELOR SUITE. 
Separate entrance. $375 per monti~ plus 
damage deposit. 635.3191 lp31 
ROOM MATE WANTED. $196 per month, Den- 
tral location 638-1224. lp31 
FOR RENT. 1 bedroom basement suite, com. 
1. Real Estate 
1200 SO, FT. HOME. 3 bedrooms up, 1 down. 
Full basement. Located In the Thornhelghts " "m"  I 
subdivision, Call 635-7250 2p31 
4 BEDROOM ROUSE OR DOUBLE LOT. 2 blocks 
from Skeena Mall. Carl 635-5189 after 5 p,m. 
4p31 
Lower level has 1amity room with N/G • Generous tenant allowances 
fireplace, extra bedroorn, den, N/G heat & hot CALL 
DESIDERATA BUSINESS PARKS 
635-2312 or 
dry and parking facilities, Avail Dec. 1/91 
$465 per month, No pets. 635-2556 4p30 
ROOM FOR RENT FOR OUIET SINGLE working 
person. Close to downtown. Phone 635.6995 
4p30 
HOUSE FOR REWB, DRAN0 NEW 3 bedroom 
home Iocate~ in Mountainvista sulxlivlalon. 
Nat. gas heat $950 per month, 638.8084 
lp31 
1 BEDROOM FURNISHED SUITE LOCATED near 
hospital. Utilities included. For single person 
only, $450 per month. 638.8084 lp31 
2 BEDROOM SUITE LOCATED near hospital, 
utilities Included, Nat, Gas fireplace, washer, 
dryer. $725 per month. 638.8084 lp31 
2 BEDROOM SUITE, Available immediately. No 
pets, no smokers or drinkers. Refereuces re. 
quIrad, Serious enquiries only. Carl 635-699t 
lp31 
5. For Sale Misc. 
RREWCOD FOR SALE (seasoned). Mixed 
$90/cord In Terrace and delivery available to 
KItimat. Call 633.2646 4p30 
BLAZE KING FIREPLACE INSERT. Good condi. 
lion. $350. Phone 632.3554 4p28 
TWO ANTIOUE SOFA CHAIRS, recently 
reupholstered - neutral coloure, Like new. 
Carved wood on front, $700 each, 635.3620 
4p28 
COMPLETE COLOR DARKROOM, Includes 
enlarger, eolour head, analyzer, stainless 
steel pans, drum dryer, colour developer, and 
other assorted Items. 635.6807 4p29 
LAOIES CAMELION SHEER NON.RUN HOSIERY 
WOODLAND 
APARTMENTS 
COI~ ~ KALUM & I¢OTT 
CLOSE TO TOWN AND SCHOOL8 
Fddge, stove, heat and hot water luclnd. 
ed. Carpeting, laundry facIgties, storage, 
space. References required. 
1 Bedra~ ApL $405.00 Wkse 
2 Dedroom Apt. $480.00 Ava i ,  
3 Bedroom Apt, $550,00 
PHONE OFFICE 635-5224 
FOR LEASE - 
OFFICE SPACE 
670 sq. ft. of centrafly lOCated 
2nd floor office space overlookino 
Lakelse Ave. Reasonable rent 
and will re.decorato to suit te- 
nant. 
pletely furnished Including frldge & stove for now available In Houston. 21 colours, five 
quiet single working ~ Person~:$475 per meflth '~ sizes,"3 !styles; mone~Fdack guarantee. Please 
including utilities. References required, write Dox 773, Houston, B,C, or Phone 
Available Dec. 1 635.5293 lp31 845-7659 4p29 
ROOMMATE REQUIRED to share 2 bedroom CHILDS BOOSTER SEAT $5; Boys skates size 
house~ Prefer clean quiet mature person. 8 $5; Glds figure skates size 10, worn 4 
$350 a month, Utilities Included, Available times, tlken~w. $10 tlnaO 
December 15/1991,635.5789. 4p31 GOALIE PADS, COM. Good condition. Size 
COUPLE TO TAKE CARE of house through 27V~. $150. 635-7876 4p30 
winter, maybe longer, Wisteria area. 
PRE.FABBED UTILITY ,SHEDS, Workshops, 
694.3595fur information, 4p31 garages, jooy shacks, trailer skirting, 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE. No pets. Close to school snewroofs, decks, fences, Phone Oirk Bakker 
an(~ downtown. Available Dec. 1191, 638-1768evenings. 4p30 
• 635.3806, 2p31 CHOCOLATE LETrERS, TAAI • TAAI, Kruld- 
APPLICATIONS FOR WINTER RENTAL of fur. nooqes, Specufaas, Delft's blue pottery, 
nished 1 bedroom cottage atLakelse Lake, No tapes, records, tea cozies, almond dngs, 
pets. References and security deposit, Phone clock repair, cheese, tablecloths, wooden 
798-2267. 4p31 shoos; Dutch Store. 1184 Third, Pdnce 
CENTRALLY LOCATED 3 pedroom home with George; 4p31 . 
natural gas heat & hot water. Available FRIGIDAIRE FROST FREE top freezer. 30" 
December 1, For more Info call 635.6611. wide. 4 years old in top condition. Almond 
lp31 $700, Call 638.8474 after 6 p.m. 4p31 
P ' -  " - -  " - -  "1 PRIME wooo PELL  S, OVE. 0o5 em,== vary, 
very clean and efficient+ 3 brand names. 
J "  I avallable, pallets delivered tO your home. For RETAIL SPACE more info 694.3522. Lavar Bigler. 4p31 
• Excellent highway location I FREEZER, $200, Tablesaw $150, sewing 
machine $50. Call 635-3454. lp31 
PIANO UPRIGHT, Dohsrty. In good condition, 
Reasonably priced. 798-2267. 4p31 
FOR SALE OSSURN AIRTIGHT Wood Heater 
with blower fan, 6" Insulated pipes and 
chimney. $500-. Phone 638-1940. lp31 
6__38 04.~.44 6. Wanted MIsc. 
L " = . , . _ J .  IF YOU ARE BUYING or selling children's fur- 
niture, check with the Product Safety Brsnch 
4. Wanted to Rent of Consumer & Coq)orate Affairs Canada 
(604) 666.5003 to ensure It meets current 
WANTED TO RENT 2 or 3 bedroom. Call Safety Standards. The safe of non compliant 
638.1043 4p28 products not Duty could result in a tragic acci- 
dent but also Is a violation of the Hazardous 5. For Sale Misc. .od=ts Ac, .n 
J.O. 350 LOAOER. New engine, new ~teks. WANTED: B+ Ina skatas. SIze 12/13; ladles 
etc. $1400.00 0.C.3 Crawler Cat, blade & skates size 7. ca, 638.8015 after 5 p.m. 
bucket 80% now. $5600. 32 ft. house boat 26tfn 
-lifotime aluminum -has everything & trailer 35 YEAR OLD RESFOMSiBLE NURSING stu- 
• $139500, 82 lade 2.door auto +. gond'cond, dent looking to houses f from Dec,?/91 to 
$t~O0. 14 tt. Td-huIl.,,~o.e~L~)oat,.- .50 I~ql=e M@r(;h. 31/92 Refemnces.~'P~J( "~ect  
meek, trailer $2800, Ctean',Ok8~0ah ¢a'rnoe~.~ "846'+5048 " . . . . .  ~, )+,+-x~,)o 
" d C :ks .$2000_New~I~i ;MIn l  ~ hl n l , e , . "  . . . . . . . .  ~- T" + , ' ~.+ ~ "~pcu 
~J ; :  chanoe~+5+_~(e.n--/~enft+o~xa+'6~ ' WANTED: LAMES SEWING DRESS FORM, Call 
849 5771 4p28 Granlsle. Ph. 697.2474. 19fin " 
BUY HARDWOOD FLOORING from Franeois 
Lake Woodworking Ltd. Our products are all 
kiln dried, Birch clear 23/8", $4.15 par sq, ft. 
Birch knetty 23/8", $3,10 per sq. ft. Also 
Pine flooring; Pine clear 23/8", $2,10 per sq. 




Vase & Sons Piano & Bench - 
$800 OBO; Admiral Stove (AI. 
mend) VGC. Auto, Self Cleaning 
- $250 OBO; Daylight Projector 
Screen - $75 OBO; Kodak 
Carousel Slide Projector - $100 
OBO; Hot Point Dryer (Almond) 4 
cycles, signal - $150 OBO; 
Velvet Drapes .Rust,Aft c/w 
Sheers; Velvet Drapes . Choc. 
Brown. Drapes for patio doors 
-one Way Pull, 78 x 84 - $75 
OBO Beige with Brown Stripe. Call 
Days 635.7709, ask for Darlene, 
Evenings 635-9067. 
ORIFLAME 
EUROPES NO. I DIRECT SELLING 
m SKIN-CARE/BODY-CARE/ 
COSMETICS COMPANY 
SINCE 1963 - 
WANTED: STEADY SUPPLY OF BIRCH lumber. 
Call 563-8722 or FAX 563.6343 4p30 
7, Far Rent Misc. 
ROOM & BOARD FOR WORKING PERSON. 
638•8293 4p29 
WINTER IS HEREI Store your car, boat or 
camper, Reasonable rates, Call 638.8492 
4p29 
8. Cars for Sale 
1976 DODGE SPORTSMAN 12 passenger 
maxlvan. Very good condition. 632-2642 
4p28 
1976 CHEVROLET MONTE CARLO, $3,500 
635.2408 2p29 
1982 CHEVROLET CAVALIER, 4 spd. hat- 
chback. Low mileage, excellent condition, 
635.5459 4p29 
1981 HONDA CIVIC. Rust-free body, low 
mileage, tape deck and winter tires included. 
$1,700 847-4412, 847.7551 4p29 
1986 HONDA PRELUDE (red). Student must 
sell. Call Jack at 635-9969 4p29 
1988 CHRYSLER 5th Avenue. Fully loaded. 
67,000 Irm, Super condition. $14,000. 
635.7876 4p30 
1983 ESCORT, Low mileage, good condition, 
Fur more Ihformation, phone 635.5679 4p30 
1983 HONDA CIVIC STATIONWAGON, 50 
mpg, good condition. $4,000, 1-698.7627 
4p31 
WANTED LANOCRmSER 6 OYI. engine or 
mist, parts. 846-9720 after 7 p,m. 4p31 
1985 CHEVETTE 4 DOOR. $1,100, COIl 
635.6904 4p31 
MUST SELLI 1985 Pontiac Rre.fly, Excellent 
:9, :Trucksfor~Sale 
1989 CHEV SILVERAD0 Z71 4x4 t/, ton, Fully 
loaded, propane conversion. Polished 
aluminum tool+ box and side rails. New 
Yohahsma tiros, mint tend. Firm $17,500 or 
will trade for 69 or 90 Chev extended cab 4 x 
4. Call 635.5426 2p30 
1987 BRONCO 4 x4.  Edd!e Bauer, fully load- 
ed, bucket seats, 351, automatic, excellent 
running condiBon and interior. $8,950. Call for 
more info. 699.6634 4p30 
1979 FORD BRONCO 4 x 4. 4 speed, ERC. 
Asking $3,000. Call 635-3016 4p30 
1981 JEEP WAGONEER, 83,000 miles, good con. 
ditioe. Asking $4,000 or best offer. Carl 845.5313 
• (days) or 847.8108 (evenings) 4p31 
1981 KENWDRTH Wg00 400 Cummins BC2,16 
spd, RTO trans, 48,000 lb, Eaton 2 spd, rear ends 
4:33/590 new brake linings. 8rake drums cams & 
slacks, new Olutch.New baltedes, tires, 40% 
Yokahama, 699,6563 4p31 
11. Recreational 
Vehicles 
1970 WINNEGAGO. Sleeps 6, frldge, stove, 
shower, 846-9720 after 7 p.m. $4,500 0B0 
4p31 
14. Boots & Marine 
21' CAMPION COMMAND BRIDGE/trailer. 306 
Chev 228 HP Merc Leg, VHF depth sounder. 
Sleeps 6. Good eondition. Phone C. Campbell 
635.7036. 4p28 
15. Machinery 
19. Lost & Found 
LOST OHE PURSE SIZE 2 YEAR CALENDAR with 
phone book in the back, Is in a plastic over with 
balloons, Call 638.0392 ~:;;u 2p31 
20. Pets & Livestock 
PUREBRED REGISTERED BOXER available for ~" 
stud, 2Vz yrs old. Fawn coloring. Great dlspos- 
tion, 635-3677 evenings or weeknnds, Also. 
large traveling kennel for sale 6:35,3877 45fin 
BOARDING ROOM FOR HORSES. SCx stalls in- 
cluding feed $125/month, 635-5100 or 
635.7310 "+ " . . . .  4p28 
AMERICAN COCKER SPANIEL~ PUPPIESIL.~ 
Various colours, dewormed, first shots, sand 
dew claws removed. ReadyNov. 6 847:2318 
evenings. : 4p29- 
10 YR. OLD 13,2 H,N. P,O.A; Appaloosa 
markings excellent rail and gymkhana pony. 
Rides english also..Gentle, quiet and per- 
sonality plus, 632-2381" 4p30.  + 
CFA Reg, Himalayan kittens, GRC lines, excellent 
type and disposition. Vaccinated health 
guaranteed, 638.1663 or 638.1743 4p31 
2 REGISTERED SHI.TZU, FEMALE PUPPIES. 3 




Professional Certified Dog Grooming 
Pet Sifting Crate Rentals 
635.7797 
 us'7 1974 966C, Good condition, complete with 
g~ta, che,ns ~d radio. $39.500 oeo ca, I Professional ~ J~ 
847.8532 (Hoostsn area) 4p28 ~ ~ I 
OC3 OLIVER CRAWLER TRACTOR. Good All Breed 
machine for hobby farm, pushing snow etc. t~ Dog ~ i"room'ng 
Needs a little maintenance. Phone 624.5964 
4p28 (~.~) . 
1" Clip this (~.) 
1978 OAT 520 LINE SKIDDER, serviced and ,15% Discount Coupon j[ 
ready for work, excellent condition, Includes 
two sets of chains, spare tire, deluxe apron I offer good through NovembeP 
package and many more extras. $40,000 or I - -  / best offer. Call !604)845-7096 after 6 p.m. 635-373 7
4p28 L 4546 Lazelle Ave. 
m - -  m 
21. Help Wanted 
1977 KNIGHT 25 Ton logging trailer with 4 
new tires. $4,800.1-692-7643 4p30 
1978 966C Wheel oader. Excellent condition. 
New rubber, asking $55,000. Prince George 
963.3393 aftemonns or evenings. 4p3t 
16. Farm Produce 
HAY, ALFALFA BROME, Alfalfa, Cut June 15 
• 20. No rain. Cummins Ranch, Hwy 16 West. 
South Hazelton. 842-5316 12p24 
EAT MORE LAMBS, Canada lamb grown by 
Canadians, for Canadians, Available year 
round. Cummins Ranch, Hwy 16 West• S, 
Hazelton, 842.5316 12p24 
HAY FOR SALE. Round bales approximately 
1,SO0 Ibs. 1991 crop, no rain, mixed alfalfa, 
brome, timothy, omhard grass. Priestly area, 
1.692.8029 4p29 
LOCAL BRASS FED BEEF. Raised without 
growth hormones or antibiotics. Sides at 
$170 per lb. 635.3380 4p29 
ALFALFA HAY in 1,500 lb. round bales. Firs1 
cut 15.9% protein, $451ton, Second cut 
18.9% protein $5511un, Call 690.7579 after 6 
p,m. ++ 4p30 
GOOD CHEAP HAY. Round bales, $20 to $35 
per IOn. Terms available, trucking can be ar. 
ranged, For more information, call Mike Bond 
at 567.9858 Vanderhonf, 4p30 
17. Garage Sales 
LOOKING TO MAKE ROOM in ,your garage? 
Advertise your garage .eald'lh the Classifieds 
638.SAVE. fin 
IN HOUSE GARAGE SALE. Saturday, Nov, 
23/91.9 a,m.- 12 p,m. 4721 McConnell, Cur. 
tains, chair, kitchen items etc. 2p30 
18. Business Services 
BORED? LOOKING FOR ADVENTURE, exelt: 
lent, perhaps a tropical island? Call Elan 
Travel at 635.6181 and catch the spldU 2tin 
COMPUTER CONFUSION? Soltwate training 
and-consulting, Hardware installation and 
setup, Trouble shooting and diagnostics, I
make hoiJ~;e calls 695-6523, 18tin 
20 WORDS OR LESS is only $8.95 for 4 
weeks in the Terrace Standard Classifieds 
636.SAVE, 16tin 
GROW WITH THE FASTEST GROWING fur. 
niture chain in North America: United Buy and 
SeN Furniture• From High School graduation to 
Manager in 3 yrs,, to Supervisor in 4 yrs,, to 
Area Manager in 6 yrs., etc. We are opening 
30 locations during the next 12 months and 
t,.~vo penings for 2 individuals whoare deter. 
mined to become leaders in this exciting in- 
dustry, No experience necessary, but you 
must be willing to start al the bottom and 
work hard• No smokers, Phone 635.4H1 9tin 
LICENSED HAIRSTYLIST NEEDED for Bunnies " 
+ HAY FOR SALE, Timothy $4/bale, Also Cut and Curl. Call Linda 635.3637 12fin 
; T1~.othy.Alfalfa $3,75/baie. Deli~t~d'tO'TBrp:+-'~,~'~y~[l~J=~R~-J~E~[~ED Grade 7 student in  
ra~. 567-9819 - ; • 4p28 Clarence Mi~118a! ~rea to babysit 2 boys ages 
5 and 7 after school. Tues•. Friday from 
3-5:30. Phone 638.0402 after 6:30 p,m. 
lp31 
BOOKKEEPER, RECEPTIONIST. Part.time. 
Other activities could lead to full.time mploy. 
meet. Reply to File 11 clo Terrace Standard, 
4647 Lazelle, Terrace, VBG 1S8 lp31 
SHAKLEE ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY 
biodegradable nutdtlooal, personal care, 
household cleaning, commercial products, 
Water filtration systems. Free delivery 
regionally. DIstdbotom BOb and MaP/beth 
22. Careers 
MANAGER TRAINEE• Career opportunity in 
retail sales. Successful applicant must be well 
groomed, transferable and career oriented. 
We oiler a very competitive wage plus benefit 
package• Experience not necessary as we will 
train the right career minded individual, Apply 
in person to Maber Shoes, Skeena Mall, Tar.. 
race. 3c31 
23. Work Wanted 
THE TERRACE STANDARD reminds adver. 
risers that the human rights code in Bdtish 
Columbia forbids publication of any advertise¢ 
lent in connection with employment which 
discriminates against any person because of 
origin, or requires an job applicant o furnish 
any information concermng race, religion, col. 
our, ancestry, place of origin or pniiUcal belief. 
Readers: In ads where 'male' is referred to, 
please read also as 'female' an~ where 
'female' is used, read also as 'male', 
STEVE'S PLUMBING & HEATING home in- 
provements. Hot water tanks, plumbing 
repairs, painting, low rates. No job too small. 
Call 635.6571 8p27 
EXPERIENCED APPLICATOR will supply and ~ 
Install,vinyl siding or a~p~lt shingles to y~r. i t 
home: Reasonable prices. COIl Tom 635.6230 • 
+. . . . . .  .,: ++ .4C28 + 
WORK WANTED FOR LARGEGRAPPLE and t !  
NOVEMBER SPE(;qAL 
1OO mL Cleanser $17.00, 160 mL Toner 
S16,50,100 mL Moisture Crsam $22.50 
D~y Skin $23,50, 100 mL Hight Crsam 
$26.00, 4 Slop 24 Hour i~otacRen 
$82,00, Oq Skin $83.00. 
PurchaSe 4 Step Skin Core oi" 4 Step Bod~ 
Care and receive FREE your choice. 
1. Trsv~ =~ 4 ~ lm mL) Sk~ ram 
i lR 
2"i'Travki abe 4 Sl~p (200 eL)Body 
~ch set in attraclive satin case. Gift sets 
in baskets will be evaitabte at the araua 
condition, Pull out stereo deck, new b~akes, Frsele, Houston, Collect 845.2076 4p30 
new tires, Call 635.7142 (evenings only)4p31 " . 
1985 BUICK SKYLARK. P/B, P/S, NO, AM/FM 
I ' S J ~ C H  I 
cassette, low mileage, nice winter car, Asking 
$4,150. Call 845.3745 4p31 
1988 CHRYSLER LEBARON Deluxe Coupe, Ex. 
cellent c'oudltlon. Must go before Chdslmasl 
Loaded: with all +the extras, Reduced to 
$9,000. Call 638.0292. 2p31 
MOVING OUT SALE 1992 Pontiac J2OO0, 
1980 Chevy Citatloo. stereo, autmnatlc, 4 ELECTRICAL 
cylinders. Both excellent condition. 
Economical. 635.3317 or635-6123. 4p31 • Electrical Wldng :: 
large line skidder. Phone 635.5049 .4p281 
HOUSECLEANING. Experienced, Houses, 
apa[~oonts, mobiles, Competitive rates• Dook 
earlyToo holiday season, (Terrace area) Call 
638.0832 4p30 -,= 
LICENSED FAMIL'~DAYCARE HAS FULL TIME 
openings, Lots of outings, sterytime, puppef 
shows, visits to the library and lots of 
playtime. 638.0546 3p30 
THE REPAIR MAN.: Quality work at iusonable~,/. 
rates for those odd jobs and repairs that ~lld~ :; 
up and you can't seem to Det 1o, Call Dennis+ +i- 
638.8620 . t ,': 1p31 , ]  
BILL WARREN, ELECTRICAL Contracting, new ! 
level cedar sundeck, fenced backyard 9' Trucks for Sale • Major  Appl iance homes, renovations;' service calls; : .r: 
withllon, $95,000.fruit & maple trees, excellent condi. CoIItact John Cgrrle Sat,, Nov, 23 10.4 or by phoning 1985 GMC 4 X 4 - VB, $5,500; 1980 Dodge Repair Reasonable rates. 635.9377. Reg. N(), 8:~88 ~ Y 
shortbox 4 X 4, $4,500; 1970 GMC three - -8 - , , ,BOPEN.OOSE I 635-6142 Days I o,.,. 63.-1349. .,,,.m 63o.19,; m., . . , . , , , v ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  IVAN & MITe"  I 4p31 + 
l 635 9598 Eves. FULLT, MEBABYS,mRMyhome+you  i 4640 WALSH, C , ,,,, . . . . .  'q . . . . . . . . . . . .  v . , ,~ -,.,,- .,~,ouu. ~.a. SATURDAY1-4 R*g~nUonNo. resTaNo, reeao | In town. Will do light hoUsekeeping. ~ ere, o+o-~-ou , 845.3265. _ _ _~ 4p28 
F -r;~;OR LEASE OR RENT , , i +  , - -noo , . - ,++. .o .  , , .  REPOSSESSIONS FOR SALE 1638 7299 J i ~ Journeyman ~ !] i;i 
1100 Sq. Ft. Office Building ~ ~ %  ,~. - $,.7$z u, - ~ =,, 19. Lost & Found 
. Q T ~ " - ~  1991 MaMa | | | ,  4 r ld.;$ qM, - WHITELASERSAILBOAT.FormomlnformaBOO .CONCRETE • FRAMtN~ /+ 
With 2 washrooms, N/G heat and air 1959 r~ i1~ XLT 4 x--4 I~kW - 7|,147 kml - ~ IM IN, i~I  • 81DINS ~ I 
conditioning. 1. ,m ms - Reserved JIM IN,Z00 For oppolntment to HewcaO 635.7649, evenings, ~ ; ++ ' -4p30 • DRYWALL • RNISHING 
• "as is - -  t919 red Alreltar XL Wallo, Vl AIDS, All sales are on an ;- wnero Is LOST N0~J~ 6/gl:Brov~soTts/x~ tcane 
led '~ . . . . . .  NO Job Too 8refi l l  ~. *~ .*+ : .~+ 
Ask for John  or Marilyn " ' ,  v9,, ,., - R ;W^VN'= : .  
. , , , , .= . , _ . . , , , . ,  , , , ,  I i se-oSs2+  l . . . . .  LOST ON 48OO of Loon, 1 Maltese Cross Pup. ' '~ ;6  " '~ *':*~;:~ 
• " ~+.,-:/:-- : . ;.,~:..:.+~+,~,{?*,~:¢.¢+,'.',;;,~: +~ ~,~:~:+;~,';:~. L+:." +.:,,~ .'+ ":'~:+ '_, ~ '  ;~ ,% PY. Tall+ ,4~iwenl to Porky. ~1.638.0402. , "'~ ~++:'++;~T~,',.'~>'+.+ +, '~,~ +~,,~+.~+~+~,~ ' 
J =~ A =w,  • ~b, , ,=  ~ . .  
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C N AD S . . . . .  . 'T.IO . 
-"BUY ~'SELL ~'RENT ~"TRADE 
j 
i . . . . . .  - - - - - - - -  
47'o 
:i~ !;,! ::~-~:,:/:: ' , 20 words (first insertion) 
• :i::~i!~i:;!~!/i~ PI;US 12¢ .for additional words . . .  . . . .  
~. ALE PRICES INCLUDE 7% G.S.T. 
24. Notices 
PRO.LIFE 'EDUCATION available to general 
public; videos, pamphlets, lending library, 
dealing with human ife issues such as abor. 
SiGn and euthanasia. Student enquiries 
welcome. Call 635-3646. 5tin 
AOVENTURE CENTER PRESCHOOL Is now ac- 
copflng ro01stration for a.m. and p.m. ses. 
signs, 2,3,4 or 5 sessions available weekly. 
63B-8578, 638.0033. 8p28 
From Ibe BAHA'I HOLY wdtlngs 
"O Godl Educate these children. 
These chiMren are the plants of 
Thine,orchard, the flowers of Thy 
meadow, the roses of Thy 
Garden." 
To explore these wdtings fudher call 




Re: November Circular Vol. 24 No. 47 
The IllustraUon for the 1.8 kg Sunlight 
Dishwasher Detergent Is incorrect. 
We apologize for any inconvenience 
this error may have caused our 
customem. 
BORED? LOOKING FOR AOVENTURE, excite- 
ment, perhaps a tropical island? Call Elan 
Travel at 635.6181 and catch lhe splritl 2tfn 
CRAFT SALE. NOV. 23191.9 a~.. 5 p.m. at the 
Carpenters Hall, 3312 Sparl(~ Street. Baking, " 
crafts, X.MAS GIFTS!I! ,: lp31 
STOP SMOKING 
w,h LASER THERAPY 
. Safe .  Effective * Painless 
STOP SMOKING fee. e9S °° 
• SPECIAL . . . .  $5900"OST 
FOR APPOINTMENT CALL 
PRINCE GEORGE 
561-7170 
WILL BE IN 
TERRACE 
Sat. Nov. 23 
"(One treatment) 
(Follow-ups ere $2S) 
BRING THIS AD 
AND SAVE 
slO°° o,=. 
Pairs Will Save An 




Golf & Country Club 
:, ~,., . • ! ~ . ,  ~; : ]  
": .......... ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING"*""::~ . . . . . .  "~":" '  
December 2, 1991 
• .  8:00 p.m. The Clubhouse 
i 
The purpose of the Annual General Meeting Is to Inform the 
General Membership of the 1991 Reports and the Election of 
Directors for the 1992 Season. 
~: 
~: Luiz Cezar Trigo 
. :Wedding to take place FebruarY 1, 1992 
Mr. & Mrs J. Mendes and 
Mr. & Mrs F. Trigo 
would like to announce the engagement of their children 
Stella Bernice Mendes 
• to  
:: f 
•, 22. Careers 
~ 
f 
I ~ i~#~ An 
/ ~ . ~ - ~  . .  . 
splr,.t ot 
gwmg 




CER.TIRED DENTAL ,~ 
ASSISTANT REQUIRED 
• For local progressive dental of. 
rice. 
Applicants please send,resume 
to: 
Dr', J,D; Zuchlalti ..... 
4623 Lgkelee Avenue, 
Tence, B.C, VSG 11=9 
636-2652 
l, iuCREATIVE OPTIONS, 
Ilili! rrently accepting resumes for fu-time and part-time | 
: l i : i ros ide , ,a !  support workers due to development Of new I 
I ~' msldentlal resource. : . . . . . .  . . . .  ..... ' "" l :  
lii!Quallfl¢atlone are as follows: Grade 12 or-equlvalent, ex, i :  
:l~!:oel,.t communloatlon skllls, ablilty to work as e team' I 
l~;imml~r;':crlm~nal record check., t.b. skln teat, to have orbe' ! I  " 
: ! I ~ilwll ing"t0 obtain class 4 drlver e license and basle fret a ld : .  I 
:,:  :il~;iPrefer: :1.1:year past experience worldng with PeOple w,ml 
to 4648 Lakelse Ave., tsar'of buUding or l :  
:!i .r:ii~'m~)l to ~X a'/'O, Termoe, B.C, yee4B1 ,, For morn Infor~l: { i 
Additional Insertions PENNY SAVER 
".',PLUS 9¢ for additi~nal words. FOR 4 WEEKS 
(not exceeding 20 words, non-commercial) 
I 
TAKE YOUR FIRST STEP 
TOWARDS A GREAT CAREER... 
.:.Read this ad, then call me if you are an independent, 
ambitions individual, who is interested in joining our sales 
force. A career as a life underwriter offers an organized 
training programme, as well as excellent potential 
for personal growth, 
above average income opportunities and the potential to 
move into management. 
Please send your resume in confidence, or telephone: 
LYLE HARVEY 
SunLife 306 - 4546 Park Avenue Terrace, B.C. V8G 1V4 Tel: 635-6146 
REQUIRED 
IMMEDIATELY 
Courier with licensed van, 
This position is available to a man or a woman. 
Apply in person to: 
/Z I IpO, , ,O,  N°'2"4423 
Railway Ave. 
OO/ . / ' P /RP  Terrace, B.C. 
. . . . . . . . . .  ~ NORTHW~T : 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
CO-ORDINATOR, BUSINESS PROGRAMS 
TERRACE 
Nodhwost Community College has an opening for a full.time coordinator/Instructor io 
Terrace. This will be a torm position from January 2,1992 to June 30,1992. The salary 
and benefits will bo in accordance with the Collective Agreement betwoen the College 
and B.C.G.E.U. (under eview). 
Nature and scope of responsibilities: 
• Coordinate he delivery of all business programs in Terrace, including full-time and 
part.time programs, on and off the main campus. 
• Provide leadership to the College's participation in the Training and Entmprise Cen- 
tre, in response to the needs of tbe business community and in co-operation with 
other agencies and College functions involved in the TEC facility. 
• Carry a part.time instructional load in the area of business computing (entry level to 
advanced). 
• Provide direction and supped for business.related computer t aining programs and 
facilities in the Terrace Centre, including all credit and extension programs. 
Ouallflcallons: 
• EDUCATION: A degree in commorce, administrati0n or other field related to business; 
instructor diploma or equivalent preparation for the teaching of adults• 
• SKILLS: A strong aptitude as a training facilitator for business and/or professional 
development programs; proficient end.user of a full range of business computer ap- 
plications. 
• EXPERIENCE: Three years recent exped0nce in the pdvate sector and one year of 
exp0dence as a training facilitator, educator or related human resource development 
function. 
The closing date for application is November 22, 1991. Please send applications and 
resumes to: 
Manager, Human Resources 
Northwest Community College 
Box 726, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4C2 
SCHOOL DISTRICT No. 88 
(Terrace) 
JOB POSTING 
School District #88 (Terrace) has an opening for a part time 
(3 hours per day) 
Special Services Assistant 
position at Clarence Mlchlel Elementary School. This posi- 
tion may increase in hours throughout the school year. The 
salary ranges between $11 .O6 and $12.86 per hour depen- 
ding on qualifications and training. 
Essential Qualifications: 
1. At least two ~(2) years successful experience working 
cooperatively under the direction of a regular classroom 
teacher in a school setting. , 
2. Possession of an appropriate BC ddver s Ilcence and con- J 
• sistent access to a vehicle suitably equipped with seat J 
, belts. I 
3. Strong interpersonal skills and e demonstrated ability to J j 
:, work effectively with professional consultants. ! J 
4. Applcations must be accompanied by letter(s) of I 
i reference and transcript(s) that address level(s) of corn- I I 
ii. petency in the above qualifications. I I 
: Interested applicants should send resumes to: ~ I I 
Mr. R. Olson, Principal r ~ I I 
i Clarence Mlchlel Elemenblry School I I 
. . . . .  3430 Sparks Street l 
Terrlce, B.C, .... : *  r :: I ] 
; : V8G 2X3 L:i: . ,  • i!1 
i~/~!Cl~,np Date: November 29,:'1991; : : , , ,  i !', 
 -Budget i m  
rent a car ® 
RETIRED, Like DrivinG? BudGet Rent-a-Car requires 
DRIVERS on a "on ca. basis" 
to shuttle cars within the Northern ReGion. Driving Record 
req uired. 
Apply at Budget Rent A Car located at the Tar- '  
race Airport between 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. 
SCHOOL DISTRICT 
NO. 88 (TERRACE) 
School District #88 (Terrace) is now accepting applications 
for persons who wish to work one on one with special needs 
children as a 
Special Services Assistant 
Substitute 
Applicants should have an Early Childhood Education Cer- 
tificate, Human Services Worker Certificate, Community Ser- 
vice Worker Certificate or experience working with special 
needs children. 
Please submit your resume to: 
Andrew Scruton 
Director of Instructi6n (Special Services) 




We are an integrated forest products company with principal 
operations in British Columbia and Northern Alberta. Our Clear Lake 
Division in Prince George is currently accepting applications for the 
position ot Chief Accountant and Office Manager 
Prince George ~s a city of 70,000 people located in central British 
Columbia. It is a regional centre and offers a wide range of 
recreational, cultural and educational facilities. 
Reporting to the Divisional General Manager, the Chief 
Accountant/Office Manager will be responsible for the financial 
reporting and internal control systems of lhe Finger Joint and 
Sawmill reporting entities 
The preferred applicant will have completed or be in the final year of 
a professional accounting program and have 4 - 5 years experience 
in the wood products industry In addition, he or she will be people- 
oriented and have the strong interpersonal communication skills that 
enable participation in a team management environment. 
Resumes will be handled confidentially by the Divisional Manage- 
ment and should be submitted by December 1, 1991 to the 
Personnel Department at lhe address shown below. 
Canad ian  Forest  Products  Ltd.  
Clear  Lake  D iv i s ion  
#5 - 1257 4th Avenue, Prince George, BC V2L 3J5 
MINISTRY OF TRANSPORTATION AND HIGHWAYS 
FINANCE AND 
ADMINISTRATION OFFICER 
Financial Officer I 
COMPETITION TH91:2959 $30,634- $33,039 
In Terrace, you will be providing the Business Unit Managers and Project 
Managers within Professional Services with financial and administrative sup- 
pod services. Financial duties include assisting in the preparation of 
budgets, monitoring and analyzing expenditures, determining, monitoring 
and analyzing Recoverable Targets for Business Units, analyzing variances, 
compiling various monthly reports, recording and reporting accruals, ensur- 
Ing the Internal cost distribution system is up to date and accurate. Ad- 
ministrative duties include monitoring and assisting in the forecast of FTE 
usage, ensuring personnel policies and procedures ere adhered to, advising 
manageml of current collective agreement conditions, coordinating asset 
purchbsan. Supervisory duties include recruiting and training staff, prlorlzlng 
work plans and evaluating performance, 
Qualifications --  The successful candidate will require Secondary School 
Graduation, plus five courses towards an accounting designation, or an 
equivalent combination of education and experience. We are also looking for 
five years clerical/accounting expedence including two years In s cost ac- 
counting environment, experience with both Mainframe and P.C. computer ! 
systems, knowledge of financial management polioles and procedura8 ~ s i 
thorough knowledge Of financial planning and costing techniques. We re. 
quire that the successful candidate have the ability to srmlyze and prepare 
comprehensive financial reports, and have the ability to cOnduct financial i 
i analyzsep, Excellent Interperaonnal nd communication skills are essential. 
Applioatlons must be received by December 1 I, 1991 to Manger, Person' 
nel Services, Ministry of Transportation end Highways, 400.4646 
Avenue, Terrace V8G 1V4. TEL: 838-3348; FAX: 638-3441, For dMalkKl 
j~  description or further information please conlaot the Ministry Penmnnel 
Off~e and quote the competition umber. :: , i 
~e Prow.or o/ a r .~  Co to t m~JO,, , 
, = ' ' ,  • . . . . , : :  : • 
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CALL I.' 
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 'BUY ;,',SELL P'RENT  TRADE 
. ~.. .' + .,~ 
24..Notices 
i 
ZION BAPTIST CHURCH 
Sunday School: 
(all ages) 9:45 a.m. 
Sunday Services: 
11:00 a.m. 
Pastor: Rev. Ron Orr 
2911 S. Sparks St. 638.1336 
25. Business 
0pportunitles 
BUSINESS FOR SALE BY OWNER, Soup and sand- 
wich shop. Reduced for quick sale. Phone 
635.3696daysor635.2938 evenings, 2p31 
LARGE GUIDE OUTFITTING area in Nor- 
thwestern B,C, (Pdnce Rupert- Terrace) Major 
hi0 game species including black bear, moun. 
rain goat and grizzly. Phone 604.724.6795, 
' 4p31 
National  
Soup il Sandwich 
Chain 
Gleol Iocolions ovoiloble. 
Call 1-800-663-8733 
or  
604 -684-33 ! 4 
AHE YOD RETIRED - 
SEMI-RETIRED 
and/or have time available to help 
new or established businesses? 
FBDB CASE BUSINESS 
COUNSELLING PROGRAM' 
assists bu31nesses with market and 
feasibility studies, general manage- 
ment, plannlno, marketing, etc, 
COUNSELLORS ARE 
CURRENTLY NEEDED 
Call Bob Weigh B35-4961 
for more Information 
26, Personals 
ADVERTISE personal messages in the Terrace 
Standard• Confidentiality is assured. Phone 
638.7283 Monday to Friday, 9 a,m to 5 p,m. 
TALL, SLIM, ATTRACTIVE. physically fit, 
single working man in mid thirties (N/S) would 
like to meet an honest, physically fit, sincere 
lady for friendship. Reply to Box 22 c/o Ter- 
race Standard 4647 Lazelle. Terrace, V8G 
1S8 2p29 
PROFESSIONAL WHITE LADY N/S 40.ish at- 
tr~Uve ~jn,.o[Ld, +affectionate with ,sense of 
hurnour, J{l~e to ~ance, Lool~'lno 'tor a spe'cial 
m~n with similar qualities for lun & romance 
to|iven up the long winter. Reply to File 15 c/o 
The Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazefle Ave. Tar- 
race, raG 1S8 4p29 
WE ACCEPT ALL AIR B.C. TRAVEL CERT1RCATES. 
Call 1st Choice Travel 635-2277 lc31 
,p 
33, Travel 
INTERESTED IN A GUIDED TOUR OF ISRAEL at 
Group travel rates? Apdl 1.15, 1992, Tour 
group leaves Vancouver April 1st, 1992 with 
KLM, There is one nl0ht in Amsterdam, seven 
nights in Jerusalem, three nights in TIberies, 
one night in Tel Aviv (all in four and five star 
hotels.) Tours are with a deluxe air condilion. 
ed coach with tour guides and escods in at. 
tendance. For a ci)py of the itinerary for IsraeL, 
1992 and tour. cost details please call: 
525:2279 (New Westminster) or write to P,O. 
Box 8000.486 33693 South Fraser Way, Ab- 
botsford, B.C. V2S 6H1 4p28 
SIGHTSEEING 
TOURS @ 
Specializing in customized 
own & country scenic tours, 
Beverley Greening, Owner 
(604) 635-7868 
[ 24 HRS. 635"6181 J  
HAWAII s299p.p" 
• Out Nov. 24, 29 or Dec, 6, 8 
no returns Jan, 3, 10, 
AUSTRALIA 9099 
Dep, Dec. 1, 6, 8 only 
AIR B.C. COUPON 950 
Watch your real/box for discount voucher 
B.C. FERRIES- VIA RAIL 
ALASKA FERRIES - CARS 
OR HOTELS CALL US! 
A newspirit 
of giving 
A illtitlnal pftl~rJiii it) t'netlurJgl: g*villg vt)hll,l~+lllg 
.32. Legal Notices 
I, TR,~CEY BRUNEITE WILL NOT BE responsi. 
ble fo'r any debts incurred by my husband 
Charles Brunette, other than those made by 
mysetf. Dated Nov. 12/91 lp31 
BChydro 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
B.C. Hydro is inviting tender from 
powerline Contractors for pole replace. 
tent including replacing primary and 
secondary conductors on Hwy. 16 from 
Eby St, to Munroe St. in Terrace and 
0mlneca St. in Kitimat. 
Tender closes Wednesday, Dec, 11/91. 
Documents are available at the District 0f- 
rice at 5220 Keith Ave,, Terrace. For any 
further information please contact B,P. 
Clarke at the above address or phone 
638.5615. 
PACIFIC NORTHERN GAS LTD. 
DIVIDEND NOTICE 
NOTICE is hereby given that die 
Board of I~mctors of Pacific 
Non.hem Gas LM. has declared the 
foUowin8 dividends on the issued 
and outstanding shares of the 
Corporation: 
61/4% PREFERRED SHARES: A 
semi-annual dividend of 84.375 contl 
per sham payable on January 1, 1992 
to shareholders of record st die close 
of bush~.ss onI~ember 13,1991. and 
CLASS A AND CLASS 8 
COMMON SHARES: A quarledy 
dividend of 40 ccnu per sham 
payable on De~cmber 21, 1991 to 
shareholders of record at the close of 
business on December 6,1991. 




Beautiful 2 column by 6 inch 
advertising space for rent. 
Great view. It's the centre of 
attention in a heaw 
traffic area. 
Previous tenant received 
excellent results. 
Call 638-7283 for references. 
 TERRACE STANDAR 
BChgdro 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
B,C. Hydro Is Invlti~ tender from 
powerline Contractors for pole replace. 
tent In Terrace on Walsh Ave., Loan 
Ave,, Kalum Lk. Dr,, Hwy, 16 at New 
ReeD and Queensway St, in Thomhlll. 
Tender closes Wednesday, Dec. 11191. 
Documents are available at the 0tsldct Of- 
rice at 5220 Kelth Ave,, Terrace. For any 
further information please contact B.P. 
Clarke at the above address or phone 
638'.5615, 
Province ol Umslty el I+I 
British COlumbl, FOreSls ~ 
NOTICE INVIT1NG APPLICATION 
FOR TIMBER 8ALE 
LICENCE A3BBYB .... 
Pursoant to ~ 1 8 of the Forest/~l, 
ed Imlder ~ wit po accepted by UIo 
Dlsldct ManaOer, Kalum Forest Disbt¢l, Temece 
BrlUsh Cok~mbin, up Io 8:30 o~n, on the 281h day 
of N o ~  1991, to be opefled at 9:30 em off 
the 281h day of November 199 I ,  Io¢a 
Selc IJce~ce to ~ the hi.sang of 
11,830 oJblc melee, more or le~e, of emb~' 
located in ~ vlcbny of ~ T~I North 
Forasl Se~ Road In the K~ TImher l~pt~y 
Area. 
VOLUME: 11,830 cubic metres, more ~, 
SPECIES: Hemlock: 77%, Cedar:. 1%, Spruce: 
20%, Pine: 2% 
TERM: One (1) Yeet 
UPSET STUMPAGE: $3.98 
is restricted to peters reoIste~d in
the ~ 8u~ne~s Forest En~ Program, 
Ont~ One (1), 
If there b no Interest from Category One(l)  
registrants o~ the auebon ck~n0 dale, then tbe 
eais may be reedvenlsed tot offe¢ under both. 
categories, 
Pattlculam ay be obtained from the Dlab'Jct ' 
Manager at #200.5220 Kelth Avenue. Terrace, 
'B r l~  Columbia, V8G 1L1. 
John Petru 
Soe~mg ~e~ 
IN THE MATrER OF 
THE BANKRUPTCY OF 
DORIS ROSEMARY 
CHAVAL 
NOTICE is hereby given that 
DORIS ROSEMARY 
CHAVAL filed an assignment 
on the 4th day of Novanbei 
1991, and that the first meeting 
of creditors will be held on Fri- 
day, the 10th day of Jamiary, 
1992, at the hour of ll:00 
o'clock in the forenoon, at The 
Court House, l(D Market 
~'Place,';in '~the City of Prince 
Rupert, in the-: Pio~dni:x~ of 
British Columbia. 
Dated at Prino~ org¢, B.C. 
this 7th day of Novemi~r, 1991. 
Dl~orrDm i TOUClIE INC. 
Trustee 
//800 - 299 Victoria Street 





" 32. Legal Notices 
p Rovlw, l of MinlsW of 
' ( ~  B~Ftlsh Co~a'11bla Forests and L.~I~ 
Due to the Mlnlotry'o tendering 
procedures, contractors may be 
chosen from Select I Jets for beth 
direct award and select Invltstton 
bidding for all silviculture eotivlty 
contracts, 
The Prince Rupert Region le now 
ulxtating Its Select Uet by rquestlng 
all listed contractors to resubmit or 
confirm their previously submitted 
requests and Information, and In- 
viting newly ectsbllehed contractors 
to submit the necessary Information. 
Contractors who are Interested In 
being placed on the list for 
silviculture work In the Prince Rupert 
Forest Region are advised to con- 
tact: 





Attention: Silviculture ,Section 
Your request MUST Indicate 
Which districts and SPECIFIC 
alivlcultursl activities you are In. 
terested In. Furthermore, your re. 
quest MUST list the labour and 
capital resources at your disposal, 
indicate qualifications, experience 
and prev ious  cont racts  or 
references, 
triformation must be eubmltte~ to 
the above address by Jan. 6/I 992. 
. NOT ICE  TO 
CREDITORS 
Eltata of the dlCUlld: MCINT08H: 
LAWRENCE, LATE OF 4103 Ipld(I 
Steel, Tsncl, B.C. 
Credl!ors and others having claims 
against the said estate(s), are hereby re. 
quired to send them duly vedfled to the 
PUBLIC TRUSTEE, No, 600 • 808 West 
Hastings Street, Vancouver. D.C.. VBC 
3L3, before December 11, 1991, after 
which date the assets of the said estate(s) 
will be distributed, having regard only to 





In the Matter of The Estate Of 
BRENDAN DOUGLAS CHICOINE 
(Formerly of Terrace, British 
Columbia) 
Creditors and others having claims 
against the above Estate are re- 
qulred to send full perticutsre to 
Crampton, Brown & Amdt, No. 
3-4823 Park Avenue, Terrace, 
British Columbia, VSG 1%/5. on or 
before the 20th day of December, 
1991, after which dale the assets of 
the ssld Estate will be distributed, 
having regard only to the claims that 
have been received. 
ROGER RAYMOND CHICOINE, 
ADMINISTRATOR 
CRAMPTON, BROWN & ARNDT 
SOLICITORS FOR THE ESTATE 
NOTICE :,TO 
CREDITORS 
Gllela $t t~ dHnanad: +BE~TINB, 
ftONALD, LATE OF 1701 ~ Odil, T~ 
rm, &~, me deq kmmw ruder ~ 
name If Ul~41. ~ If Iax 102, 
Ti leS,  ILC, 
CredJlors and others having o~ms 
against the mild estate(s), are hereby re. 
qulzed 10 send them duly vedflnd to the 
PUBLIC TRUSTEE, No. 600.80B West 
HastinOS Sb'eet, Vancouver; B.C., VBC 
3L3, before January 2, 1992, after which 
date the assets of the said estate(s) will 
be distributed, hevlag regard only to 








Sealed tendon, addressed to the 
undersigned and marked "Thomhfll 
Refuse Site" will be received until 
4:30 p.m., November 2B, 1991, 
Speclflostlone end contract may be 
obtained upon request from: 
Regional Dletdct of Kitimat.Stlldne 
#300-4545 Lazefle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C, VSG 4E1 
Telephone: 635-7251 or 
1-800-663-3208 
FAX: 636-9222 
The lowest or any tender will not 
necessadly be accepted, - 
Administration ., • 
Regional Dtsblct of KIUmat-SBklne+ 
PROPOSED SILVICULTURE PRESCRIPTIONS 
Notice of proposed silviculture prescription (pursuant to Section 3 of the Silviculture 
Regulations) on the following areas that will apply if approval is obtained from the Ministry 
of Forests. The proposed prescriptions will be available for viewing uutil January 2, 1992 
at the location noted below, •during regular working hours. 
To ensure consideration any written comments must be made to the Forestry & Planning 
Department, Skeena Cellulose Inc., Box 3000, Terrace, B.C., V8G 4C6 by the above date. 
TREE FARM LICENCE NO. 1 
C.P. Cut Block Location Area Amendment 
(h~) Yes/No 
77U 644031 Steward Creek 71.5 No 
77U 644305 Steward Creek 27.0 No 
25C 252005 lshkeenickh River 38.0 No 
25C 252026 lshkeenickh River 58.0 No 
64H 235520, Kwiniak Creek ,39.01 No 
64H 234660 +*.~+.~': '+ :::~'~'1~ " ' . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  'K~vihla'k"cieeE' "+"48.o + ,:+~; ;.~No . . . . .  
650 319105 Kiteen River 36.0 +No. 
650 319111 Kiteen River 37.0 No 
FOREST LICENCE A-16835 
C.P. Cut Block l.xication Area Amendment 
(h~) Y¢#/N0 
EP5102 $85001 Mannix Creek 15.0 No 
EP5102 $85011 Mannix Creek 26.7 No 
EP5102 $85015 Mannix Creek 67.0 No 
EP5102 $85019 Mannix Creek 38.0 No 
EP5113 "I"87305 Legate Creek 25.0 No 
EP5113 T87307 Legate Creek 15.0 No 
EP5113 "1"87309 Legate Creek 31.0 No 
EP5113 "1"87315 Legate Creek 30.5 No 
BCYONA BLANKET CLASSIFIEDS $1 95  OnnlsH COLUMg~ 
~CYUKON ~ ads appear In more than 100 community newspapers in B.C. and Yukon COMMUNn~ 
~'WSP^PERS and reach more than 3 million readers. 
~SOeL~ T ° PLACE AN AD CALL THIS PAPER OR BGYONA AT (604) 669.9222, $3.7Oeachadditlonalword 
~lnmlOllVI 
Oyl. h,=a 11,C~. loo,oo0 i~,z~ 
w~maiy. B~nd 
872-0641, e l i . ,  I l l S ,  
~l-hl~ 1.~00.663-2521. 
moPFOmmm110 
Rer~d HoITub. Pro~a~on- 
i ~  yourheme. 
_H~am ,lowe~ak~¢ 
gt .c~q~m~ 1(~04)492- 
FOR ~U.I! lliSO 
s.e-=,,SmN modu6Ts, 
eeve~ gloves, mi~, ha~ 
rugs. LOW pdc~ moneybec~ 
~uaremee.Credtcardo~ders. 
I 0lhfree 1-800-GE7-2261. 
Dealer enquldem welcome 
l~e Ulffmate Gardener's I St~e. 1,000's of prec. ,  I Ct~'is~nas Shopping on Salt Spring_Island. ,Iol/z us for 
~eenhouses, ~r~cs ,  I Ught.Up and Feahiwd of 
r.~p Irdgation. Hug e Book I L~h~ November 29 a ~0. 
,~elecdon. 72 page, 'photo I Br lng lh isadforaf feedmw. 
fi~d0 1991 ~t t~gue.  $4, / cal I-Qmmberof00mmerce, 
refun~le on order. West. J 537-4223 for 51fOIlllallon, 
i+ I ;  i ,i~ ':~ !+ 
BUILIXNel eUPlq.lS ~ _ e 
m Water Fans, #103, DOO. FISI.WINDO~/SlIn~do~. i I01HI~RRIONM.S I RURALCABLET.V.sys~.ns. 20120 641h Ave, Landey,  PB~ONA~ 
arnextanorl~o0,meta]anCl u[mat ramming, ~om- B.C V3A4P7 " - Fre~doo,~ wn,,,.~,x-,.~,,-, I O,~H lOANS, Un4~ [ ,,~,,.h, p..ro~. ~. . . . . . . .  ., . Let ~ub Ross Pmduds on- 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I " I v,aum, uanoom s largest in ' - OOW In Vancouver at .C~.~NoC~No. i~ .  IsXeudo .M~:EgFORT1J_NEm~ng c~n~.Pmem~Jog~ ndealer.(4oa)4s4. i!l~s.1 leml For ~ approve ~ oe~.nt..nappy. ~ u~ale 5cJ4-2~ . . . . . . .  (e04) I01. • 7664, ~lmon~n, (403)624- + _ 
DO-IT-YOURSELF HARD. I - -  IDUOATION l 2117Peace Rive4"." ~ . ,~ . .  o fnew opporlm~- _ REAl. . . . . .  , . . . . . .  
WOOD P"I._OO.PJNG aPE-  I , ~ / 19S6 Kenwonh Logging gee , ,d th .~ l~y Ngh In- PROPER..'I'IESTOBESOLD 
GMLS.Pmnmmm~ptrquets I TR.AJN TO MANAeE in  I_T~. ck40OOummlrmE~Ine, ~m.~.urgenuy~ee m+.r_,,np~.omxe~¢~lar~ 
f~ ,  $1 .7~Kl . f t .~ed I Ap~ImenUOondomtntum leg CAM4,_, 1990 Peedess ~e.  1-800-268-1900. I av~..mm).,~.Permmnnamaan 
_~Jm.p T~ ~ ~aJD. MA- J b~Many leb~ava~ab~,  I +Gllder Irai ler. Phone ~ + ~.m v~,a: Pmpe~m~_De~ ' 
PL.S" mm~ ,~m ~.4~j. I amamm,,ntmm~,m mm I (sm~++on,  ee+den, s o. ~mm-=~-_~_"-_~-__~- m I ~++_ ~+ .mS, sm.. F, Ot- 
I~lJlClem 1ms ~ I t~ jdveect~l~ncour lm ~ /"_' , _ _.c~4mp~s ,an~.. c ] r la le~p~,  ~ unl:aJ'lO r K2OSJ1. 
Sq,R. OAK:  8hort~ .from I for~eta~s: . (6041881-~ or | U IA~ONDS_, Investment .¢~. ~osmorm.. a .va,a~e.lor I - si~lVl~eC, 
SI,BghKbff., P.a.,xlom ~m I 1 ~  /unu~/ . ' (ouruastEuy . lnde .  i.u-~. ~. .arOla l l~elenmu* I " - - - -  
StL4g/N f'.. PINE: 5". 16' | ~-  ,J , lPenClent laboratory mnnrr_ i sua~¢Fordetagsconlao~the J ICBOM~or inUry ;mdwaoe + 
w~aten1¢~a~a. I S& b lh~ ones • • garY, , r IOBO. yOill' 
ilt!mtaTO-O3141Vmcou. I . . ,  .u~mrv~....c~39~m'a, !~y~r .  e~o~toea~Ca~rl , . , . ,  l - tmmVSL 
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The Terrace Standard often 
What's Up as a public service to 
its readers  and communi ty  
o rpn iz=t long  . . . . .  ' . . . .  -,~ " 
Th. is;eo!umn is Intended fo r ,  
non-pro f i t  organizat ions and . . . . .  ~ 
those  events for which there ig 
no admission eha~e. Anyone interested in playing or 
learning to play. call Audrey 
Kerr at 635-3726. 
St st st st st 
CCB TERRACE AND 
DISTRICT White Cane Club 
meeting the 2nd Tues. Of every 
month at 1:00 p.m" in the 
To meet our production 
deadlineg, We agk that any item 
for What's Up be submitted by 
n0on on the FRIDAY preceding 
the issue in'whiCh it ig to appear. 
:For contflbuted articleg, the 
d~dl ine is S p.m. on the 
p~ing ,~SDAY~ 
We aid0 ask that all submis- 
sions be typed or pdnted neatly. 
NOVEMBER 20, 1991 - -  
H0mebased .business regular 
monthly' meeting, 7:00 p.m., 
Gim's Restaurant. All 
newcomers welcome. 635-9415 
**St**  
NOVEMBER 20, 1991 --  Ter- 
race/Thornhill Band Parents 
Assoc. are holding a meeting at 8 
P~m.' at" Caledonia School 
library.., Phone 635-4341 even. 
Ings. 
****St  
' NOVEMBER 21, 1991-  The 
SPCA ;wishes to establish a 
branch', iit~. Terrace, the first 
organizational meeting will be 
held at the Inn of the West, on 
Thursday, November 21, 1991 in 
room 328, starting at 7:30 p.m. 
All interested people are welcom- 
ed. For more information call 
Lonna Fisher 635-3B26 or Rose 
Higbie 635-4366. 
NOVEMBER 23, 1991 -- Ter- 
race Homebased Business Fair, 
Arena Banquet •Room, 10 a.m. -4 
p.m, Refreshments. r For info. 
: 635-94IS :' 
. St st st 'A, st 
NOVEMBER 26, 1991 - -  An- 
nual general meeting of Ksan 
Society will be held at 7:30 p.m. 
at Ksan office, 3234 Kalum. 
Everyone welcome. 
. . St.StStStSt 
NOVEMBER.26, 1991 --  Thor- 
nhill Jr. See. School parent ad- 
visory council meeting, at 7 p m. 
Topic - -  Youth & Drugs. Guest 
speakers will be 2 RCMP of- 
ricers, everyone welcome, 
St st st st A' 
NOVEMBER 28, 1991 -- 
Creative Parenting - -  A support 
and skillbuilding group for 
parents meeting Thurs, at 8 
p.m.; 4506 Lakelse Ave. For 
more information call: Kelly at 
638-0717. 
St st st st st 
NOVEMBER, 30, 1991 -- Ter- 
race Regional Museum Society 
Annual Book & Bake sale in the 
Sheens Mall. Donations of bak- 
ing and preserves woiuld be ap- 
preciated. Proceeds to go to 
upgrading the Heritage Park 
Museum, 
~) J S t****  ". 
ECEMBER 8,1991 --/'Ski Rac- 
Ing Program season starts. 7-12 
for Nancy Green, ! 1 and up for 
Alpine. Training day - -  Sundays 
1-3 p.m., 10 a.m, - noon, op- 
tional (technical development). 
Coached by paid profes- 
sional/assistant coaching by 
volunteers, Register by calling 
Michael 63B-1698 or Peggy at 
638-8370 
St st st st st 
FAMILY BIBLE SCHOOL has 
begun at the Alliance Church 
located at 4923 Agar  Avenue. 
For further info call the Church 
at 635-7727 or Eleanor Froese at 
635-5253. School provides 
. classes for every sge group from 
2 years, through teens and 
adults. 
St*St*St 
A.C.O.A. MEETING. An open 
self .help group meets 
Wednesdays at7:30 p.m. at the 
Knox United Church, 4907 
Laralle. For information phone 
Paul at 635.3045. 
St st st st st 
COME SING. Join the Terrace 
Youth Community Choir, Ages 
8-13 Monday evenings 6:15-8:00 
p.m.  phone 633-9649 or 
638;1230 for more information. 
Limit of.40 singes. 
~"A; st st st st 
" .,'SIGN LANGUAGE classes be. 
• ins offered at Terrace Child 
' Develei~meJit Ceatre Wednesday 
evenings~ Phone 635-9388 for 
further information, 
St st./at.st 
,:VOLUNTEERS NEEDED for 
Terraceview Lodge Pet Visita- 
tion ;,Program. Once a month 
committment eeded, Dogs only 
: .  for moi'e into, call Tammy at 
635-3737 (days) or 798-2226 
. .(eve~n~s). 
_ . . . # A ; ~ . ( ,  St*  St 
VOLUNTEERS~NEEDED FOR 
~,~'Child-iHe'alth~ clinicS" for 
:.. ,.,Tuesda~;ffom: 9:30 a,m, - 12 
, , " "p.m.'~iidfmin- :'-" -- h3op.m.-4p.m. 
'i .. ' Thursd~y;:~l]30:p.m;. 4 p,m. 
• . ,  ~ '. :,. Duties.']:;include,:.weighing - & 
: " h ~ }  ~0t' ~i~ie Jnformati0n 
." }call D~bra~t638-3310 ~' 
& D.UMS 
: ' } pracU( =~ery'Mon," from :'/:30 
! , ;8:10 p ,:!Jr, Tabl6: 8:20. 9:00 
' p.m,~ Table; 9:1S';9:45 p.m. 
/~ " ~ ::pJpklii ~umm~,; Meet at: the 
' r: ':Kin i~ ~' i t~!Xedtase Park. 
/ ." :~{,?-.- f . 
t~  - T - -  . till ii li I IJ 
' , .  - " -  ......... .-..T ' ',:. ;q 
• X. ' I " WHAT S: ..... , 
? 
• UP  
Women's Resource" Centre. Saturdays and Mondays 4* 6 30 
Everyone welcome. For informs. ,' : " p.m. at the Reading Place• (next 
tlon phone Sylvte at 635-6422 or to the Tillicum Theatre. Call 
Elizabeth at 63B-1397. 635.9119 for more into. 
• St***  *****  ;~ 
PIONEER KIDS CLUB meets , :DAIKO.ZENJI BUDDHIST 
every Wed. from 6:30 =- 8 p.rn; : "-~ -~ :TEMPLE Sore Zenmeditation. 
For kids 6.9 years at Terrace Tuesdays from 7-9 p.m. Call 
Pentecostal Assembly, 3511 Eby (~8-8396 or 638-8878, • 
St. Ph. 635-2434 for more into. . . . . .  
*s t***  
JUNIOR YOUTH GROUP 
meets every Wed, from 6:30 - 8 
p.m. at Terrace Pentecostal'- 
Assembly, 351,1 Eby St. For~ages 
l0 - 12 years. 635-2434 for more 
into. 
***St*  
CRYSTAL'S PLACE is ~t youth .... 
drop in centre for teens and 
young adults. We.offer'games: 
Nintendo, foose ball, pool, 
board games and much more. 
Christian rock videos, snack bar. 
Come for a visitl 4804 Olson 
Ave. 635-5450;:or r63~:2434. 
Fridays 3:30- I I p.m., S~,turdd~'s 
1 - s p.m. 
***~ .~ 
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN 
improving your English? Join an 
advanced level; Englislz As ASe- 
i c0nd Language'i:lass. we'me~t 
TERRACE KITIMAT 
SINGLES meet every Tuesday at 
Mr .  Mikes - -  7 .p.m. Terrace. 
For into, phone 635-3238. : 
****St  .~ 
;THE ALZHEllvlE'~"$UPPO~ 
group holds monthly meetings 
_on the last Thursday of each 
_month at 2:00 p.m, at Ter- 
raceview Lodge. These are infor- 
mal gatherings and new members 
are most welcome. For more in- 
formation please call Gillies at 
635-3381. 
**St**  
Recycle non-commercial glass, tin cans, 
newspapers & magazines. Glass &•tins MUST be 
clean (prefer Without labels). 
BEHIND THE B INGO PALACE 
MONDAY - FRIDAY ................................... NOON - 4 PM 
SATURDAY ................................................ 10 AM - 4 PM 
About the Terrace Standard 
HOURS: 
Our office Is open 8:00 a,m. - 5:00 p,m. Monday to Fr iday 
8:30 a,m. - 12:00 noon Saturday. 
DEADLINES: 
Deadlines for classified advertising is 12:00 noon Saturday 
before Wednesday paper. 
Deadline for space booking of display advertising is 5:00 pro, 
Friday before Wednesday paper. 
Dead ins for! submission to the editodaln~ p~ ~department is 12:00 
~khoon Frlday. before Wednesday papet'~ ;/=7, i ~!',,~ i . . . .  , . . . . .  ~m.,:, .- ;l.;,t'* I 
SUBSCRIPTIONS:. 
I 
• Subscription rates for the Terrace Standard are $30.00 per 
year. 
HOW TO CONTACT US: 
We are located at 
4647 Lazelle Avenue in Terrace, B.C. V8G 1S8 
phone 638-7283 FAX 638-8432 
v • 
Stock Reduct ion 
Norm's quitting and he's left me to get rid of his existing stockl?l 
Have I got a Deal for You! 
Fantastic savings on all his existing stock of 
rifles, shotguns, pistols, accessoriesl 
No Reasonable Offer Refusedl 
Gunsmithing Specials for Nov. & DaB. 
Complet~Strlp end Inspection, Repolleh and Hot Blue ......... From $95 
Complete Strip end Inspection, Repolleh and He! Blue, plus Strip and 
ReflnlIh Gunstock with Handrubbed OIl ................................. From $175 
Reoul Worn or Damaged Checkering ..... ~ ............................... From $90 
G lau  Bed Bolt Action Rifle for Strength and Accuracy. . ................ $69 




Maker of fine Sporting Arms 




ESTHEn, KARRE AND " 
JUUE VAN NES 
IP 
• - gUamr Chmg =r.B¢ 
~ !  ~I  r " In a clear record of delivery 
~: -- ~ i  ~B Dlfilk end a job well done you've 
- -8gnda l /  earned e FREE McHappy 
c0mp~.a o~ ~'a  .Meal. 
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It's one thing having a worker get injured or killed on the job. It's quite 
another having to break the news to his family. Last year, 4,103 British 
Columbians were killed or permanently disabled while at work. And 
over 2 million work days were lost. At theWorkers' Compensation 
Board, we want to change that. But we need your help. Call us, write us, 
make full use of all we can offer, in terms of safety planning, training, 
and materials.Together, we can create a safer workplace. 
WORKERS" 
cOmPENSATION 
BOARD o,~,,,.s. COLUMBIA  
Safety. Let's Work On It. 
PLEASE SEND ME THESE FREE BROCHURES: NAME • 
i'3 Publications and Posters Catalogue [] The Manager's Handbook COMPANY 
[] How to Implement an Effective Occupational Safety and Health Progiam ADDRESS 
. CITY 
[] Information for Employers [] Industrial Health and Safety Regulations 
[] Audio-Visual Resources Catalogue [] Information forWorkers and Dependents 
Frfe delivery within B.C. Nominal charge for publications and handling fee for 
delivery outside B.C. For more information, call your WCB area offi.ce or toll-free 
1-800-972-9972. 
PROVINCE : - -  
POSTAL  CODE . , -4  
PHC)NE - . . . . .  " 
Mail to:WCB Films & Posters Section " 
Box 5350.Vancouver, B.C.V6B 5L5 
THANK YOU 
From the Royal  Canad ian  Leg ion Dr. 13 Terrace  
~y~r~,hank~y?u~,to ,all :t~he .bLminesaes and ocganimtimm~in Terrace for showing that you do 
• ,~ l~  -~REMEMBER:" ~' ,~ , "=: / ,  .~ ~,'~,.~ ,~,~.)~ " ~ i  "~ ' . . . .  
.' '4 . . s .  , , :  ' ' ' ;'~' 
And to all the citizens of Terrace for your support and Remembrance on November 2 during 
our Poppy Campaign• 








Close Lip Business 
Burdette Dist, Ltd. 
Kalum Tire 
Lucky Dollar Bingo 
Sandman Inn 
Terrace Chrysler 










Northern Motor Inn 
Mount Layton Hotsprings 
Husky Station 












Accent on Hair 
Central Flowers ICG Liquid Gas 






Terrace Totem Ford 
Irly Bird 
Crepede 
All Star Shoe Repair 
Colour Your World 
Terrace Esso 











Bank of Nova Scotia 
Fabricland 







Royce Condle Assoc, 
Agar Red & White 
Terrace Pipes & Drums 
Kinette Club 
Kermode Friendship Soc, 
Order of the Royal Purple 





Independent Ind. Supply 
Pacific Northern Gas 
Loomis 
Inn of the West 
Braid Insurance 
Erwln Enterprises 
A & W - Mall 
First Choice Travel 
Slumber Lodge 
Terrace Equipment Sales 
Twin City Meats 
Carlyle Shepherd & Co. 
Grace Fell 
Frank Donahue 
Lehmann Jewellers . 
.Safeway 
Terrace Barber Shop 





Heather's Balloon Magic 






Rebekah Lodge .... 
Terrace Elks LOdgo 425 
Terrace,Uttle -Theatre 
Terrace Bowling. Alley 
Terrace District Credit Union 
Inronworks 
The Terrace Standard 
CaleB Computers 
Spee Dee Printers 
AVCO Finance 
Northwestern Spec, Foods 
Pat's Knit Shop 
Golden Flame 
Sears 
Northern Drugs ,{ ~/, 
Terrace Interior 
Savalas 
Talstra & Co . . . . .  -}  










Norms Auto Finish 
Finning Tractor 
Red Carpet Vending 
A & W Keith Restaurant 
Northern Digns & Screen 
Misty River Books 
Hairwaves 
Universal Workwear 





Ev's Men's Wear' 
Terrace Travel 
Jean's North ;i,i ,;i I 
• Woolworth.~: . : 
• : R6~,al Bahk!: ' ! :  
Benson Optical 
All West Trading 
Seen Stores 
Northwest Sports 
Northern Health Care 
-West Point Rental 
B.C. Telephone 
Terrace Shell 
Gim's Restaurant -, 
Western Supplies 
Terrace Old Age Pension 
Chamber of Commerce 
Scouts Cahada 
Kitselas.Lodge . " • 
Downtown Uons  
I Ladles Auxiliary Br. 13 Ind, ep.O~ler'ofForesters R.C .M.P .~/ / :  ' : . . . . . .  
C tyofTerrace 747 S¢lUadron ,',' ", RoyalCaiiadtan Legion Dr. ~ 3 
Paraplegic Association Knights of Columbus Order ,of the Eastern Star 
Salvation Army Centennial Lions' , - Terrace.Kltlmst Shrine:Club 
,:." Thani::you to all the members:ofBr;.i l "3 :~ho;~e out to help make this almost Succe.fuI  
I'L: 0smp~Jgn 'and to the Air Cadets'w.h~,~ietedr(m November:lst and:2l~d.(} , :/i },: 
~'' :~;:i' : i : '  ~'. !. ~: ;  Z 4!i ' ~/. :{}: . ' ! : : .  Peter. Crompton P6ppy Chairman 
"" ' ' "~"~ /;" " I , ' ': .... f~ i~'~'i,'ri,',;,., .. .. > '  . . . . .  ' ' .... "" '" . . . . . .  ~ . . . .  . .... 
,. :M/ : I  " 
t : . ,  , • ,  ~, , ,~v "~ - • . ,~,~ . . . . . . .  
• . ~ . :  !! ! ,~: , ( ~ ~  "~,~E?, ; ~" ~ 
W 
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This week marks the start of a 
periodic column on curlingby 
Linda :Moore, coordinator of 
the Curling Council of British 
Columbia. 
By LINDA MOORE 
Curl B.C. 
Thinking o!' trying curling? 
P layed for some years? 
Everyone can •benefit from tips 
on throwing and sweeping the 
curling :st0ne. In this column, I 
will go over some tips on the 
delivery of a curling rock; next 
t ime,~i sweeping will be 
highlighted. 
Curling is-fun and easy to 
learn. But like all sports, there 
are some "crit ical" points to 
remember, and practice will im- 
prove technique. As a beginner, 
it is important o get onto the 
ice frequently, to get the "feel" 
of the game. More experienced 
players should practise often, 
but always have a goal in mind 
when heading down to the curl- 
ing club. Som e objectives could 
be: ensuring that the sliding 
delivery is on target; working on 
the "in-turn" or the "out-turn" 
(the turns that make the rock 
curl clockwise or 
counterclockwise down the 
sheet); or trying to find "draw 
weight" (the weight that gets 
the rock to stop in the 
"house"). I will review the im- 
portant factors related to each 
one of these curling techniques. 
If the goal is to straighten out 
the slide, I 've got a few pointers 
that might help. First of all, the 
initial set-up is crucial. Many 
people step into the "hack" 
(foothold) without aiming their 
body at the skip's broom at the 
other end of the sheet. This 
results in: the entire delivery be- 
ing off-line. Instead you should: 
• Learn to draw an im- 
aginary line between the hack 
and the skip's broom. 
• Walt for the brrom to be 
held and then Step into the 
ha~k, with the hack foot 
heading down the imaginary 
line toward the broom. 
• Position the rock so that it 
is bisected by this imaginary 
line. A lot of players like to 
place the stone too far in front 
of their bodies. To start the 
rock swing, the rock then has to 
go at an angle, or in a curved 
motion, to get around the body. 
The backswing seems rather 
unimportant in the delivery pro- 
cess. But it actually determines 
the line that the curling rock will 
take in the forward motion. A 
crooked backswing means that 
the rock will come out off-line, 
and the player will have to 
" f i x "  the 'line by pushing the 
Stone. On most shots, especially 
takeouts, this can mean 
disasterl To check your rock- 
swing, you can do one o f  two 
things: 
• Have someone, videotape 
your delivery. Have the camera 
operator stand facing the hack, 
and throw the stone as thOugh 
they were the target. Aim first 
down centre, then one foot to 
the right, .and then one foot to 
the left, moving the camera 
each time. Watch the line of the 
rock, and. use "stop motion" if 
possible tO see the top of the sw- 
ing and the point where the 
rocks sets onto the ice. Is the 
line straight? 
* When throwing a stone, 
aim down the centre line and 
look down as the rock touches 
the ice. Is the rock bisected by 
the centre line? I f  not, then 
chances are the swing is crook- 
ed. 
To solve this problem, try 
taking a smaller, lower backsw- 
ing. Concentrate on a smooth 
swing, remembering that it 
should be the push from the 
hack with the leg that gives the 
rock enough weight, not the 
backswing. Also, be sure that 
you don't lift the rock up and 
set it straight down; you should 
swing the rock out toward the 
target. 
For the second point, to 
check if your turns are correct, 
here are two things to watch: 
• Whichever turn you throw, 
the throwing hand should end 
up in the handshake position 
with the thumb on top. After 
you throw the rock, look down 
at your hand. You should not 
be able to see the palm or back 
of your hand. If you do, you 
have turned your wrist too far. 
• Watch how many revolu- 
tions a rock that you have 
thrown thkes to get to the 
target. The "best" range is two 
to three revolutions down the 
sheet. 
Finally, to learn to find draw 
weight, the tip is ... to practise! 
Throw several stones down the 
same path and try to get all of 
them to stop in the house. Prac- 
tice getting the same "leg drive" 
out of the hack• 
These tips are intended to 
help all of you work on your 
game to achieve more success, 
and most importantly, have 
more fun. Good luck with the 
pointers and have a great 
seasonl 
ofjO¥ 
i ~, Baby's Name: Nichelle Rea Van Kouohnett 
Date & Time of Bldh: Oct. 15, 1991 at 11:52 ~m 
Weighl: 7 Ibs. 12 oz, Sex: Female 
Parentl: Mike & Robbe Van Kouofmen 
Grandparents Louis & MarGaret Gait 
Baby's Name: Noal Owen 
Dlte & Time of Bblh: Aug. 27° 1991 at 5:13 pm 
Weight: 6 Ibs. 4 oz, ~a: Male 
Panlotz: Joe & Trish PUzoff 
Baby'l Name: Chelsea Lynn DeSousa 
Date & Time d 81rlh: October 17, 1991 at 12:27 pm 
Wadghl: 7 Ibs. 10 oz I l l :  Female 
Pmntt: Nlco)a DeSonsa 
Baby'l Nim: Rachel 6ryanne 
Date & Time of Blrlh: October 18, 1991 at 7:10 pm 
Weight:, 8 Ibs. 6 oz ~lx: Female 
Parents: Cliff & Connie Siebert 
Baby'8 Name: Danny 8oy Jr 
; i: Tim, . . , :   1o., 1991 = e:o  
Wa~ht: 5 Ibs. 10 oz. ~lX: Male 
Prom: Jane & Don Henyu 
• Baby'S Natal: Kara Marie 
Dale & Tlma of Bhlh: October 24 1991 at 6:45 pm 
Wlighl: 6 Ibs 10 oz ~x: Female 
Pamnle: R0n Nahlrny & Delilha McKenna 
Terrace's petite ringette lemn hrought hack nament of the season," she said. : :  
third-place medals and some valuable game : Terrace's 'tween.dlvition team,went 0.4 to .  . :..: 
exper ience f rom a tournament lnPdnce  p lace  four th  on  their  t ide o f : the ineet l  nat -  • , : ;',~ • 
George  two weekendsago , ;  ' : • _ - rowly los ing  their  f inal  game,  " . - - , - .  .... ~ /:~" 
_ .3~ey dJdn'.l .win .any o f  thdr:  four  games ,  ; I !  was tied to the • end ,  when Vanderho0f"  ; ! i  ;• 
nmsnmg nemnu ='nnee Georgp and Burns scored in the final second to grnh an 8-7 vie- r i !:: i~ 
Lake, but were pln~lng much ~tter by'the tory. : * u ' ~ ' ~ ~'':" ' : '  BiB ) ` . . . . . . .  4' .... ' : F " :~q u; : ~ 
end of  lhe lourney . . . .  ~ , . , ,  . .  #.,, m,. ,~.,.=.~/;~...~.;~ m,~ =~...,L.; ~ •: . . . .  %•~/~ 
Rln ette organizer Sharon Prinz said few :. 
players had. any game experience going into 
Prince George. 
"They played very well for theli' first tour- 
m I 
ANNOUNCEMEN  
• - _ , ~ ~  
ROY BERG 
Parkerl Pacific Is pleased to announce.that Roy. Berg " 
has b~en appointed sales representative in tl~e Te~race- 
Kitimat-H~elton-Stewart.Prlnce Rupert and Queen ., _ = 
Charlotte areas, :.. ~'.-i : / ; . . .  : , "  " " . . . . .  " 
Roy has an extensive backgroUnd InHeavy Equipment, BUT. ONLY FOR ONE DAY!!;" 
trucking and the mining and oll reid inc iustries. He looks ' 
forward to meeting the people Inith.ese areas. TH IS  IS  OUR BIGGEST SALES EVENT: 
l i I 
IB !-m ..OF THE YEAR. 
~ ' ~ LOOK FOR MoRE DETAILS IN WEDNESDAY;: 
NOVEMBER 27 TERRACE STANDARD • 
NORTHWEST : 
3671 Hwy16E., Terrace, ph. 635.2292 . V CONSOLIDATED sUPPLY LTD, 
_ _ __  - _ | 
• 5239 Kelth Ave. Terrace 63S-7168 
n i i 
I 
/ 
Skeena Mall 635-5236 
nm 
WHAT'S HOT for ChriSt  ts '91 
I I  I 
DOLLHOUSE FOR CHRISTMAS 
What is more magical than a dollhouse for Christmas? Dollhc)uses 
. are available in wood or plastic, ready.made or do it yourself, f~,g ds 
and boys of all ages. ..... ' : ' "  ~ ' % ;-' ~ 
The Toy Report for 1992 by theCanadian Toy "~es~flg CoiJncllgives 
top rating to the little tikes place and Gramma's House (ages 2.5), 
Playmobil (5 +), Lundby (5 +), and accessories available by each 
company., 
The Toy-Report says "sharing is fun and cozy with the little tikes 
house...excellent quality and durability", "the Playmobll house is a 
fa ry. tale come true for the Playmobil. over . "  . . . .  The dollhouse by Lund by 
is wired to allow for electric lamps and fixtures and is expandab eto In-' 
clude other storeys . . . .  ~ , ,  
Look for sturdy houseS, accessibie to more:~than o e child at ~time 
then consumers will have goodplay value foF the dollar. 
Dollhouse and furniture kits can be assembledin avadety of styles 
from traditional to modern. Kits by Greenleaf have:been simplified 
and offer a toll-free number for anyquestions. The kits~are time con: 
sumlng so early purchase is advised. 
BU Cr  . 
15 PIECE~ OF OUR 
FAMOUS KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN 
SERVES 5 TO 7 PEOPLE. 
T/NY PR/C£. 
ii 
, ' '  ,~ '~ i ;~:~, : .~ ,~,~* '~, '~ ' / : :~ '~ / . . . . . .  S ~ N ~ ,  . . . .  ~ "~;~/~.  -'~i 
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